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NEW EDITOR APPOINTED

Dr. Lawrence R . Murphy has been chosen to succeed Mrs. Martha Seffer
O'Bryon, editor ofthe Pacific Historian, beginning with the Fall1980 issue.
Dr. Murphy, a native ofSacramento, California, attended the University of
Arizona and Texas Christian University,from which he earned his Ph. D. in
history in 1968. He has studied with John Alexander Carroll, Donald E.
Worcester, and Harwood P. Hinton. Murphy taught at Western Illinois
University and the American University in Cairo before joining the University of the Pacific where he is also Professor of History and Dean of
Continuing Education and Summer Sessions.
Murphy is a specialist in Western history, whose own publications include
books on Indian agent William F.M. Amy and Philmont Scout Ranch. He
has recently completed a biography of Lucien B. Maxwell, a nineteenth
century fur trapper, explorer, and rancher who accompanied John C.
Fremont on three of his western expeditions. He has also written about
Santa Barbara millionaire Stanley McCormick. His history of the Lake
County resort of Bartlett Springs appeared in The Pacific Historian in 1972 .
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FROM THE ARCHIVES Visual Reflections of California History:
The Holt-Atherton Photo Collection
For the past year it has been my privilege and good fortune to be the
curator of photographs at the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western
Studies at the University of Pacific in Stockton, California. Like hundreds
of unemployed historians thrown o'n the mercy of the job market, I had
accepted the archival position when it was evident that a teaching assignment was not forthcoming. Happily I can say that my term as photo curator
at the center has been a very positive and rewarding experience. First, it has
allowed me to be associated with one of the outstanding California history
photographic collections on the west coast, still virtually unknown to many
scholars in the field. Second, it has demonstrated to me that a professional
historian need not be limited to the classroom and can employ his skills in
areas outside teaching (many history Ph.D.'s have not come to this realization and are therefore limited in their job potential). Third, and possibly
most important, it has served to develop within me a new sense and
appreciation of the value of the historical photograph as a valid scholarly
resource. While there is a growing appreciation of the value of the visual
image among historians, it still does not command the respect of the written
word. I need also to add that my year at Pacific was made even more
pleasant through my association with the very friendly and approachable
staff at the center.
Partly in appreciation for a year well spent and partly due to the fact that
the collection has not received as much publicity as it deserves, I decided to
prepare a brief piece describing the nature of the materials and the present
state of the collection. For the past five years the staff at the center has
labored to sort through, organize, identify, and catalog the approximately
40,000 images in the collection and make them available to interested
scholars. The results of this labor are impressive, and at present approximately 25,000 (mostly positive prints) have been catalogued. Included in the
collection are positive prints, stereographs, lantern slides, daguerrotypes,
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tintypes, and ambrotypes.
While the collection includes the work of famous photographers such as
Muybridge, Watkins, and La Fontaigne, it features the work of two local
Stockton photographers, John Pitcher Spooner (1845-1917) and Van
Covert Martin (1885-1962). Spooner and Martin's visual artistry spans
approximately a century (1870-1960), offering a vivid reflection of the life
and times of Stockton, San Joaquin County, the Mother Lode, and the San
Francisco bay area.
A transplanted New Englander, Spooner arrived in San Francisco in
1864, nioving on to Stockton in 1867. The former whaler from New Bedford,
Massachusetts first established a partnership with a local photographer
named Brownell (Brownell and Spooner). Mter a brief return to San
Francisco, he moved back to Stockton setting up his own studio where he
worked until his retirement in 1900. Of great interest and value are more
than 400 stereographs, including views of buildings, residences, and streets
(mostly Stockton but including locales in the bay area and foothills), and
numerous portraits of men, women, and children in their everyday roles.
Spooner is the major source for views of tum-of-the-century Stockton.
Martin began his career in Nevada City, California in 1899 when he
accepted the position as a photographer's apprentice. Mter working for a
year in Nevada City, he returned to his native Stockton where he joined the
photographic firm of Charles Logan (a goodly number of Logan's views of
Stockton and vicinity are included in the Holt-Atherton collection). Martin
remained with Logan untill915 when he established his own studio in the
old Physicians Building. In a sense Martin began where Spooner left off
and is the major source for views of Stockton from about 1920 to his death
in 1962. In addition to his own work, Martin made copies of and preserved
much of Spooner and earlier area photographers. Martin seemed to have a
flair for the spectacular and sensational and his vivid reflections of catastrophes and disasters portray with intensity the passions of the moment. To
view his spectacular scenes of the many fires that dot Stockton's early
twentieth-century history is to relive the terrors of these terrible holocausts.
As a fitting accompaniment to these action shots, Martin developed a large
portfolio of the history of the fire departments and companies that were
given the task of dealing with such catastrophes. Martin died in 1962, but
not before collaborating with historian Dr. R. Coke Wood, former director
of the Holt-Atherton Center, to produce an intriguing visual history of
Stockton, Stockton Album Through the Years (1959). To the sadness of his
friends and colleagues, Dr. Wood recently passed away, but his efforts to
identify many of Martin's photos have proven invaluable in cataloguing the
Center's collection.
In addition to the Spooner and Martin collections, the photo archive
includes the work of such Stockton photographers (all nineteenth century)
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as B.P. Batchelder, Marino Monaco, Charles Logan, and Edwin McCullagh, and such well-known west coast photographers as C.E. Watkins and
La Fontaigne of San Francisco. Included in the Watkins' collection are
stereographs ofYosernite National Park, San Francisco, Monterey, and the
Pacific Coast from Washington to California. Of significance are Watkin's
visual recordings of the great San Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906,
during which all of his negatives were destroyed. La Fontaigne is an
excellent source for tum-of-the-century San Francisco and continues Watkin's famous traditions. There are also a few images taken by the noted
Matthew Brady (Civil War scenes).
As a demonstration of the breadth of the Holt-Atherton collection, the
Center boasts several private collections of note. Among these, and possibly
the most unique, are the international views of Desire Fricot (1868-1940)
and Robert Bolt. These two prominent Californians traveled extensively
abroad in the early 1900's and their photographs offera penetrating look at
Europe and the Middle and Far East. The Fricot collection is especially
broad containing images of Central and Eastern Europe, India, Russia,
China, Japan, Southeast Asia and Central America.
The Holt-Atherton collection is especially broad in regards to the agricultural heritage of Stockton and San Joaquin County. Of these images, the
largest number trace the evolution of agricultural machinery with the
majority relating to the inventor Benjamin Holt and his impact on Stockton
and abroad. Holt is credited with inventing the caterpillar tractor which
revolutionized farrning and played such a large role in the development of
military technology during World War I.
As mentioned earlier, the value of the photograph as a valid historical
document is still not recognized by the majority of historians. This is a tragic
oversight. As Robert Weinstein states, "to ignore such powerful evocative
images when they are at last beginning to be received with interest"would be
a serious mistake.1 Weinstein continues:
" ... in today's world, demands for our visual attention and response are so many and
compelling that visual literacy has become a necessity to living fully. The youth among us
accept and esteem photographs as a matter of course, while to many a professional mind the
true value of photographs as primary documents and source materials remains more obscure.
We professionals must all soon start to develop fresh attitudes that will help us to use
photographs as effectively as we do the pages of a book. "2

In an effort to remedy some of these deficiencies, the Holt-Atherton Center
is making a concerted effort to play its part in raising the esteem of the
historical photograph. The Center has made a definite committment to
continue to collect, care for, and preserve its collection for the use of
interested scholars. At the same time it is making an effort to publicize its ,
vast holdings to the rest of the academic community. It is hoped that this
brief article might in some way contribute to this effort.
Dr. G. Marshall Reynolds
Photo Archivist
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The following is a brief list of some of the subject areas covered in the
historical photograph collection at the Holt-Atherton Center:
I. Agricultural History.
2. Alaska and the Yukon.
3. Architecture(Stockton, San Joaquin County, Mother Lode, Bay Area).
4. Athletics (softball, basketball, boxing, water sports).
5. Automobiles.
6. Business Enterprises (mostly Stockton and surrounding area).
7. California History, I846 to Present.
8. California Politics and Government, I846 to Present.
9. California Landscape and Views.
10. California State and National Parks (strong on Yosemite).
II . Centennial Celebrations.
I2. Courthouses.
13. Crime and Criminals.
I4. Delta (flooding, views).
I5. Dredging and Dredges.
I6. Education (elementary, secondary, universities).
I7. Ethnic Groups (Chinese, Black, Mexican-American, Filipino).
I8. Fraternal Orders (Masons, etc.)
I9. Fur Trade in California.
20. Historical Sites, Markers.
21. Indians (dwellings, archaeology, burial customs).
22. Industrial History.
23. Labor History (migrant labor, etc.)
24. Military History.
25. Mining (copper, silver, gold).
26. Missions.
27. Monterey and Peninsula (historic sites, dwellings).
28. Mother Lode Country (mining).
29. Railroads (locomotives, stations, construction, employees, etc.)
30. Religion (churches, missions, etc.)
31. River Travel (steam transportation, shipping).
32. Sacramento (views, Capitol).
33. San Francisco (Earthquake and Fire of I906, Exposition of I9I5,
views, architecture, etc.)
34. San Jose and Bay Area.
35. Stockton (Views, dwellings, harbor, port trade, buildings, etc.)
36. U.S. History(Mexican War, Civil War, War of I898, World Warland

II).
37. Women in California History.
1. Robert A. Weinstein and Larry Booth, Collection, Use, and Care of Historical
Photographs, American Association for State and Local History, Nashville Tennes-

see, 1977, p. 17.
2. Ibid., pp. 1Q-11.
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A History of the
Stockton Public Library
Part Three: The Stockton-San Joaquin County Public Library, built
"With Stubborn Patience as with Triple Steel"
by Virginia Struhsaker
City Manager Charles E. Ashbumer appointed Ida Elizabeth Condit
Librarian, December I, 1925, "in further recognition of 25 years of most ,
valuable service in the Stockton Public Library." Miss Condit stated, "I
have no radical changes in mind; I am hopeful of serving the community in
the best way."' This she then did for another 21 years, possessing at her
retirement Apri116, 1946, the longest record of municipal service in Stockton's history - 46 years. 2 An Independent editorial declared her appointment the deserved recognition of an efficient and faithful public servant,
asserting that her long and close identification with the library's development, her intimate knowledge of the library's needs, possibilities, and clientele, and her valuable experience and training combined with her personal
attributes of dignity, poise and graciousness made her the ideal public
servant. Ashbumer proclaimed his belief that with the "full cooperation of
the people of Stockton, the employees of the library and the administration
you [Condit] will make the Stockton Free Public Library second to none in
the country. "3
Born in Sonora in 1873 where her storekeeper father had settled in 1852,
she moved to Stockton in 1875 when he purchased Henry H. Hewlett's
hardware, at 21 S. Hunter. 4 Stockton educated, Miss Condit joined the
library April3, 1900, under Librarian Clowdsley as an apprentice serving
the required 3 months in each department; received her certificate October
3, 1900; and served as part-time and night assistant ($10 a month) and Miss
Mann's assistant ($5 a month) till appointed full time, June 3, 1902. She
attended a University of California, Berkeley, course for librarians in 1906
and became County Library department head in 1910, appointing branch
librarians and supervising the distribution of branch books. s
In the Fall of 1925, the library received new floor coverings and a more
up-to-date heating and ventilating system to provide even heat and reduce
dirt and noise.6 But late in 1925, the Philomathean Club, concerned over
worsening library conditions, cut and canceled book orders, reduced
budget, delayed and inadequate supplies, too few, too old and too worn
books and poorly trained staff, appointed a fact finding committee to
present constructive suggestions to the city manager. 7 November 23, 1925,
the club urged: increased funds commensurate with service; pay raises for
experienced staff; future vacancy entrance requirements raised to Charter
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intent and I st class library standards; and termination of an obsolete
apprentice system now expensive with state required wages - all changes
sought by Parkinson before his resignation. The 1923J25 borrower decrease
was blamed on poor service; the circulation drop, on lack of new books. The
city manager now controlled book purchases. A fact -finding advisory board
was proposed, as a clearing house for difficulties, composed of representatives from leading organizations to resolve misunderstandings and secure
library-city manager-public cooperation.s Ten years later an Independent
editorial again criticized an unrealistic budget, lack of city support and
public apathy; praised the "excellent" librarian for having done the best
possible with available means; and recommended an advisory board of
concerned distinguished citizens to promote the library.9
Still library services and use increased. Condit, attuned to the public and
receptive to requests, enthusiastically cooperated with women's clubs
countywide providing book and program assistance. Supporting the California State Library plan to collect and preserve pioneer records, she began
a local history collection working with the Federation of Womens' Clubs
History and Landmarks Department.IO She promoted the well publicized
and received "Reading With a Purpose" program, 1926-1929, providing the
American Library Association booklets, buying or borrowing required
titles from the State Library and assigning an assistant to help involved
patrons.'' Pictures, maps, and phonograph records were loaned to schools;
the County School Department provided library use instruction to San
Joaquin and Calaveras rural schools; 2,500 pupils read 10 books during the
term to win certificates; an adult/ juvenile summer book collection was
provided North School PTA; interlibrary loans increased involving more
libraries; and circulation rose each year. 12 In 1929, the expanding County
School Department, with a 44,283 circulation and 3,000 visits by 185 rural
teachers in 1928, moved its 50,000 item collection and staff of 3 from the
basementto 21 S. Hunter, with the schools sharing the $150 monthly rent and
$1,150 renovation costs.B 1929 was the greatest year yet in library history
- over !h million books circulated via 17 city and 36 county branches, 15
city and 75 county school branches and 28 city classrooms to 20,999 active
borrowers.l4 Yet the 1930 budget included $10,000 for a Yosemite Lake
boat/ bath house but only $898 for library equipment.'5
1923 Condit began indexing the Stockton Record with a general file on
Stockton and nearby communities; a "prominent persons"file; and a special
file on College of the Pacific and Port of Stockton. In 1937 she began a
chronological scrapbook series on Stockton's growth, including industry,
military installations, civic enterprises and govemment.l6 In 1927 the
Library made a public appeal for donations for older state and municipal
documents, especially 1848-70, to complete files and reduce interlibrary loan
cost and delay. Also requested were city directories before 1870.'7
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Arlo B. Cross' 1917 holographic will on the backs of stock and bond
order blanks, probated July 28, 1927, left the library a $1,000 bond whose
4% annual interest purchased for many years medical and hygiene titles
suitable for laymen.1s In 1925 former Stocktonian, William Hammond
Hall, donated the American Society of Civil Engineers' Transactions and
Proceedings, 1884-1923, 81 volumes, and the ..Inland Waters" portion of his
library since Stockton was now the .. Inland Waterways City of California."l9 In the Spring of 1930, Stockton's public spirited Sons of Italy,
inspired by San Francisco's Italian Book Exposition, donated a valuable
classic and modern collection in Italian and English purchased with funds
raised by fetes and gifts.20 On January 13, 1935, a display offacsimiles of his
original sheet music commemorated the 7lst anniversary of Stephan C.
Foster's death when Miss Condit obtained as a gift from Foster Hall
Reproductions 2,000 copies of200 Foster compositions with unique woodcut covers housed in a special cabinet, indexed by I st line, title and date and
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available for loan.2 1 During the Summer of 1939, the Library received as a
bequest 'the Library of Harriet Chalmers Adams (Mrs. Franklin Pierce
Adams) world renowned geographer, explorer, author, lecturer, daughter
of Stockton pioneers and Condit's girlhood friend . Her 6 personal scrapbooks, 1906-37, and 2,615lbs. of books rested in 19 custom-made cases.22
The 1930's depression reduced library support but increased its use.
Jobless adults with enforced leisure read to improve morale and job skills.
Conscientious staff strove to contend with overcrowded reading rooms and
staggering work loads. 23 Facing a $2,000,000 drop in taxable property value;
a peak bond redemption payment year; and a no-raise mandate for 1933 city
taxes, city council axed 2 jobs and 2 branches - Fair Oaks and Mineral
Baths, but avoided feared city-wide pay cuts.24 By 1934 the library was a
veritable refuge for elderly, ill-clad, homeless men, who sheltered nights in
relief agencies and daily awaited the library's opening to grab chairs, stairs
and tables seeking \\armth and escape mainly in newspapers. 25 That winter
the library donated over 500 books to the Federal Shelter Library providing
home pickup of gift books, magazines and newspapers.26 A CW A paint and
repair project was welcomed and despite a San Francisco newspaper's jibes
of "boondogling" a WP A bookbinding project returned to use hundreds of
shabby books.2s The depression reduced the School Department's rent to
$135 monthly29 but the city frugality reduced book funds so drastically that
the annual No-fine Week with its 'return barrel' on the library steps played a
vital role.30 In 1934, the library installed the Gaylord Electric Automatic
charging machine for greater accuracy and a 55% work reduction.3 1
Miss Condit led the library's annual drive to collect books for sailors'
libraries sponsored by the Seaman's Church Institute, San Francisco, 192345. Donors left books or money during Seamen's! Merchant Marine Book
Week at any library agency. Book collections were placed on all merchant
ships departing California ports.32 During World War II, Miss Condit,
Chairman of the Victory Book Campaign, sponsored by ALA, USO, and
the American Red Cross, collected suitable books for service libraries
accepting gifts at the Main and 33 branch libraries, averaging 3 ,500 a year.33
A "Stockings for Victory" barrel collected discarded silk and nylon hosiery
for conversion into powder bags. 34 Wartime circulation fell sharply as war
work replaced reading time. Book buying focused on war-related topics.
Being a federal document depository, timely government publications were
available and popular as were international and technical titles. Staff
assisted with Stockton E'ield and Stockton Motor Base Libraries.3s.
Childrens' work flourished. The 1st Reading Club, beg}ln in May 1923,
was renamed Pioneer Reading Club in 1929 to distinguish it from 5 newer
library-school clubs, and became the Bookworm Club in 1939.36 Club and
Childrens Book Weeks provided puppets and marionettes, films, many
book character parades and parties, dish garden contests, pirate treasure
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hunts, Mother Goose parties, Maeterlinck's Blue Bird, "World in Books"
dance recital, Louisa May Alcott Centennial, James Hull and Howard
Pease receptions and a Fox Theater novelty program.37 Best wartime book
reports won defense stamps, and club handicrafts bought war bonds.3 8
Childrens' books were collected for war-devastated Philippine libraries.39
College of the Pacific story-telling students, WP A workers and Camp Fire
Girls assisted with frequent story hours.40 Mary Colahan, Mineral Baths
assistant, presented a 30 minute story hour on KWG, Saturdays 6 to 7
PM.41 Gaylord Brothers gave a mending workshop for children; staff
members offered a 6 week "Mothers Circle" class on book use with children;
library tours were provided to school classes and classroom collections, to
schools.42
With a spring bouquet presented by the staff in hand, Miss Condit left the
Hazelton Library 46 years after first entering as staff in 1900 declaring, "We
have outgrown this library; I hope before long it will be possible to build the
new one at Oak and Center Streets."4J Eighteen years later, at 91, she saw
her hope realized.
When selected for Stockton, Margaret Klausner was Napa County
Librarian with 17 years varied experience mainly in the Sacramento City
Library. Born and reared in Omaha, Nebraska, attending Creighton University till moving with her family to California in 1929, she changed from
journalism after a temporary library job. Studying at California University,
Berkeley, she received a library degree from Denver University in 1939.44
Stockton's 1st non-native career librarian, Klausner faced formidable problems: falling circulation and use; a worn-out, out-grown, ill-sited building;
and a lack of funds, books, staff (78% turnover in '46) and public and official
support. Deeming minor alterations for efficiency and attractiveness stopgap measures, she resolved to upgrade services in the crumbling hulk while
securing a modem library, city and county branches, and a realistic
budget.45 She recommended modem planned branches, with basic reference
and 6000/8000 volume general collections, catalogs, and 37\12 open hours
for Tracy, Manteca, Ripon and Escalon; a bookmobile to replace small
uneconomical branches; juvenile/ teenage services; and $1 per capita financial support, asserting that the county, contributing but 27.5% of funds
while enjoying 58% of circulation, should provide the increase for branch
rejuvenation and needed headquarters reorganization, added space and
staff.46·
In 1947 the Public Administration Services recommended that city council abolish the Recreation Department and build a library.47 In 1948
Klausner requested immediate replacement of a library outgrown in 1902.48
1950 saw a tentative site chosen, Oak between Center and ElDorado; Peter
L. Sala, architect, hired; Francis Keally, N.Y. architect and library consultant, imported for advice; a $57,000 interest free General Services Adminis260

tration planning loan accepted; and the proposed $1 ,500,000 library at last
underway. 49 In an 8 cities whirlwind fact-finding tour, Klausner attended
seminars and visited libraries.so A bond issue, donations, fund accumulations or amusement tax would raise construction cash.s1 By 1952, with plans
public, the city's $10,000,000 Public Improvement Program added the
library, construction was to begin in 1958/59.52 Delays cost the planning
loan in 1953.54 On Apri112, 1955, a $1,900,000 library bond issue received
only a 54.8% majority instead of the 66-2/3% needed for general obligation
bonds although no additional tax levy was slated, bond retirement and
interest being paid from capital improvement funds.ss
Library Building Committee-financed publicity and strong club support
had not offset the San Joaquin Taxpayers Association's insidious jibes
calling the 3rd floor a half million dollar penthouse, the exterior marble
facing chosen for cheap maintenance and the state required employees
lounge luxuries. 56 The California State Library team's 1956 plan analysis,
ordered by city council, found the libeled building just adequate to meet
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needs for the next 20 years, citing the 147% use increase in 1950-55. It
advocated movable partitions, basement book storage areas, a larger art
and music area, business-industry section, newspaper-magazine reading
room and larger stafflocker facilities but smaller lounge.57 October 8, 1957,
a $1,981,000 bond issue, again with Sala's plan, lost with a 61% majority.ss
$15,000 of a new $35,000 federal planning loan (repayment only with
bond passage) hired Clowdsley & Whipple, local architects, to design a new
building.s9 Sala had died 1956.60 October 10, 1959, despite the Mayor's
Committee of 1,OOO's door-to-door campaign, a $2,350,000 bond issue for a
main and 2 branch libraries lost with a 65.12% majority, a larger percentage
than accorded any presidential candidate in modern history.61 City Council,
faced with state-ordered library closure, resorted to a lease back plan
wherein a nonprofit corporation would sell tax free bonds to finance
construction, award the building contract, and lease the library to the city
for 20 years with rental retiring the bonds for final city ownership.62 Only
minor plan disputes clouded the new library's future.63 Then the "friendly"
court action to stress this method's legality to improve bond salability grew
so hostile with the San Joaquin Taxpayers Association's intervention that
City Council, still facing safety closure threats, placed a $1,740,000 bond
issue on the June 5, 1962 ballot winning with a 70% majority.64.
Simultaneous with this long arduous struggle for a new library was a
losing battle to keep the old library safe and useable. Yellow, rose and
turquoise paint covered cracks and grime; new lights brightened dark
corners; basement excavation added work space - windowless, ill ventilated, steam pipes overhead, extension cords underfoot.65 An evaporative
cooler lowered the Childrens Room's 100° summertime temperature.66
1958's winter rains pelted leaky roofs. Plaster fell. 500 juvenile books were
soaked, a $1 ,500 loss.67 Reader seats declined to 60 adult, 12 juvenile.68 Grills
discouraged tramps' nightly slumber use of the porch.69 From 1950-57,
books overflowed into rented storage at 238 E. MarketJO In 1957 the
Branch Library Division moved to rented space, 2 blocks away, in the
Masonic Temple, Market and Sutter, along with 10,000 books, 84% of
bound and 30% of unbound magazines, 36% of newspapers and .Y2 of the
federal and state documents.7 1 By 1959 a Community Council subcommittee found the building "inadequate and obsolete" preventing "improved or
added services."72 More talk, little action ensued till February 19, 1960,
when the Division of Industrial Safety, State Department of Industrial
Relations, threatened closure in 60 days citing violated regulations regarding ventilation, boiler relief valves, exposed pipes and wires, cracked floor
joists, overloaded balconies and stairway landings, weak roof, no sprinklers,
and deteriorated lime mortar requiring replacement of 3 walls, shoring of
the 4th. 73 Structural repairs, estimated at $90,000 to $200,000, would force
interim building closure and book removal. 74 Employee Workman's Com262

pensation was jeopardized.75 City Council. personally responsible for damages in excess of the city's $1,000,000 general comprehensive insurance
coverage, approved a $50,000 interim relocation moving Reference-Circulation into a steel temporary in the parking lot; Childrens, toN orth Hall, Civic
Auditorium; books to the adjacent just-vacated former central firehouse;
and Technical Services, to the Corporation Yard.76 Despite adding 3
employes and a central switchboard, the dispersal curtailed services.77 The
1st floor remained for limited use till growing danger completely closed the
library on March 19, 1962. Now only 6 employees, the number covered by
insurance, could enter at a time for books.78 Balking at repair costs, doubting the validity of hazards, City Council vacilated between repairs and
abandonment till June's bond passage assured a new library.79 Scattered
services struggled 2 years from ground breaking August 1962 to opening
August 1964. Wreckers leveled Hazelton's Marble Library on August 23,
1965.80
September 19, 1964, Klausner, before a crowd of 350, accepted the ribbonbedecked keys of the new library termed one of the city's greatest achievements.s1 In use since August 24th, the $1,750,000 L-shaped, 2 story, splitlevellibrary of steel, glass, and concrete containing 69,000 sq. ft . inside,
3,100 outside, with a future eastside addition possible, would hold 400,000
books. The split-level plan lowered foundation costs, making possible both
stairs and ramps for easy access to all. Light and airy, interior surfaces were
bright and colorful. Vivid, semi-abstract entrance mosaic murals by internationally known Jean Varda caused comment and controversy. The upper
level housed Reference, Circulation, card catalog, California Reference
Room, General Reading Room, 2,400 recordings, Administrative Offices,
Small Conference Room, Branch Libraries Services and most of the collection; the lower level, Business-Industry Section, Childrens Room ( 17,000
books), Stewart-Hazelton Meeting Room (180 seats), Technical Services
and mechanical facilities (heating and air conditioning). Resources included
270,000 books, 210,000 documents and pamphlets, 440 serials, plus bound
and microfilms, 25 newspapers, state and U.S. telephone and city directories; and many reference books. The Japanese Gardners Club landscaped
the sunken reading patio. Pool and waterfall water recirculated for economy. The contemporary exterior, especially the columns, complimented
other area civic buildings. Hazelton Library wreaths and a Steinwenden
stone plaque to Weber, the old library site donor, honored the past. Ideally
located and accessible, present and planned free parking totaled 388 day and
518 night patron spaces.s2
Though working for a new library while operating in the old, Klausner
still enriched public service. In 1947 a self-<:hecking "circulation system"
ended library cards, reduced clerical work yet gathered planning data.BJ In
1950 a rented IBM book card sorter speeded work. 84 During 1948 docu-
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ments were reorganized; collection, overhauled; reference services,
extended.85 By 1950 a music room concentrated all books, records, scores
and magazines for convenience. Record catalogs with revisions were supplied.86 After 1951 CLA Film Circuit membership provided educational and
entertaining 16mm ftlrns for loan. Microftlms of theN. Y. Times and Record
(a Record gift) and a Recodak reader were available.8 7 The Lions Club gave
an invalid's on-ceiling book projector with 52 ftlm books.88 In 1952 purchase
of Great Books of the Western World assisted Stockton's 4 Discussion
Clubs.s9 The next year photostatic copies of reference material were made at
cost.90 Branch progress seesawed. Branch Library Services reorganized
updated procedures.91 1946 staff shortages closed Holt and Acampo; 1949
fund shortages doomed 6 small county branches.92 Ripon received a new
library in 1948; Tracy and Manteca, in 1961. Escalon received more space in
1948 ;Thornton, in 1953; Linden, in 1957. Fair Oaks gained its own building
in 1949; North Briinch rented space in 1953, both outgrowing school
classrooms, their use up 148% during 1945-55.93 1955, 15 rotated collections,
300 books each, still remained in crossroad stores and post offices.94 The
new library closed North Branch but 1968 saw architect Warren C.T. Wong
planning a new North branch.95 In 1971 Southeast opened in an Airport
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Way storefront with I year's federal and later city funding. 96 County
bookmobile service first studied in 1948 began in October 1952. By 1955, a
2,000 volume bookmobile served 21 community centers and 92 school
classes within a 5 mile radius of Stockton, schools being rotated for wider
service. By spring 1958, federally funded bookmobile #2 served 111ral areas
where 31 outlets had shrunk to 5 branches and 10 outlets.97
Cramped space long crippled juvenile services, but yearly summer reading clubs flourished with a record 1,000 attending 1972's Pixie Wood
party.9s Effective publicity boosted the library whose 1957 scrapbook won
the John Cotton Dana award. In 1953 a public copier was added.99
Stockton ranked 9th in a 1966 California State Library survey with 97% of
recommended reference and 97% of adult books, being weak only in
periodicals.1oo 1967I 68 two new series began: Noons at the library, a daily 40
minute travel, music or art program of fllms, records and books for brownbag patrons and Family Night, a weekly 40 minute program of stories,
music, fJJ.ms and books.I0 1 Economic Opportunity Act funds began a Fair
Oaks "headstart" preschool later city funded; Neighborhood Youth Corps
and Work Study youth cut work loads while training.1o2 Numerous books
and equipment gifts and bequests enriched main and branches.IOJ With
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added books and services and points and hours of service, circulation soared
to a record million in 1967/68.104
Library activity and influence reached beyond city and county. An
independent Lodi Library parted from the County Library system in 1952;
the library-county school joint operation ended in 1952, but in 1957,
Amador County contracted for book selection and technical processing on
a renewable basis with the Director as a consultant for its new library later.
In 1964/65 Tuolumne and Calaveras counties contracted for surveys of
present services and facilities with plans for future library growth. Contracts
were funded under Library Services &-Construction and California Public
Libraries Development Acts. For its aid, Stockton received 2 grants:
$10,000 (federal) for adult books; $19,112 (state) to upgrade its services.tos
January 1967, under the Public Libraries Services Act, 8 public libraries in 5
counties (Amador, Calaveras, Lodi, Modesto, Stanislaus, Stockton-San
Joaquin, Tuolumne and Turlock) formed the 49/99 Cooperative Library
System, named for the linking highways, to cooperate with interlibrary loan
and reference, workshops, training, union lists and delivery and film circuits. Stockton was headquarters; Margaret Klausner Troke, Director.
LSCA grant projects undertaken were Library Recordings, 1967 I 69; Foreign Language Books, 1968 j70; Large Print Library Materials, 1968 f71;
and Outreach, Stockton-Stanislaus County, 1971/74. All continued with
local funds . Merced/ Mariposa joined in 1973. During 1971, 49 I 99 formed
with 12 mixed libraries, as an adjunct, the Central Association of Libraries,
perhaps the 1st multi-type California library network. It focused on the
Union List of Serials, legacy of a 1970/71 LSCA Library Periodical Network grant. This union list and the 1971 Interlibrary Cooperation Reference
Network function still.I06.
When Margaret Klausner Troke retired January 6, 1974, after a 44 year
library career, 27 as Stockton Director of Library Services, she had transformed a small, obscure, provincial pu"Qlic library, a county library in name
only, with poor facilities, very limited book collection and non-professional
staff into a space-age community and area service of the highest standard.
During the long struggle, mostly with inadequate funds, Mrs. Troke, with
undaunted dedication and endless energy, developed a book collection
meeting the state's highest standards; assisted the professional and non-professional staff to provide ever improved informational, reader and special
services; extended meaningful services to outlying areas, and made available, wider resources through affiliation with Lodi and 6 other counties in a
cooperative system. Prominent in civic and professional activities, honored
with "Woman of the Year" and other merit awards by local organizations,
Mrs. Troke was a leader in setting state standards for libraries and librarians
and obtaining legislation for public library state aid. She was California
Library Association President, 1953; American Library Association,
Administrative Division President, 1959; and California Public Library
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Development Board member, 1963-67, Chairman, 1966. She testqied
before a Congressional Committee on Education and Labor in support of a
5 year extension of the Library Services Act extending public library
services to rural areas. She served as an advisor to various governing boards
and other library systems on program planning and buildings. Despite her
many obvious and la~ting achievements, she retired fully aware all goals had
not been reached and continued growth and expansion were needed. 107
Now Librarian Emeritus, Mrs. Troke is sorely missed by staff and patrons.
TO BE CONTINUED. PART3 OF4 PARTS)
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YARDLEY AND WHITMAN
CARTOONS WHICH APPEARED
IN THE STOCKTON RECORD
PROVIDE A HUMOROUS
HISTORY OF THE CAMPAIGN
TO FUND THE
STOCKTON PUBLIC LIBRARY'S
NEW BUILDING

1922-1962
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The Failure of Reform:

White Attitudes and Indian
Response in California During
The Civil War Era
by Robert Chandler
White treatment of the California Indians illustrated the limits of reform
in the 1860s. During the first decade of statehood, California was under the
control of the Democratic party, which maintained white supremacy as a
political principle. Biological theories of racial inferiority, which came to the
fore in the 1840s, blended with earlier beliefs of cultural degredation to
buttress this political philosophy. In the 1860s, a political revolution
brought first the Republicans, and then during the Civil War, a broad-based
Union party to power. With the Republicans came a belief in equality under
the law for all, and the cumulative ideas of thirty years of New England
reform. Since non-white inferiority was not a political tenet, reformism,
reinforced by the pressure of war, modified white attitudes towards the
blacks and the Chinese. Indians, however, caught the full force of white
prejudice. The 320,000 whites in the state, including the Republican-Union
majority, generally believed them to be both racially inferior and culturally
barbaric. Whites felt that little was to be gained by contact or cooperation
with them. Indians were obstacles to progress and useless as laborers, except
incidentally on ranches, farms, and the public roads.
California Indians formed a pitiful remnant of their previous population
in 1860. Two waves of conquerors, first the Spanish, and then the Americans, overwhelmed and almost exterminated them during the first century
of contact. About 310,000 lived within the state's boundaries in 1769 when
Spanish friars established their first mission to bring the Indians salvation.
Three quarters of a century of Spanish and Mexican rule plus unfamiliar
diseases lessened their numbers to 150,000 in 1845. However, the Spanish at
least wished to preserve the Indians to labor as peons on their large estates.
Indians had no place under American rule. They were "treated like wolves
- robbed, hunted and shot down, without the least provocation - poisoned with the white man's worst diseases and with his deadliest whisky,"
concluded the reformist editor of a San Jose newspaper in 1864. About
100,000 Indians survived in 1850, but with the supposed "onward march of
civilization" came a steady decline in their numbers to 55,000 in 1855, 35,000
in 1860, and 20,000 in 1900. 1
"In all those districts where white men are numerous," recorded the San
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Francisco Alta California in 1859, the Indians "have been killed off; many
tribes have entirely disappeared." During the 1860s, the native inhabitants
of California were finally subjugated and reduced to about eight percent of
the population. In contrast stood the blacks and Chinese. Both had worth to
the white majority. Black schools, churches, and newspapers showed that
California's small black population of 5,000 had indeed adopted American
ways, while black lobbying and petitioning for the rights of testimony in the
courts proved that blacks had mastered the political system. The Union
majority commended black resourcefulness and granted equality under the
law. Chinese industriousness, in spite of alien habits, won them praise
and support for their legal rights. In the twenty years from 1850 to 1870,
Indians decreased 70,000 in number to a total of 30,000, while concurrently,
the hard-working, urbanized Chinese immigrants increased to 60,000.2
Americans called the California Indians "Diggers," from what was presumed to be their principle mode of gathering food, and thereby expressed
their utter contempt for them. One early historian declared, "Their food
corresponded well with their position in the scale of humanity, and this was
well nigh the lowest." Often this feeling surfaced instantaneously. New
Yorker William H. Brewer, a recent arrival in California, described to his
brother at home his first reactions to the Indians he met in 1862 while in
charge of the field expeditions of the California Geological Survey. They
were, he wrote, "a very dark, black as our darkest mulattoes, and not as
intelligent looking as the negro." This "low, very low, brutal-looking race,"
only produced within him "feelings of deep disgust. "3
A decade after Brewer, journalist Stephen Powers, California's first
ethnologist, concluded a sympathetic study of the Northern tribes with
similar remarks. The members of this "humble and lowly race," he observed,
were "indolent" and cursed by the "lack of breadth and strength of character." John S. Hittell, the knowledgeable commercial editor of the Alta
California, summed up a general feeling in 1863 when he remarked that the
California Indians were "physically and intellectually inferior to their relatives in Nevada Territory," and "far inferior to the Indians who dwelt . ..
east of the Mississippi River."'~
In the Californian's world, the Indian had no future, as remarks in the
state's daily and influential weekly newspapers indicated. "The extermination will continue," said the Alta, for"destiny has determined that he can not
live with the white man." The Indian wars in Humboldt and Mendocino,
Tehama and Butte, and Tulare counties during the Civil War years proved
the correctness of this prophecy, while the Alta's opinion indicated why the
press, the one institution which could both mirror and direct public opinion
and policy, was unable and unwilling to advocate the amelioration of the
Indian's condition.s
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"Philanthropy has here a great work before it," announced the Pacific, the
representative of the Congregational Church, but its editor also admitted
that the Indians were "a weak and decaying race." They were "beyond the
reach of teachers and preachers," affirmed the Alta. A Napa historian and
journalist asserted in 1873, "that since the secularization of the missions [in
1834], scarcely an attempt, by missionaries or others, has been made for
their instruction or elevation." He echoed a universal belief that any effort
would be useless:
It is simply immpossible for any man, 'however enlightened or benevolent, to truly civilize a
Digger Indian. At the first impulse he returns to his vag11bond life of idleness, his grasshopper
diet and his wretched wigwam of boughs- the same untamed and untameable savage. 6

At best, the Indian's supporters among the press believed that they could
only slow, but not stop his demise - which was very slight aid indeed. The
San Francisco Evening Bulletin, the consistent and continuing friend of the
Indians in this era, summed up the attitudes of its allies in the urban areas,
including the San Francisco Alta, Herald, and Pacific, the Sacramento
Union, Marysville Appeal, and Stockton Independent, and the reformist
San Jose Mercury. It observed, "Their race is fast passing away, and the
least we can do for them is to prevent their ending from being hurried and
violent." Its journalistic friends demanded that the Indians "should be
treated kindly," as befitted a peaceful people, and placed on reservations
protected from "their more savage antagonists with white faces and black
hearts.,.,
These papers denounced the "fiendish barbarity and inhumanity of our
dealings with the Indians," and condemned massacres, general ill treatment,
and corruption and neglect on the reservations. But in comparison with the
voluminous public literature presented in defense of the Chinese in the
nineteenth century, that in favor of the California Indian was sparse. Almost
alone in the 1860s, Titus Fey Cronise protested against the popular denigration of Indian character in his widely circulated The Natural Wealth of
California, while Alex S. Taylor took an interest in Indian history and
culture and published long series of his gleanings in the California Farmer.
For the rest, the Indian was without innate worth and remained unworthy
of study.s
Other papers, including the San Francisco Morning Call, Sacramento
Bee, and Stockton San Joaquin Republican, made no pretense and
affirmed that "there is altogether too much of this mawkish sympathy for
Indians." An editor of the Petaluma Journalfound "nothing noble in the
Indian character," and declared that Indians were like "so many fiends on a
mission from hell. "The Eureka Humboldt Times, situated in the midst of an
Indian war, became the most virulent foe of the Indians in the state. It
ridiculed "the imaginary oppression of the Digger," and cheered when a
skirmish resulted in a "Good Haul of Diggers," all dead. 9
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The Federal Government exhibited the same good intentions as the
Bulletin and its friends, but did little to care for its wards and protect them
from encroaching settlers. Half-heartedly, at the suggestion of Lieutenant
Edward F. Beale, it set up a system of reservations, the first in the nation, in
1852. 1t thereby added the hardships ofleaving tribal homes to other Indian
miseries. Colonel Thomas J. Henley, a prominent Democratic warhorse
who succeeded Beale, used the system to expand opportunities for political
patronage and plunder. His extravagance brought retrenchment, but little
substantive change. Congress divided the state into two districts in 1860,
increasing the opportunities for office holders. Political favoritism continued. Democratic President James Buchanan appointed John A. Dreibelis to the Northern District in 1860 as a political reward, while his successor ,
Republican Abraham Lincoln, gave John P . Hale Wentworth the Southern
District in 1861 for similar services.IO
When Congress once again united California into one district in early
1864, former Humboldt Assemblyman Austin Wiley, in a move to end the
war in that county, became Superintendent. He had no sympathy for
Indians, and, as editor of the Humboldt Times, had demanded in 1862 that
"the curse of our county, the Indians, [be] removed ... or exterminated."
Officially he favored the former policy. Politics again determined appointments in Apri11865 when President Lincoln wished to "fmd some place"for
his friend Charles W. Maltby. Senator John Conness suggested the job of
Superintendent. He simply cared for "a great farm," said Conness, as he
explained the reservation system. "There is an abundance of Indian labor,
and making it produce and accounting for the products are the duties
principally." Maltby gave way in November 1866 for lawyer B.S. Whiting, a
brother-in-law of Senator Cornelius Cole. In all, nine superintendents
served in the eight years from 1859 to 1866. 11
A few reformers looked after their charges. George M. Hanson, Superintendent of the Northern District, collected food and clothing in San Francisco in the Fall of 1862 for the naked and hungry Indians who formed the
remnents of the Northern tribes, and a sub-agent in Southern California
vaccinated his wards against small pox during an epidemic in 1863. Most of
these political appointees, however, remained ineffective and indifferent.
Superintendent Wentworth was active in the struggle for black civil rights,
but Indians sometimes found him less accommodating. One wrote that he
was "too proud and likes to make money and don't care anything about
us."l2

The Government bureaucrats managed the reservations scandalously. A
black man reported on his travels to a northern reservation in April1863.
He saw "hundreds" of this "declining race of people," he recounted, "almost
naked," with their children "in rags." Hunger was all too common. In the
mornings, the Indians formed into squads "to receive their really scanty
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rations of rice and beef, and sometimes beef and beans, by way of variety."
Reformers did achieve a partial victory, though. Thoroughly disgusted with
the system, the Government turned the reservations over to the army in
1869, and then to the Methodists in 1870~13
The same confusion surfaced within the army when the Civil War
provided the manpower to end the Indian wars in California. In December
1860, about 3,600 regular soldiers garrisoned forts and battled Indians in
California, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington. When the regulars went
East, the four states and territories raised thirteen regiments and four
battalions, about 15,000 volunteers, to replace them. While many still
garrisoned forts, overawed secessionists, or marched into Arizona, New
Mexico, and Utah, the majority saw service against the Indians. They
thereby aided the cause of the Union, since beginning in the Spring of 1862,
Unionists placed the blame for Indian outbreaks on "the Secessionists [who]
have not failed to poison their minds with lies and . .. to tum them agairlst
the Government."14
Humanitarian ideals clashed with the pervasive callousness toward the
Indians to produce ambivalent feelings within the California Volunteers
during this war to make men free. Sometimes they took no prisoners. In
response, General Irvin McDowell, commanding the Department of the
Pacific since July 1, 1864, ordered November 23, 1864, that "hereafter no
officer or soldier will execute .. . any Indian prisoners on any pretext
whatsoever." The General was a man of his word, and the next year
courtmartialed a captain in the Sixth Infantry, C.V. for the murder of an
Indian infant that August. When the court found him guilty only of
manslaughter, the distress and outraged commander declared, "It was not
manslaughter!," but "the cold and deliberate killing of a child."Not only was
the murder"the most atrocious act on record committed by an officer, "but
also one for which he was convicted, and "to the reproach of the military
service, he was not punished." However, with the Civil War over, and the
volunteers due to be discharged, McDowell could do little more than
protest. 15
The inner turmoil was especially clear during the Indian wars in Humboldt county. The commander of the military district in March 1862 wished
to capture the Indians "without bloodshed" and place them on reservations
protected from "hostile whites." A month later, he ordered that all Indians
participating in the war "will be hanged on the spot." Three years later, a
soldier in the California Mountaineers wrote that he felt a certain sympathy
for his foes . He recorded that three other soldiers mustered out of Company
A in April 1865 showed a stronger sympathy with the Indians. They
promptly married captured women.16
The Federal and state governments generally left communities and individuals to deal with Indians as they pleased. Relations were apt to be hostile,
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as both whites and Indians competed for ownership and control of the land,
a factor not present in white dealings with blacks and Chinese. Frequent
incidents occurred when both Indians and cattle foraged for the same
clover, roots, and acorns, and starving Indians killed the cattle to survive.
Angry ranchers retaliated, shooting down Indians "indiscriminately," as a
legislative committee concluded in 1860. Only "afterwards," it reported, did
the ranchers seek "evidence of their guilt." One Mendocino County stockman belonged to a party which, in the Spring of 1859, went to a rancheria
"for the purpose of chastising Indians." He recounted, "all fled but one, and
we shot his head off." Another time, his party surrounded an encampment
at daybreak, "attacked and killed twenty, consisting of bucks, squaws'and
children," but found "no signs" that these Indians had been killing stock. 17
The law was no barrier against violence and was subordinate to public
opinion. Although it provided for the protection of the Indians, other acts
passed in 1850 and 1851, and which remained in force until January 1873,
disallowed Indian testimony in the courts. The general contempt manifested
towards Indians prevented convictions in those rare cases which came to
triaL On other occasions the forces of law joined with the apostles of
violence. The sheriff of Butte County, one of the ablest Indian hunters in his
area, admitted that whites usually began the troubles, but believed that the
extermination of the Indians, men, women, and children, was the best way
to solve the strife. Local opinion could and did stifle complaints to outside
authorities. In 1860 Bret Harte condemned a brutal massacre of women and
children near Eureka through the columns of the Arcata Northern Californian. He could "conceive of no palliation for women and child slaughter," he
stated, and "no wrong that a babe's blood can atone for." The response he
received indicated that his health would remain good only if he left town
quickly. 18
Indians reacted to ill treatment and invasion from the "red-faces" - a
northern tribe's ironically humorous name for the white man - in several
ways. In those regions where their enemies were few, they exercised control
over their own destiny through withdrawal, war, and accomodation, to gain
time and soften the impact of dislocation. Those living in close proximity to
white civilization, through choice or coercion, were generally without the
bonds and strengths of their own culture and usually were doomed to
become emotional and physical cripples.19
Withdrawal was possible only for larger bands living on the fringes of
white settlement, generally in the more inhospitable parts of the state. In
Tehama and Butte counties, the small remnant who survived the Indian
massacres of the 1860s, concealed themselves and lived in their traditional
manner for forty years, but were too free to perpetuate their community. In
Southern California, where the unirrigated desert proved a barrier to white
habitation, Chief Juan Antonio of the Cahuillas told the people of San
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Bernardino in 1861, that:
I shall take my people away from this place ... When white men want Indians to work, they
can come and get a recommendation from our village, and then they will get good men.

Thus the Cahuillas retained their culture for many more decades.2o
Others chose war. The Hoopas in the northern part of the state battled the
army to a standstill and received a reservation containing a portion of their
homelands. The Visalia Delta paid tribute in 1863 to Joaquin Jim, a noted
chief of the Owens River Indians, reported killed fighting for his land in the
eastern part of Tulare County.
Jim was probably the bravest and worst Indian in this part of the State. He is known to have
murdered two white men, and has been at the bottom of all the outbreaks in this section for the
past eight years. He was brave as a lion - his one redeeming quality.

However, the multiplicity of tribes and dialects made widespread alliance
impossible. One Indian admitted, "we know that you have got more warriors than we have, and could easily beat us and drive us from our country,
even if we were united, which we are not." By 1868, the option of battle was
not longer available for most Indians and the major wars were over. 21
Jose Pacheco or 1 ose Chico, a thirty-five year old chief of the Kern River
Indians, who served several years as a guide and interpreter for the United
States Army, best exemplified the buffetting those Indians received who
attempted to adopt white ways. On April16, 1864, with the help of a soldier,
he poignantly described his situation to General George Wright, commanding the Department of the Pacific:
I am an Indian, and Chief of the Kern River Indians; my father was a great chief, and owned
all the land on Kern river from the lakes to the tops of the big mountains, until the white man
came to dig for gold. The miners laid waste our lands and destroyed our means of living. My
people did not know how to work, and some of my best warriors became discontented and
went over the mountains and joined the Owens River Indians to fight the white man. I am a
friend to the whites - I think their ways are the best, but I could not make my people think so. I
made me a little farm on the South branch of Kern River, above Keysville, where I lived very
happily with my wife and children. I planted potatoes, com, wheat, squashes and melons
enough for myself and some to sell to the miners. I also had two horses and four cows.

Pacheco was not to enjoy his farm. After marauding Indians forced him
from it in eary 1863, Captain Moses A. McLaughlin, commanding Company D, Second Cavalry, C.V., demanded his services. In April 1863,
Captain McLaughlin surrounded an Indian encampment and persuaded its
inhabitants
to give themselves up as prisoners, with the promise that they should be provided with food and
clothing and protected from any further violence. They were no sooner in the power of soldiers,
however, than I [Pacheco wrote] was required to point out the Kern River Indians who have
been engaged in the war, and they were all (thirty-four in number) immediately taken outside
the camp and shot and sabered by the soldiers.

The next month Captain McLaughlin wrote to John Middleton, a San
Francisco auctioneer, who passed the letter on to the Alta. He requested him
to collect money to "Reward the Trustworthy Indian" with a new farm.
Money came in slowly and Jose Pacheco remained with the soldiers. The
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cavalry crushed the Owens River Indians in June 1863 and sent Pacheco
and nine hundred others to Fort Tejon the next month. They were well fed
with the soldiers, but suffered neglect under the Indian agent. Indians spent
the Winter nearly naked scrounging for acorns, roots, and game. Now,
wrote Pacheco in April1864, when less than three hundred remained.
the acorns are all gone, and the game is very scarce and hard to get, and there is little else to eat
than tule roots and a little clover, which you must know [he reminded the General], is very poor
living. I have tried hard to keep the Indians here . . . , but nearly every one of them leave
without my knowing it.

Most returned to the Owens River Valley. Violence continued and the
Indians became angry a:nd bewildered. Farmers in the northern end of the
valley protected them and hired them for harvesting (though sometimes
cheating them of their wages,) while stock raisers in the southern end of the
valley shot them on sight.22
The predicament of the Owens River Indians illustrated the difficulties
Indians who resided among whites faced in adjusting to their new circumstances. These Indians, sometimes entire settlements, lived on confirmed
Spanish land grants or on ranches, where they performed duties year round
and achieved a measure of security. Others, such as those in the Napa,
Owens, and Sacramento valleys, hired out for the harvest season and
proved to be exceedingly useful. 23
However, all was not tranquil. Some whites denounced them in general.
Observed one journalist:
The surviving men are idlers, beggers, drunkards, and thieves. The squaws have ceased to
bear children, and are the slaves, concubines, or worse of the whites. The few boys and girls are,
many of them, servants in the houses of white masters.

Another emphasized a universal cultural depravity in his opponents when
he claimed that "the Indian seems naturally to adopt the vices of the white
man and reject his virtues." Stephen Powers, who affirmed that individually
Indians made better laborers than the Chinese, felt that they lacked innate
industriousness, such as the Oriental exhibited, and needed supervision. Left
alone to pursue their own existence, he declared, Indians slept "from
fourteen to sixteen hours" a day. These so-called "tame Indians" also
suffered from cultural conflict with their own people who retained their
native way of life. They were "much afraid" of marauding Indians, reported
William Brewer, "who treat them with terrible cruelties if they catch them."24
Some of these "taine" Indians, particularly women and children, had no
choice but to learn white ways. White raiding parties in Humboldt and
Mendocino counties killed adults and stole their children to sell for servants.
In March 1859, six Mendocino stockmen captured several women and four
children. On the march home, one reported, "all the squaws were killed
because they refused to go further, .. . the infants were put out of their
misery, and a girl ten years of age killed for stubbornness." The party
returned with only one boy.25
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The courts, under an 1850 statute, amended in 1860, had the authority to
apprentice children orphaned or captured in war to white families. The 1860
census of Humboldt County reported only 153 Indians, with 144 under
twenty. It probably thereby recorded the number of those indentured.
Residents bound at least another 114 from August 1860 until November
1863. A Eurekan described the situation in the Fall of 1860:
It is a common practice in this county to buy and sell Digger Indians, especially young
females, for servants. They bring from twenty to forty dollars each, according to quality. There
are . . . at least twenty-five of these poor creatures in bondage in this town, and I know of some
who have been sent to San Francisco. Their owners, some of whom are anti-slavery men, argue
that they are better off with them than they would be with their own people.

Could a Southern slave owner have argued more eloquently for his chattels?
A few Californians held these indentured Indians as property, to be passed
along with their estates.26
Reformers, who denounced the indenture law for its "authorization of
slavery in its worst of forms," and citizens and legislators of Humboldt
County who felt that their"tame and pet diggers"were aiding their"warlike
and predatory" brethren in the Indian wars, fought for repeal in 1862 and
succeeded in 1863. Still, the sale of children continued in the Sacramento
Valley. Those from six to fifteen years brought from $50 to $200, with girls
fetching the highest price. The shortage of white women fostered this
demand. In March 1862 the Ukiah Mendocino Herald condemned at least
fifty men in the county for"living in concubinage with squaws from 10 to 14
years old. "Their's was a "crime of the darkest dye," proclaimed the Mendocino County Grand Jury, stating the low opinion in which such unions were
held, and making, perhaps, an unconscious reference to the children of such
liaisonsP
Driven by drink or despair, with their culture and way of life destroyed,
dislocated Indians congregated around small towns to beome, in the opinion of a Stockton paper, "the vermin-loaded digger who devour the rotten
oranges, watermelon rinds and dead dogs of the Levee." Life here brought
no solace. Chief Juan Antonio described the plight of his people in San
Bernardino:
My people come here to the white people, and walk about, and the white men give them
whiskey, and then they try to get their squaws, and then they fight. My people are buried all
around, killed by white men.

The Los Angeles Star praised one Indian who was "an exception to the
general Indian character." He "was not only known as a faithful and
obedient servant, but one who was not inclined to drink." Still, he found no
happiness, only emptiness. The Star's notice was an announcement of his
death by his own hand, as well as an indirect proclamation of white inability
and unwillingness to understand the Indian. 2s
The basic assumption of the white majority throughout the 1860s was
that the Indian race was naturally dying out. For many, it made little
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difference therefore, whether slaughter assisted this doom. The Indian's
preordained fate also reinforced a second preconception, that the Indian
was so low on the scale of humanity that he could contribute little to
civilization. Since he could not learn, any attempt to better his existence was
futile. Both prejudices marked the failure of reform.
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On August 15th, Cabril/o saw in the distance a massive rock on shore and because
of its poor shelter, it was called Punta de Mal Abrigo (Bluff Point). Winds were not
idealfor sailing and the expedition made little headway. On Saturdoy, 19th, the San
Salvador and the Victoria arrived off a small island, one-half league from the
mainland, which the Spaniards named San Bernardo (San Geronimo). The following doy, they left the island and then crossing close to the mainland, a point was
sighted and because ofits danger to the ships, named it Punta de Engano (Punta San
Antonio). On shore the terrain was flat and the soil appeared good, with no Indians
sighted.

Antonio de Mendoza
Part III - Conclusion
by Eric Beerman
The next morning the expedition continued up the coast and at nightfall
an excellent harbor was seen which appeared ideal for ship repair. The
following morning, 22nd, a landing party went ashore and took possession
in the name of King Charles V and Viceroy Mendoza, naming it La Posesidn
(Bahia de San Quintin). The Spaniards soon came upon some Indian
fishermen, who fled on seeing the intruders. Two days later Cabrillo again
saw a band of 30 Indians, who did not wait to socialize with the Spaniards.
On Sunday, 27th, Cabrillo departed La Posesidn on a northwest course and
soon saw a small island approximately two leagues off the mainland and
went ashore on what looked like a pleasant island. Mter the Saint's Day, the
island was named San Agustin (Isla de San Martin or Cenizas). On Wednesday the Spaniards saw traces oflndians but never were able actually to
see them. 63
On Sunday, September 3rd, the San Salvador and the Victoria sailed out
of the harbor of San Agustin but soon ran into heavy seas. On Friday, 8th,
through a heavy fog, they sighted a cape on the mainland, naming it Cabo
de Santa Maria (Cabo Colnett) after the birthday of the Virgin Mary. Mter
some days of heavy seas, the crews were glad to go ashore, seeing many
unclad Indians with bows and arrows. They appeared to be in a peaceful
mood and as Cabrillo had been ordered to treat the Indians with the greatest
consideration, Cabrillo made peace overtures.
The Indians responded in kind and then brought fish and maguey asado
(roasted agave) for the Spaniards to eat. Cabrillo reported that these Indians
were physically big. Surrounded by his crew and friendly Indians, Cabrillo
took possession of Cabo de Santa Maria. On the following Monday, 11th,
the two ships departed the cape and sailed north. Up the coast a point was
sighted on shore, which was named Cabo de Cruz(Punta de Santo Tomas).
On going ashore, the landing party sighted no wood, fresh water, or
Indians. They departed on the 16th and two leagues up the coast from Cabo
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de Cruz, Cabrillo's ships were approached by Indians in tiny canoes. There
were high arid mountains in the background, though Cabrillo noted that the
vegetation was becoming greener as the expedition headed north. The following day a fine harbor came into view and the Spaniards went ashore. In a
ceremony Cabrillo took possession of the port and named it Puerto de San
Mateo (Bahia de Todos los Santos). Mter the arid and dry region to the
south, it was a delight to see the abundant green trees and vegetation. The
crews were able to drink rain water from a pond to quench their thirst. The
soil was excellent and the grass was similar to that in Spain. They found the
sheep there similar to those in Peru, with fme wool, a short hom, and very
fat. Noting the Spaniards' predilection for cordero asado (roast lamb), it
might be assumed that they indulged in a succulent barbeque. The expedition must have enjoyed themselves thoroughly as they were at San Mateo
until Saturday, 23rd, when they sailed north, soon leaving the peninsula
of Baja California. On Wednesday, Cabrillo saw three small islands, five
leagues from the mainland, with valleys between high mountains. They were
named Islas Desiertas (Coronado Islands).64
The following morning, September 28, 1542, Cabrillo's two ships
departed the Islas Desiertas, sailing on a northern course. Mter a run of
about six leagues, Cabrillo sighted what appeared to be a fine bay. The San
Salvador and the Victoria anchored in the bay. On going ashore the next
day, Cabrillo named this California bay in honor of the Saint's Day Ancon de San Miguel (San Diego Bay).6S The landing party saw many
Indians who fled at first. Then the Spaniards were met by three Indians who
appeared friendly and receptive to the pacific demeanor of Cabrillo's men.
Through sign language the Indians seemed to explain that men similar to
those of Cabrillo had been in the region to the east and had harshly treated
the Indians, no doubt referring to the expeditions of Melchior Diaz and Alarcon, or possibly even Coronado. Cabrillo, though, followed Mendoza's
orders to the letter, treating the Indians of San Miguel with respect. At
nightfall, the Spaniards took the chinchorro (rowboat) of the San Salvador
with the intention of having a fish dinner, though a raiding party of Indians
and arrows abruptly changed their culinary plans.
The Spaniards beat a hasty retreat back to Cabrillo's flagship though not
before three men were wounded. The situation returned to normalcy the
next morning, and some of the sailors took the rowboat and did some
exploratory work in the bay, sighting two Indian boys on shore. Three huge
Indians, clad in animal furs, rowed out to the two Spanish vessels in the bay,
repeating stories of people like the Spaniards, mounted on horseback with
guns and swords, causing much death and destruction. The Indians now
at San Miguel did not appear frightened of Cabrillo's men, so the good
neighbor policy was working. Then a furious storm hit, but the harbor was
an excellent one, and the Spaniards hardly noticed it. Mter five days at San
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Miguel (San Diego) Bay, Cabrillo and his men said adios to the Indians and
sailed out of the bay on Tuesday morning, October 3rd. They continued up
the California coastline as specified by Mendoza. Interestingly, these Indians called the Spaniards - Guacamal.66
Cabrillo's two ships set a northwest course. On Saturday morning, 7th, he
saw an island off the mainland. Going ashore, he named it La Victoria
(Santa Catalina), after his smallest ship. Indians were seen and also
appeared friendly. They also told the story of people to the east causing
much mayhem. The following morning the expedition departed the island
of La Victoria, sailing northeast towards the mainland. Soon they saw much
smoke on a bay and promptly named it the Bahia de los Fumos (San Pedro
Bay). The Spaniards went ashore, where the Indians told them the same
stories about other Spaniards. The communication network of the Indians
in California appeared to be an excellent one, as those other Spanish
expeditions were many miles away. Cabrillo found the bay an excellent one,
with many tree groves. The San Salvador and the Victoria departed the next
day and in about six leagues up the coast, the Spaniards noticed many flres
on shore and named that bay Bahia de los Fuegos(Santa Monica Bay). On
the lOth, Cabrillo continued north and after eight leagues of sailing, he
sighted an Indian village on shore, noting that the houses were similar to
those found in the villages of Mexico. The two ships anchored off shore and
were immediately approached by a swarm of canoes, with some 12 Indians
to a boat, with the Spaniards naming the village Pueblo de las Canoas.
These Indians were also friendly and the two bands exchanged gifts.
Cabrillo heard again the story of people in the interior. The chief at this
village told Cabrillo that a runner was going to take a message to the tribe
near the Spaniards reported in the interior. Cabrillo pondered the idea of
sending along two of his men to establish contact with the otherS paniards.
It was not known if these Spaniards accompanied the runner, though the
Coronado, Diaz and Alarcon expeditions had returned to Mexico .. .
before Cabrillo's departure in June. Mter a Mass, the Spaniards took
possession in the usual ceremony. The Indians called the Spaniards
"Taquirnine".67
Sailing out of Pueblo de las Canoas on Friday the 13th, the expedition
soon passed by two islands (Anacapa), which appeared to be uninhabited,
though having flne harbors. Continuing up the coast, Cabrillo sighted a
point on the mainland on the 18th and named it Cabo de Galera (Point
Conception). Fierce winds pushed the San Salvador and the Victoria south
and about 12leagues from the Cabo de Galera, Cabrillo saw an island which
he named San Lucas in honor of the Saint's Day. The wind was dying down
which allowed the Spaniards to go ashore. The island was inhabited, called
Ciquimuymu. Cabrillo took possession, ... renaming it La Posesidn (San
Miguel), where Cabrillo would die in another 2'h months. The winds
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abated, though they were still too strong to allow sailing to the north, so the
two ships stayed at anchor in a fine port (Cuyler's Harbor). Winds did not
finally subside for a week and on Wednesday, 25th, Cabrillo's ships sailed
out and continued the expedition up the California Coast. As they sailed on,
they noticed many Indians on the mainland and the land appeared Jertile,
still they did not see the great river which they were trying to find.
--...During the month of November Cabrillo probably penetrated as far north
as some place near the mouth of the Russian River (39° N). However, on
running into the first winter storm, he gave the orders to tum south and look
for a more benign climate before continuing the expedition which he
optimistically thought would lead to the Spice Islands.68
Mter running south on November 16th, Cabrillo sighted a large bay with
a river. Pine trees came down to the shoreline, so Cabrillo named the bay
Bahia de los Pinos (probably Monterey Bay). He wanted to take possession
at this fine bay and anchored in 45 fathoms of water but was not able to go
ashore because of the surf, so the expedition continued south. In a week
(23rd) the San Salvador and the Victoria sailed into the fine port of La
Posesidn (San Miguel) in the present Channel Islands, prepared to wait out
the winter. According to the ship's log, Cabrillo fell and broke his arm close
to the shoulder during the month of October. It did not heal properly and
became infected. Medical treatments did not suffice, and Cabrillo died on
that island on January 3, 1543.69.
Before Cabrillo died, he called his second-in-command Bartolome Ferrelo and appointed him as his successor, with specific instructions to continue the expedition to the north as ordered by the viceroy. Mter Cabrillo's
death, Ferrelo changed the name of the island from La Posesidn to Juan
Rodriguez, honoring their deceased captain. The Indians called this island
either Ciquimuymu, Nicalque, or Limu. The three Indian villages on the
island were named Nichochi, Coycoy, and Estocoloco. A few miles to the
east was another island (Santa Rosa) which had eight villages. Those Indians
were unclad, and their diet consisted only of fish. Ferrelo stayed on Juan
Rodriquez for two weeks after the death of Cabrillo. The expedition was
running low on supplies, and the Spaniards were tiring of the fish diet which
was provided by the Indians. On January 19th, the San Salvador and the
Victoria sailed east for the mainland, some 50 miles distance. They ran into
another winter storm and the heavy seas forced Ferrelo to take shelter at an
island they called San Sebastian (Santa Cruz). Mter this horrendous
storm, the Spaniards thought it best to return to Juan Rodriguez when
weather permitted. Mter two days back on the island, Ferrelo thought that
Santa Rosa Island would offer more protection in riding out the storm and
was at this latter island until being able to continue the expedition to the
north. On February 25th, Ferrelo sighted a point on the mainland with pine
trees which he called Cabo de Pinos (probably Pt. Reyes). The expedition
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probably reached near the present Rouge River in Oregon (42° N), but
heavy seas again stopped the northern progress of the two ships of Ferrelo,
and he gave orders to tum south.
On March 4th, Ferrelo was on the San Salvador, running into heavy seas
off the island of Juan Rodriguez, where he lost contact with the Victoria.
The storm was so severe that it was feared that the ship was lost. Ferrelo
continued south while looking for possible traces of the Victoria. On Sunday, 11th, the San Salvador returned to San Miguel (San Diego) Bay but
saw no sign of the other ship. They waited at this bay for six days and then
decided to return to the Mexican port of Navidad. Following Mendoza's
instructions, Ferrelo took two Indian boys from San Miguel who would be
trained as interpreters, which had been so valuable some 20 years before
during Cortez' conquest of Tenochtitlan. Ferrelo left a message at San
Miguel in case the Victoria arrived. On the morning of the 17th, the San
Salvador sailed out of San Miguel Bay and continued south. The ship
reached the island of Cedros, off the coast of Baja California, and was
anchored there for several days, when the crew saw the welcomed sight of the
Victoria entering the harbor on Monday, 26th. Mter a joyful reunion, the
two ships sailed and returned to their home port ofNavidad on April 14th.
Ferrelo was ovetjoyed to return to Mexico, though saddened by the loss of
Cabrillo and other shipmates. 70
Ferrelo reported back to Mendoza and told of the death of the commander of the expedition. He also expressed regret on not being able to
make contact with the Villalobos expedition in the Spice Islands. But given
the distance involved and the climate, Mendoza probably realized the great
odds against the success of that objective. Ferrelo also said that future
expeditions to the north should be equipped with larger ships of at least 200
tons, and that the sails should conie from Castile as those from Mexico on
the San Salvador and the Victoria were not equal to the task. Mendoza still
thought that the two ships might be used in an emergency to establish contact
with Villalobos. Crews were valuable in Mexico and were hard to hold
together. In order to occupy the crews, Mendoza gave Ferrelo three ships
with a favorable contract to carry mules and colts from the Pacific ports of
Mexico to Peru and would receive a top price of 60 gold pesos for each head
delivered. On his first expedition, Ferrelo carried 16 mules, with only 12
arriving at Callao, and these were in dreadful condition. Opportunities must
have appeared more tempting in Peru as Ferrelo kept the three ships and
stayed on in Peru. Possibly when Antonio de Mendoza was transferred as
viceroy of Mexico to Peru in 1551, he found out what happened to the
survivors of Cabrillo's expedition to California, 1542-1543.71
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NOTES
63. Relacldn de Cabrtllo.
64. Relaclon de C8brlllo. The city of Ensenada was founded on the Bahia de Todos
los Santos.
65. The map of North America by Gerard Mercator, Year 1569, correctly plots for
the first time the Ancon de San Miguel (San Diego Bay), NB, GM/4148, no. 8.
66. Relacldn de Cabrlllo. For Mendoza's instructions for the Alarcon expedition to
the Sea of Cortez .(Gulf of Mexico) see: lnstrucclones que debla observar el capitan
Hemando de Alarcdn en Ia expedlclon a Ia Callfomla que lba a emprender de orden
del Vlrrey D. Antonio de Mendoza, BN, Ms. 6882. The writer is indebted to Robert

Beerman who has pointed out that the true name is the Sea of Cortez and not the
heretofore-used Gulf of California.
67. Relaclon de C8brlllo; Henry R. Wagner, Spanish Voyages, 85-86; and John and
Laree Caughey, Callfomla Heritage (Los Angeles, 1962), SQ-51 .
68. Relacldn de Cabrlllo; Henry R. Wagner, Spanish Voyages, 87; and Wagner, The
Cartography of the Northwest Coast of America to the year 1800, 411 .
69. Relaclon de C8brlllo. According to Cabrillo's son in the Merltosde C8brlllo, 474,
this version of the death of his father differs from the Relacldn de C8brlllo. The Merltos
stated that Cabrillo saw some Indians attack his men; he jumped from the San
Salvador, breaking his leg and died 12 days later. Accounts from Lazaro de Cardenas
and Francisco de Vargas, Merltos de Cabrlllo, 487-488, concur with the version of
Cabrillo's son given on February 9, 1560 in Santiago de Guatemala. For the next
Spanish exploration to the Pacific Coast with Sebastian Vizcaino's exploration of
Monterey Bay see: W. Michael Mathes, VIzcaino and the Spanish Expansion In the
Pacific Ocean, 1580-1630 (San Francisco, 1968); and Eric Beerman, "The Count of
Monterey and the Vizcaino Expedition to Monterey Bay in 1602," Notlclas del Puerto
de Monterey vol. XXI, no. 2 (June, 1977), 9-12.
70. Relacldn de C8brlllo. Regarding Indian place names in California see Alexander S. Taylor, Callfomla Farmer, August 21, 1863. Henry R. Wagner, The Cartography of the Northwest Coast of America to the Year 1800, 387, wrote that the area
of Cape Ferrelo, 42° 06' N, on the Oregon Coast near the California border was
probably not seen by Ferrelo but named after him by the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey ..
71. Resldencla of Antonio de Mendoza (Mexico), 1543, AHN, Diversos (Documentos de lndias), documento 226, f. 23. Francisco Antonio Lorenzana, Hlstorla de Nueva
Espana, escrlta por su esclarecldo conquistador Hemdn Cortes, aumentada con otros
documentos, y notas por el llustrlslmo senor arzoblspo Lorenzana (Mexico City,

1770), 325-326, wrote that Villalobos reached his objective but died on 1546 in the
South Moluccan Island of Ambon. There is an engraving of Cabrillo with a beard in a
booklet by Euclides Goulart da Costa in 1892, with the inscription, "Cabrilho - 0
descobridor da California. Piloto portugues ao servico da Espanha.", reproduced in
the San Francisco Examiner (citing Ernesto Soares and Henrique de Campos Ferreira
Lima, Dlcclonarto de lconografla Portuguesa (3 vols.; Lisbon, 1947-1950), I, 224-225,
no. 520.)
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Karl May
By Bobi Wolf

Bobi Wolf is a Western Fan f rom Czechoslovakia.
She is intrigued by the story of Karl May, Western
writer of Germany and tells us of his dream of the
West and the reality of May's life in this article.

The Dream
In about 1860 a young man left his native Germany - just like millions of
his countrymen - for the proverbially rich and young United States of
America. He was lucky because he soon found a good job as a private
teacher in a German-American family in St. Louis. This likable young man
soon met a much older man. It was Mr. Henry himself, the famous
gunsmith. Strangely enough, these two different people became friends in a
very short time. When Mr. Henry discovered that his young friend was not
only a good horseman but also a fair shot, he got an idea that changed the
future life of the young teacher. Old Mr. Henry succeeded in suppressing his
wonder and admiration; instead of singing a praise, he put it simply-in his
typical straightforward and rough way: "Well, ain't that a shame such a
clever young man spending his life as a chalk eater and ink drinker instead of
hunting, prospecting or at least chasing the Indians behind the frontier." It
did not take much time for Mr. Henry to persuade the young teacher that
the West was the place for real men. He went even further in his effort and
talked the young man into joining a group of surveyors heading west. It all
happened in too short a time to let the teacher realize the real danger of that
enterprise. Educated in the enlightened European tradition he was certainly
more of a philosopher than a soldier. His life's aim was to become a writer.
He had already written some poetry and had set music to his own poems. He
abhorred violence of any kind, while killing, even in self-defense, he considered a crime. Riding, shooting and also wrestling were merely sports to him
and not a way of living or even the way to survive. Moreover, as a true
Christian, he considered every human being his neighbor feeling a special
sympathy to the opressed American Indians.
As the last days of his stay in St. Louis were drawing to the end, the young
teacher concentrated more on the preparations for his new life behind the
frontier. As for the technical part of his job, he had no problems. He had
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studied mathematics and geometry in school. As for other matters connected with the specific aspects of the life out West he had to work hard and
long. First he had to get acquainted with at least a few of the most important
languages and dialects. But the first and essential lessons were still to come.
Mr. Henry did not spare any advice. He did his best also in the practical
sense. His goodbye presents proved later to be indispensable. They were two
guns: one an old long-barrelled bear rifle, the other a unique repeating rifle,
the inventions of Mr. Henry. With tears in his eyes, this old, rough man was
handing the weapons to his young friend . None of them could suppose
those two guns would become legendary someday.
The work of the surveyors had been to design the railroad to the Pacific
Coast. As far as Santa Fe everything seemed to be all right. Soon the
encounters with the Indians became more frequent and less friendly. They
met with Kiowas, later with more hostile tribes like the Comanche but the
Apache seemed to be the real menace. During their stay in Arizona, in the
hunting fields of the Mescalero Apache, the surveyors and the accompanying personnel experienced their first bloody battle. The Apache, full of scorn
and hatred, called the surveyors land thieves and ordered them to leave the
Apache region. Nevertheless, the surveyors decided to finish their task.
Further encounters with the Mescalero Apache could have later been
considered mere skirmishes in comparison to the events to come. At the
moment the Mescaleros were too busy with one of those regular tribal wars
with the Kiowas to pay any attention to the small number of the surveyors
and their escort.
At the head of the scouts, accompanying the surveyors, was a middleaged man, "short and stout, with a big red nose between his hard-headed
mule Mary and the old gun Liddy," as the young German teacher described
him in his books. He became the real teacher and later one of the best friends
along with his two partners, Dick Stone and Will Parker. Apart from being
an experienced Westerner and a dangerous enemy, Sam Hawkens was a
funny little fellow full of good humor. The favorite topic of his stories was of
how he had lost his scalp to a band of Pawnees and survived it. To prove his
incredible story he used always to lift his old, greasy wig showing a bloodred wound on the top of his head. He felt a special inclination to his young
friend despite a feeling of total hopelessness as far as his pupil's study was
concerned, calling his friend an eternal green hom. Yet it was Sam Hawkins
himself who quite uninteq.tionally had given his young partner, Charlie, his
nom-de-querre that made the young surveyor famous all through the West.
Though of medium build and of a rather delicate stature, the young
surveyor possessed an amazing strength. In his new profession he had more
than a few chances to prove his strength including man-to-man fights with
both red and white marauders. When it came to fighting with bare hands, he
always gave his opponent a fast and powerful blow onto his temples sending
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his enemy unconscious to the ground. This quick and effective way of
fighting made, even experienced Westerners like Sam Hawkins gaze in
wonder. All he was able to do was utter silently something like" ... shattering
hand!" Soon the young surveyor became well-known under this new name
reaching the fame of notorious Westerners known as "Old Firehand" and
"Old Surehand".
Apparently bored with the easy fight with the worse-armed Kiowas, the
Mescalero Apache led by their Chief Inchu-Chuna decided to storm both
the surveyors' camp and the neighboring Kiowa village in a single battle.
Then the events took a quick end: The son of Inchu-Chuna, Winnetou,
becomes the prisoner of the Kiowas. Old Shatterhand frees Winnetou,
becomes the prisoner of the Kiowas. Old Shatterhand frees Winnetou from
the Kiowa captivity, decides to leave the surveying expedition convinced of
the right of the Apache to their land. In the meantime, only a few members
of the surveying expedition survive the Apache raid. Sam Hawkins and his
partners, Old Shatterhand and a few others were taken prisoners by the
Apache. Having succeeded in explaining the matters, Old Shatterhand is
asked by Inchu-Chuna himself to become the blood-brother of his son
Winnetou. And this was just the beginning of a new chapter in the former
teacher's life.

Bear killer, silver rifle, Henry rifle. Courtesy of the American Indian
Museum(Karl May Foundation), Radebeul, German Democratic Republic.
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Old Shatterhand becomes an experienced scout and westerner accompanying emigrant trains in Texas, fighting bandits in Llano Estacado or
train hold-up men in Nebraska. He can speak several Indian languages
having friends among the Sioux up north just like the Comanche and Utes.
As a private detective he makes a journey down south. The Civil War
reaches its peak, and the country is terrorized among others by guerillas of
the Quantrill type as well as other secret organizations. Old Shatterhand
himself experiences a dangerous encounter with the newly founded Ku Klux
Klan. His road leads him down to Old Mexico, where he finds himself in a
different kind of danger: in the hostile environment of the fights between the
adherents of the Emperor Maximilian and the followers of Benito Juarez.
To reach his aim to become a well-known writer he leaves the West for
Europe. Back home he starts writing. He begins with short stories for
magazines, later in the book form, covering a variety of literary genres:
humorous tales, poems, historical novels and finally a special kind of
literature typical for him, so-called travel stories. They ranged from short
stories to novels in several volumes running sometimes two to three thousand pages. His stays at home are always short. Soon he left his country
for his second home, the dark imd bloody grounds, as he calls theWest in his
books. His descriptions of the typical western scenery, whether the sunset at
the Salt Lake or the gleaming Arizona desert, Texas cattle ranches, Navaho
pueblos, Osage villages - everything is just perfect. The pages of his books
are literally filled with hundreds of western characters, all of them described
with the pedantic eloquence of a 19th Century romantic writer. His books
need no illustrations: desperados, outlaws and lawmen, preachers both false
and real, soldiers, cowboys, gamblers, cattle-thieves as well as Indians of all
tribes west of the great Missouri, march before his reader's eyes. His Indians
are not just plain anonymous bloodthirsty savages usually described by
popular western writers of his time. He tries to separate only two kinds of
people, the good and the bad ones, no matter what the color or the skin. Out
West he never hesitates to protect helpless farm people against the raiding
Kiowas just like being ready to fight any gangs of white or red killers.
He had almost decided to spend the rest of his life in the American West
had not something unexpected happened that forced him to leave the
beloved country of his white and red friends. His best friend, the person he
loved and admired best of all, the Chief of the Mescalero Apache, his
brother, Winnetou, was murdered.
It happened in the mountains between the Snake andYellowstone Rivers
where Old Shatterhand and Winnetou with several frontiersmen were going
to defend the white settlers against the hostile Oglala Sioux. A number of
white bandits joined the Sioux, who themselves were armed with modem
weapons so that a hard battle was to be expected. It was ironic, perhaps
almost symbolic, that Winnetous was killed by an Indian bullet. Now, after
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almost fifteen years of friendship with Winnetou, Old Shatterhand felt he
had no reason to stay on in these dark and bloody grounds. Deeply moved,
he decided to leave the country he had loved so much never to come back.
In his native Germany he was welcomed by his fans and readers as a real
hero, the famous Westerner and the blood-brother of an Indian Chief, the
Old Shatterhand. His friends admired his famous weapons that they read so
much about in his books: the notorious Henry rifle and bearkiller: Now he
brought home another equally famous weapon, the silver rifle of Winnetous. These weapons were not the only thing brought back home from
America: he was proud to show his friends the tomahawks and scalping
knives taken fron his enemies. Soon he had a large house built for himself,
the famous Villa Shatterhand, which became something of a western and
Indian museum, to remind him of the most dangerous and exciting period
of his life.
In the meantime he finished the third volume of his work dedicated to
Winnetou. He wrote fast, encouraged by his readers eager to learn more.
Every day a pile of their letters appeared on his desk. He reached his aim; he
had become a famous writer. His books were published also in other
countries in unusually large quantities.
Once, a few years back, he showed his native country to Winnetou. After
a brief sojourn in Germany the two friends undertook a dangerous journey
toN orth Africa. How he wanted to see those places again, so much different
from those where he had lost his best friend . Under the name of Kara Ben
Nemsi, accompanied by his guide and friend, a little Arab named Hadji
Halef Omar, he visited all parts of the Orient: fighting the Tuareg raiders in
Sahara and the slavedrivers in Sudan, helping the Kurd rebels in their
struggle against their Turkish oppressors. His travels in the Near East did
not lack dangerous adventures; under disguise he paid a visit to the Holy
City of the Moslems, the mysterious Mecca. After coming back home for
a brief stay to write new books, he visited also such faraway places as China
and the South American pampas. In this way, twenty years of his life passed.
At the age of sixty-six he received several letters from his friends in the
United States. Unable to resist the idea of meeting his old friends again, he
decided to get started. He was eager to take his six guns, to stick his old
Bowie knife behind his belt, to get armed with his favorite weapons, the
bear-killer and the Henry rifle. He was curious to see the changes in the Old
West after his thirty-five years' absence. He found the West considerably
tamed yet not in a disappointing way. He met with his good friends, Old
Surehand, his son, and Wagare-Tey, the Chief of the Shoshones, but also
with his old enemies, Toj-kei-chunk the Chief of the Racurroh Comanche,
and Tangua the Chief of the Kiowa. The enmity with the latter lasted since
the time when Old Shatterhand left the surveying party, in his early twenties.
Now the frontier existed no more, and the days ofthe Ghost Dancing
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were long forgotten . Still the last adventure of old Shatterhand did not lack
danger. Again he had more than a few chances to use his fists and weapons.
The Kiowa and Comanche planned to leave their reservations. This was
opposed by the more peaceful tribes like the Shoshone. This last western
adventure with a considerable touch and atmosphere of the gone olden days
drew to a peaceful end having offered a theme for the fourth and closing
volume of the work on Winnetou.
The last years of Old Shatterhand's life were filled with literary activity. In
total he wrote seventy-four thick volumes, each of five hundred pages.
Approximately one third of his books he dedicated to the West. He
belonged to men that carved out the world's greatest living legend - the
Epic of the American West. Old Shatterhand died as a living legend himself.
He was seventy years old.

The author in front of the native house of Karl
May, 54 Karl May St., Hohenstein - 'Ernstthal,

GDR.
Courtesy of the author.
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The Reality
In the summer of 1972, I took one of the early afternoon trams in
Dresden, the German Democratic Republic, to get to the little town of
Radebeul. In less than an hour, including a short walk in Radebeul itself, I
stood in front of a building well-known to every Old Shatterhand fan- the
famous Villa Shatterhand. It looked exactly like I had imagined when
reading the autobiographical short story "Old Shatterhand, Retired". Even
the name of the Villa was there, written in large golden letters above the
windows of the second floor.
Now the Villa is closed to the public and serves as a kindergarten. My
chief aim, however, is another, equally famous building standing close to
Villa Shatterhand, in a nice, park-like garden. So this is that pompous villa
with an even more pompous name, as one of Old Shatterhand's partners put
it, a little westerner named Hobble Frank who had decided while staying out
west to have a lovely house built for himself a likable fellow full of good
humor, reminding me of Sam Hawkens. How utterly ugly with crude white
letters above its door: Villa Barenfett - i.e. Bear fat, really a most poetical
and pompous name.
I step inside and look ar:ound: wolf-skins, deer-heads on the walls, crude
wooden furniture, a fireplace. The next room is more spacious, in fact, a
large hall. And here is something that I have waited for some twenty years to
have a look at. I examine it closer in disbelief and sheer wonder: the dream
has become a reality. Old Shatterhand's Henry-rifle and bearkiller and the
beautiful silver rifle of Winnetou.
The smallloghouse suddenly gets bigger, much bigger than it looks from
outside. More and more large halls full of Indian artifacts and weapons
-the Hope pottery and Apache blankets, Sioux tomahawks and Pawnee
scalping knives. Which is the one that cut off Sam Hawkins' scalp?
This is the world of Old Shatterhand and his blood-brother Winnetou,
the great Chief of the Mescalero Apaches. A dream world come true.
Hundreds of objects, works of art and of daily use, once belonging to the
Plain Indians and to the Indians of the deserts in Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas, as well as to the Indians of mountains of Dakota and Montana, of
the Great Lakes and of the East Coast. For the first time in my life I have an
opportunity to see real deerskin shirts and beadworks, war-bonnets and
bows with arrows and lances. Like a child in wild excitement, I can hardly
decide what to look at first. Apart from the legendary weapons of Old
Shatterhand and Winnetou, few objects attract a greater attention of the
visitors, the sons and fathers, all of them Old Shatterhand fans: they are the
life-size figures of Indians, braves and squaws, of different tribes, in complete outfits. At the entrance into the last hall we see large busts of two great
Indian chiefs, Sitting Bull and American Horse. The last hall is the smallest
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but ~rtainly the most significant. On its wall is a large painting picturing the
Battle of the Little Big Hom River and in the corner a white bust of an
elderly man with a gentle face, the maker of legend, the great dreamer
himself. His name is written on the bust: Karl May, 1842-1912.
Born to the family of a poverty-striken weaver, in a little German town of
Hohenstein-Emstthal, his whole life was anything but happy. Despite many
hardships he was able to finish his studies to become a teacher. Seemingly
his life turned better when a sudden hard blow came: several years in prison
on dubious charges that nowadays might have been considered a minor
offense, at worst. About 1870 he left the prison and started to write.
One of the first of his pieces was a short-story entitled "Old Firehand",
which later became a chapter of his major work on Winnetou. In 1883 he
wrote another chapter of "Winnetou" but still as an independent shortstory. As late as in 1893 he wrote the three volumes of his most popular work
dedicated to the famous Apache Chief. The fourth volume of this work,
later published under a different title, "Winnetou's Heirs" was finished in
1910. With this fourth book he made his "Winnetou" not only the favorite
and the most famous - as far as Europe has been concerned - but also the
longest western epic ever written.
Much of Karl May's life has remained a complete mystery. During his life
May mentioned two journeys to the United States of America. The first one,
according to him, took place in 1862-1863, the second journey about 1869. It
must be made clear that he had served his prison terms not in one piece; he
had been arrested and convicted a couple times for similar offenses. Only his
third visit to America has been confirmed by his contemporaries; it was in
1908. In his biography we can find two photographs from his last, but
according to most of his critics, his first American journey. In one photograph Karl May stands aboard the German steamer"Grosser Kurfuerst;" in
the second one we see Karl May sitting under the memorial of the Indian
Chief Sa-go-ye-wat-ha/ He Keeps Them Awake/ , in the Cemetery of
Buffalo, N.Y.
As for his African travels, the first one of 1869 is not officially confirmed.
However, his second journey to Africa and the Near East made in 1899-1900
is well-known. By that time he had become an established writer. Publishers
in Bohemia, Austria and Hungary were interested in his books.To most of
his readers he is the real Old Shatterhand. As a reply to one of his readers'
letters he wrote on March 3, 1899: "Dear Miss! Winnetou was born in 1840
and was shot dead on 9/2/1874. He was even more wonderful than I am
able to describe him! With my kindest regards, Dr. Karl May".
From a number of his photos one has become particularly well-known;
he posed in a complete Turkish outfit, with the inevitable fez on his head. It
is written below"Jadji Kara Ben Nemsi Effendi". It was also about that time
- in the 1890s - when his books were introduced in the United States of
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America. Certainly a unique record and great success for a European writer
of Westerns.
In his effort to materialize at least a part of his life dream, he made, and
quite subconsciously, the illusion complete. For the first time he was able to
show his friends a lovely rifle with silver nails in its butt and a big buffalo gun.
"Yes, this is that famous rifle of my best friend Winnetou," - he might say
to his fans, - "and this is my bear killer". It could happen in the 1860's. About
1900, he added a repeating Henry rifle to his collection of weapons and
Indian artifacts. His Villa Shatterhand had become a show - and a meeting
place of his friends and readers, the lovers of the American West.
First Karl May did not endeavor to correct the opinion of his readers as
far as his personality was concerned. He did not even protest when somebody addressed him as Mr. Shatterhand. In his books Old Shatterhand was
called Charley by his friends, and in one of his books that takes place in
North Mrica, an old friend of Kara Ben Nemsi exclaimed in a surprise: " . ..
Mr. May??"
Unfortunately, May could not be aware of the disaster caused by this
literary attitude. Adventure books written in the first person singular had
been common before as well as in Karl May's time. But this was a special
case. May's letters, - to his Prague publisher he wrote once about the
wounds from his travels described in his books, his realistic literary style, his
ability to describe faraway places and peoples as they in reality exist; all this
made everybody believe his.adventures were just plain truth.
The inevitable catastrophe came, though late and with an undertone of a
tragedy. As an old man, Karl May was accused of being an impostor, a liar
and a fraud. What was even worse, his enemies had dug out old records to let
them publish in the press showing May as a man of the most disreputable
character, a thief and an ex-<:on.
To clear his name Karl May was to start a series of lawsuits. He explained
that the literary character and the events described in his books had merely a
symbolical meaning. Despite his sincerity and good will to make the things
clear, he became the focus of many literary critics examining the so-<:alled
"Karl May problem." At an unbiased angle it is necessary to point out that
Karl May as a writer has never been a favorite of literary critics. As the
matter of fact, he was one of the most controversial authors.
Shortly before his death he met his red friends for the last time. They were
a band of the Dakotas touring Europe with Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show.
According to the witnesses he talked with the Indians in their own language.
With Colonel Cody himself he spoke, as the witnesses put it: " . .. in Eriglish
as spoken in the United States of America". They claimed May's conversation ended in a minor dispute as Karl May evidently insisted on a humane
approach toward the Indians.
A strange and a most unique meeting: Old Shatterhand and Buffalo Bill.
Both of the same age, belonging to the same era, representatives of the same
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legend, characters of many western novels, heroes of friend, a dreamer, the
other a tough Indian fighter, representing the hard reality.
On January 17, 1928 a Dakota chief with the name of Susetcha Tanka
[Big Snake] visited Karl May's tomb in Radebeul. The Indian Chief paid
tribute to Karl May in his speech as to one of the greatest friends of the Red
Race.
Old Shatterhand's partner, Hobble Frank, named the loghouse which is
an important part of the Radebeul Indian Museum. It took another friend
of Old Shatterhand, to found the Museum itself. His name was Patty
Frank, alias Ernst Tobis, a circus artist, cowboy, but mainly a globetrotter.
During his stay in the USA he roamed also in the Western States to collect
Indian artifacts.
In 1925 Patty Frank drew up a contract with Mrs. Klara May, the writer's
widow, in order to open an American Indian Museum. The private collection of Patty Frank's with items collected by Karl May formed the core of
the museum dedicated to the memory of the writer. Tilll956 the name of the
museum was Karl May Foundation.
In 1960 another Indian Museum was founded in Bamberg, German
Federal Republic. First it represented only a part of the Karl May Publishing House, as a tribute to the memory of Karl May. The official name of this
museum is Karl May Museum, origianlly having contained only the writer's
library and study. Soon the number of items increased by addition of
artifacts of the North American Indians. A main attraction of this small but
very interesting museum was its custodian himself: a Cherokee Indian
named Buffalo Child Long Lance, his civilian name being Silkirtis Nichols,
and ex-US-serviceman.
When in the fall of 1969 I visited the Bamberg Karl May Museum, it was
for me one of the most thrilling experiences of my life to shake hands with a
real American Indian. Tall and slim, he was dressed up in a mixed Indiancowboy fashion, with a black broad-brimmed hat on his head. Nick, as he
was called by his friends, was very friendly to the visitors. He accompanied
me into every hall of the museum, giving mostly qualified answers to my
questions. I can still remember his expert explanation of the activity of the
Dog Soldiers. It was most strange to listen to the story told by someone
whose grandfather may have belonged too to this military police organization of the American Indians.
It was equally exciting to enter into the private library of Karl May and to
examine the reference books and different English-American Indian dictionaries used by one of my most beloved authors.
I was exceptionally lucky in being considered a special guest of the
likeable director of the Karl May Publishing House and the head of the Karl
May Museum, Mr. Hoachim Schmid himself. In the main library of the
House, I was able to see for the first time all seventy-four volumes of Karl
May's work: hardbound in attractive green and golden covers. The format
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of May's books has remained unchanged since 1913. In that time a friend
and an admirer of Karl May, a young publisher of the name of Dr. Euchar
A. Schmid, the father of the present managing director, decided to found a
publishing house in Radebeul, dedicated especially to the literary work of
this famous writer.
Shortly after World War II the Karl May Publishing House moved to
Bamberg. During its sixty-five years of activity the House published more
than half of all Karl May books ever published in Germany, their total being
over fifty-six million.
It is difficult to estimate the number of May's books published in other
countries. I tried to sum up the editions of different Karl May books
published in Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland after the Second World
War. My results were amazing; the number of May's books was higher than
I had expected. When we take into consideration the fact that the May
books·have been published in twenty-eight languages, including different
Slavic languages, Chinese and Japanese, in all civilized countries of the
world, it is perhaps no exaggeration to say that the number of all May books
every published, including the German editions, is very close to a hundred
million. This number may get higher soon due to a new introduction of Karl
May's books in the USA. Recently the Seabury Press, New York, N.Y.,
published two novels taking place in the Near East.
The books on Karl May, on his popular literary characters, or novels
influenced by his work is long. And so is the list of all theater, radio and TV
plays on the May themes. The motion pictures represent a special chapter.
Since 1922 when three pictures based on Karl May's novels were released in
Germany, the number of May films - westerns as well as those taking place
in other romantic parts of the world - has kept growing up to the present,
to the estimated total of more than thirty. A few of May Westerns were
presented in the USA - a real compliment for the European/Western
movie-makers.
Karl May made his dream come true in his books. It is important too that
his great dream of the West has been shared by millions.
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HAWAII'S LAST KING
Introduced by Wilma James
David Kalakaua, ruling from 1874 to 1891, was the last king of the Hawaiian
Islands. Although known as the Merry Monarch, the jovial king found time to
establish an era of peace and prosperity never before realized on these tropical
islands. Educated at the Royal School, Kalakaua learned to read and write the
Hawaiian and English languages with great fluency. He impressed foreign legations
and President Ulysses S. Grant with his wide interests and intelligence.
One of the most important events to occur during Kalakaua 's reign was a visit to
the United States, where he was received with highest honors by President Grant.
While in Washington, the king brought about the passage ofthe Reciprocity Treaty
which gave Hawaiian sugar duty-free entry into the United States in exchange for the
use of Pearl Harbor as a United States Navy base. The adoption ofthe treaty proved
to be beneficia/for both lands.
It was during the reign of King Kalakaua and his queen, Kapiolani, that Iolani
Palace was built. Later it would be the only genuine royal palace under the Stars and
Stripes. Completed and occupied in December 1882, the palace shows European
influence in its structure. From the main lobby, designed to serve as a reception hall,
a broad stairway leads upward to the second and third floors. The stairway is of
prized native koa wood, with carved work in white cedar, ohia and the unique
kamani. To the right ofthe stairway, on the main floor, is the throne room where the
hospitable king received his guests in royal splendor and provided them with gala
entertainment.
King David Kalakaua's coronation took place on February 12, 1883, in a pavilion
constructed especially for the purpose. At that time the pavilion stood directly in
front ofthe palace, and 8,000 people watched as Kalakaua put the new crown on his
own head.
With the hope of recovering his health, King Kalakaua made a voyage to
California in 1890 aboard the U.S.S. Charleston. But he suffered a fatal stroke in
San Francisco on the 20th ofJanuary, 1891. His body was returned to Ioloni Palace
to lie in state in the royal throne room. Black feather standards carried in hisfuneral
procession marked the passing of the last Hawaiian king to rule over the once
outstanding monarchy of the Pacific.
The monarchial era ended when the king 's sister, Queen Liluokalani, was deposed
after a reign of a little less than two years. Five years later, in 1898, Hawaii was
annexed to the United States.
Insight into the colorful rule of Hawaii's last king can be obtainedfrom the journal
of William K. Roberts, a visitor to Honolulu in 1886:

The celebration of King Kalakaua's fiftieth birthday commenced at
Honolulu at midnight of November 15, 1886 with the ringing of bells, firing
of canon and bands of music parading the streets. Great bonfires were also
lit on Punchbowl Mountain and sky rockets sent up, which from the high
altitude, afforded a grand spectacle.
At 8 o'clock on the morning of the 16th the festivities commenced with a
column of soldiers marching down and saluting the king at his palace. Then
followed the reception of foreign delegates, bringing in of presents, and
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grand Hookupu which lasted untill P.M. Many of the presents were of
native design and of unique pattern, embracing a large number of elaborately worked calabaches, mats, robes and kahilo's. Among the foreign gifts
were mineral specimens, a gold headed cane and a magnificent pair of
elephant tusks.
, At 3:30P.M. the gates were opened to the public and a large concourse of
people, of various colors, gathered in the palace , and spent the afternoon in
viewing the presents and listening to music from the band.
At 7 P.M. the fire companies and military turned out with gayly decorated engines, torchlights, music, and marching through the streets. Later
they entered the palace gates and saluted the king with loud cheering and
display of fireworks. The paraders consisted of a company of white men,
one of Chinese, and the retainers of Kanakas. Their varying colors and
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costumes, by the bright light of the torches they carried, formed a novel
scene.
The next day, the 17th, was celebrated by a regatta in the harbor,
consisting of yacht, rowboat and canoe races; also an entertaining tub race,
swimming and diving matches acted, The wharves presented a very animated and interesting spectacle, as all day long the motley cr_owd shifted
from one point to another to cheer the contestants on the water.
On the morning of Nov. 20th, a large crowd gathered inside the palace
grounds to witness the historical procession, one of the most interesting
features of the celebration. At ten A.M. the procession entered, the leading
column being composed of about a hundred men and as many women,
marching by twos, several of them carrying large horns from which they
gave an occasional blast, the women wore white gowns with yellow striped
aprons and feather capes, while the men were dressed in white coats and
pants, with yellow necklaces and flowers wreathing their straw hats. Heading the column were two old women, carrying large plaited palm fans. They
delivered a sort of speech in the Hawaiian tongue, which was kept up until
they entered the palace, this part of the procession being composed of nobles
and relatives of the king. Among the banners and emblems carried was a
large white kachili, made of feathers and bamboo, two golden balls, staffs,
and long spears. Others carried peculiar torches wrapped with green banana
leaves.
After this, the peoples' procession entered, headed by the Royal
Hawaiian Band playing a favorite national air, and marching behind them
were about two hundred young boys of the Royal School, each dressed in
white and red banded uniforms. Next came a large float, on a wagon,
decorated with palms and ferns with natives sitting among them and dressed
to represent ancient costumes.
Following this, were twenty or more footmen with lances, and wearing
wreaths of ferns, the exception being several chiefs who wore red helmetshaped head coverings. Then came native canoes filled with men having
spears and fish nets, while on other wagons were imitation whales and
harpooners. There were several old men in entire leaf costumes, one of
whom halted before the palace steps and saluting the king, made quite a
lengthy and vigorous speech.
There were also wagons with tree ferns and palms upon them, among
which would be seated girls with calabashes and native cooking implements.
Chiefs in canoes wearing gaudy helmets and robes of tapa cloth made short
addresses. Warriors with lances fought sham battles before the king. After
marching around the palace two or three times, the procession passed into
the street and dispersed.
In the afternoon of the 23rd a grand luau or feast was given, and in the
evening a hula hula dance. The feast took place in a long arbor, built for the
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occasion in front of the palace, and the eatables were spread out on mats
which were laid along each side of the floor. The guests sat a la Turk upon
the floor and ate without knife or fork, using their fingers to dip the jelly-like
poi, and to dissect the fish, beef or pork, which was cooked in small pieces
wrapped inside green ti leaves. The guests were nearly all natives, as few
whites took part.
After the luau the dishes and mats were cleared away, and chairs brought
in by boys of the Royal School in preparation for the hula hula. About 7
P .M. the king and queen entered the arbor and took seats at one end of the
circle of chairs, the performers taking position directly in front of them.
The first dancers to appear were fifteen girls, six of whom were about
eight years of age and the others probably fourteen. The smaller ones took
position in front, while the larger formed a row behind them. Squatted upon
the floor behind all were the musicians. The musicians consisted of two men
with calabash drums, and two women with rattles made of small gourds
containing pebbles. With these instruments they kept up a strange drumming noise, while they chanted a weird blubbering song.
The girls were dressed in short yellow skirts, with wreaths of flowers and
ferns upon their heads, their black hair falling loosely over their shoulders.
On their bare legs and arms were bracelets made of teeth and the stems of
palm leaves. Thus attired, they kept time to the strnge wild music. Their
movements could hardly be called a dance, except at certain intervals when
they accentuated the drumming by stomping with one of their bare feet on
the floor. Their actions t:onsisted mainly in a sort of swaying of the body,
bending of the legs, and motions with the arms and hands, occasionally
repeating some semi-musical words.
After them came five other players, four women and a man, sitting on the
floor, all beat large calabash drums with a rather sonorous song accompaniment. Others thus followed with somewhat similar performances, the
entertainment finally ending with the reappearance of the first dancers who
gave a repetition of their former movements.
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Fricot - A Man With A Vision
by Berenice Lamson
Much of the Fricot family fortune came from the Chavanne Mine which
was owned in partnership by Desire's father Jules and Andre Chavanne. The
mine was an extension of the Sheep Ranch Mine and was sold in 1882 to
George Hearst and his associates, Haggin and Tevis, and ultimately became
part of the Sheep Ranch Mine. The Sheep Ranch district is in south-central
Calaveras County about 16 miles east of San Andreas and eight miles north
of Murphys.
Desire Fricot was born in Paris, France on Apri14, 1868, while his parents
Jules and his wife, American citizens, were traveling abroad so he was
immediately registered as an American citizen. He spent his younger years in
Paris and his early education was received from tutors. He attended the
Louis Le Grand, which is now the Sorbonne. He could speak five different
languages fluently: English, French, German, Spanish and Italian. Later,
when his education was completed in San Francisco as an engineer and
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chemist he settled in Grass Valley to practice mining engineering.
From 1893 until Andre Chavanne's death in 1897, Desire and Andre
prospected together on the Independence Claim on the extension of the
Idaho-Maryland Mine, the third deepest mine in the world which is located
in the Grass Valley area. Desire gave up the operation because it was too
expensive for a one-man operation. At this time he was only 29 years old.
Desire's father, Jules, died while living in Paris in 1889.
Desire travelled extensively in many countries during the next four years,
returning to California in 1893. During his mining career he spent a number
of years operating the "sandpile," as the tailings from the mines on the
Consumnes River were known.I
Desire met Miss Lillian Eichelroth, a daughter of a pioneer doctor of
Sonora, Tuolumne County, in San Andreas at the home of Judge and Mrs.
Victor Gottschalk. They were friends of both families. Judge Gottschalk
united them in marriage on November 10, 1898.
One time during their world travels, he and Mrs. Fricot bought a monkey
while traveling through Algeria. They named him Biscrouch and he became
a real family pet.
Soon after their marriage, Desire built a home near Sheep Ranch on what
had been his father's property on San Antone Ridge. They called the place
Fricot City. It was situated on a mountain top in Calaveras County, six
miles from the nearest small town of Sheep Ranch, and ten miles from each
of the large towns of Angels Camp and San Andreas, which were Fricot's
mailing and shopping places.
Fricot was innovative, as well as practical, and his home spoke to the
future. The grounds were large, divided into lawns, orchard, and beautiful
gardens and were kept well watered through the dry summer months by his
private water system. The water supply came from the upper San Antone
Creek in the mountains above Sheep Ranch about eight miles and was
plentiful. It was conveyed through ditches, steel and concrete flumes and
conduits. Two concrete tanks which were about 30 feet in diameter were
used for water storage and had concrete tops to avoid contamination. To
prevent soil erosion on the hillside, he installed a system of tripod fountain
sprinklers.2
The Fricots grew every kind of vegetable and fruit including citrus and
alligator pear out in the open with no protection or smudge pots because
there was no danger of frost. They were within a special thermal zone.
Flowers of all kinds were grown on a beautiful terrace nearby.
Next to the main building there was a power house for use of everything
that required power. The lighting of place, the pumping, the grinding of feed
for the cattle, hogs and poultry, the power for the ice plant, for the refrigerators, the ice cream machines, for the laundry, for the machine shop and the
blacksmith shop was all electric and generated by the water which came
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from eight miles away up in the mountains.
The Fricot mansion was magnificent, built in Elizabethan style about
1900. The bedrooms and the dining rooms were built in duplicate; one for
rainy weather and one for sunny weather. The walls of the baths and
dressing rooms were completely covered with plate glass mirrors from
France.
Mter passing through the special servants dining room one went on
through a labyrinth of rooms dedicated to the production of the needs and
luxuries of the establishment- kitchens, store rooms, refrigerators, bakeries, dairy supply room, butcher room, where whole beeves and hogs were
cut up before being stored in refrigerators. Desire even had a postal room
containing boxes for his employees of Fricot City as well as his neighbors.J
In the horse-and-buggy days especially through the 1890's Fricot's fourhorse conveyance was a familiar, almost daily sight as it passed through
Altaville on its way to and from Angels Camp with passengers, mail and
supplies. The ten miles each of the wagon roads between Fricot City and
Angels Camp and San Andreas were kept in good order at Fricot's expense
entirely. He maintained a portable rock-crushing plant for just this purpose.4 He was an active and effective worker in behalf of more and better
roads, and he worked for the Mother Lode Highway.
Information in the Calaveras County Great Register, 1910 for Calaveritas
Precinct, read as follows:
Name:
Fricot, Desire J.
Age:
42
Occ:
Capitalist
Nat
(None given)
Loc. Res:
Angels Camp
Desire Fricot was a personal friend of the late Georges Clemenceau.
During theW orld War I, he went to France and gave aid to the Allied cause.
He was later made a member of the French Legion of Honor and was also
decorated by the Serbian Government with the Order of St. Sava.
While in France his home burned to the ground. When he returned it was
rebuilt. During this time his family lived in a small cottage about two blocks
from the original home. Fricot's second mansion later proved to be one of
the lovelier homes in Calaveras County.
Throughout his life Desire Fricot was noted for his work in helping
others, and he particularly became interested in the Boy Scout program and
was known as the "father" of the Boy Scout work in the San J oaquin-Calaveras district.
The palatial home at Fricot City was the mecca for Scouts from all over
Northern California. He built a large Scout hut as well as other buildings on
the grounds in addition to a beautiful swimming pool for their use and
comfort. Desire liked to swim and also enjoyed hunting. Scout buildings were
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also built in San Andreas, Angels Camp and at Murphys and are still in use
today. He served three terms as president of the Council. One of his special
interests was giving financial assistance to worthy boys, particularly in
helping them to obtain an education.
He felt very close to another natural resource, trees. It was through the
dedicated effort of Desire Jules Fricot and his associates that the magnificent grove of Redwoods was protected from commercial exploitation. A
bronze plaque on a granite boulder in the Calaveras Grove reads, "tablet
erected in honor of Desire Fricot - October 26, 1935':
A man of vision, as well as of definite opinions, Desire Fricot was one of the
early group who also battled to save mountain water for the counties of
origin; a project now being carried on by other community leaders.
In 1936 Fricot purchased the old American Hotel in San Andreas,
completely remodeled and fire-proofed it, and converted it into an historical
museum, library and office for the Chamber of Commerce. This project was
accomplished with funds given in Desire and Lillian Fricot's name.
"The building now occupied by the county library and museum was used
as a restaurant in 1858 by Zwinge and Company. This building, prior to the
fire, had a wooden extension in the rear of the stone portion adjoining the
street. Immediately after the fire, the owners of the building began the
construction of a brick fire-proof extension to their stone restaurant. The
extension was 46 feet in length and included a bake-room, kitchen and
sleeping apartments. The building was completed in July, 1859, and opened
to the public. Messrs. J. Eppley and Jas. Kneedler did the brick work. Later
a wooden extension was added to the brick extension. This was tom down
when the building was renovated by Desire Fricot and presented to the
County.'5
An editorial in the Oakland Tribune, December 22, 1940, stated "The
museum is rapidly becoming one ofthe show places of Northern California,
and has attracted hundreds of visitors since its opening two years ago."
The present San Andreas Historical Museum occupying the former
county offices is a monument to Fricot's good judgment and public spirit.
He was deeply concerned with the preservation of our history and many of
the displays at the museum are from his private collection of mineral
exhibits, museum pieces and even his private library of early California
writings are housed here.
Not only was Desire a useful citizen but he was a graceful and authentic
writer. A number of the results of his research have been printed by the
California Historical Society. One of his finest is the translation from
French of Andre Chavanne's experience on the Golden Gate when it burned
and sank at sea in 1862. The original copy was lost in the fire when Desire's
home burned to the ground in 1917. However, he had already translated it
into English, and it happened to be among some papers that were at another
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location at the time of the fire.
He loved to read, had a ready wit and was well informed in public affairs.
He not only had the ability to analyze a situation but the courage of his
convictions to take a stand if it meant helping someone or some worthy
cause.
He was active in civic affairs and was president of the Calaveras County
Chamber of Commerce and for many years served as chairman of the
conservation committee of the Central Valley Council of the State Chamber.
He was the moving factor in the successful attempt to have the Calaveras ·
Grove of Big Trees incorporated into the State Park system and gave
generously of his time and money to accomplish this purpose. He was an
active member of the Angels Camp Boosters Club and the San Andreas
Progressive Club and in 1940, just a few days before his death, they were
instrumental in dedicating the new recreation center at Calaveras Big Trees
in his name. The plaque reads:
"Recreation Center at Calaveras Big Trees - Dedicated to Desire Fricot
December 7, 1940."
Desire Fricot, mining man, philanthropist, civic leader, and fine human
being was buried in San Francisco but his vision for the future remained at
Fricot City.
The will of Desire J. Fricot was admitted to probate in the Superior Court
in San Andreas on January 7, 1941. The will dated September 22, 1940,
named the joint executors as his brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
George Berton of San Francisco and his niece and secretary, Miss Rosamonde Rooney of Fricot City.6
About two and a half years after Desire Fricot's death Lillian died at her
home in Fricot City on July 31, 1942. They were childless. Together they
had devoted their lives to the preservation of the beauties of the Sierras, the
accumulation of knowledge of California, Calaveras County history and to
the education and welfare of young people.?
Mter her death the ranch became the property of Fricot's niece, Miss R.
Rooney. On December 16, 1943 the Stockton Record carried the following
headline: "State May Buy Fricot Ranch - Youth Authority in Quest of
Property." Rather than buy it the State leased, beginning on March I, 1944.
It was felt that the California Youth Authority (CY A) was very fortunate
to obtain a five year lease, with option to purchase, during the term of the
lease for $65,000.00. The option was exercised on January 4, 1946.
The Fricot Estate had been without care for approximately two years, so
the grounds and buildings were in need of repair. Wards were instantly sent
to Fricot after learning that it had adequate building and supplies. The early
months at Fricot were devoted to the task of clearing the grounds, cutting
brush and building roads. Then the Fricot mansion was remodeled to
provide administrative offices and four staff apartments.
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The boys who came to Fricot City found a new future. Many came from
broken homes and crowded cities where they had had little opportunity. At
Fricot they were able to hike, swim, camp and just explore in the woods.
Scouting was used to an advantage. the boys were taught hobby craft and
the overall experience was most productive and successful. The staff who
remained through the years were able to appreciate the facilities as they
developed.
The buildings wre given names by the boys and staff. "Gremlin Lodge,"
was the dormitory for the youngest boys; "Forest Lodge," was the dormitory for the middle group, and "Beaver Lodge," for the oldest boys. The
kitchen-dining room was named San Antone Hall after the San Antone
Creek nearby.
From its inception the Fricot Ranch School maintained excellent relations with the other schools in Calaveras County and also engaged in
athletic competition. The budget provided for part-time services of both
Catholic and Protestant Chaplains in order to include religious instruction
in the program.
Since most of the students were able to re-enter public schools upon
returning to their local communities, the entire program was based on
regenerating their interest in an academic education. It was believed that
Fricot Ranch School was probably the only correctional school in the
country that moved the whole institution into the mountains for a week long
summer camp. Yearly parties at Christmas and other holidays were given by
lodges and the police for the boys. They looked forward to these parties.
People from all over the world came to observe the unique correctional
program that was offered. It was felt that a rich man's dream that his
property continue to be used for the conservation of one of our finest
natural resources was no longer a fervent wish, it was indeed a reality.s
Fricot Boys Ranch held an open house on April 25, 1965, and it was
noted in the Stockton Record . . . "Fricot Day is a total institution program
that operates only because all of the staff are willing to give of their own
energy and time in making the event possible. It also stated that Fricot Day
not only offered the public a chance to view the institution but pays a tribute
to the great man who made Fricot City possible ... Desire Fricot. "The
article dated April22, 1965 ended with a positive thought that Fricot, "was
always interested in any project which existedfor the welfare ofyouth, and if
alive he would be more than pleased with the institution that bears his
name."
This positive note did not last, however, There was anxiety and uncertainty as to the future of Fricot Ranch. The Stockton Record reported on
February 9, 1968 that Governor Reagan's Businessmen's Advisory Committee had recommended that the Fricot School be phased out because of
the high cost of operation.
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Closure was announced at the school on December 28, 1970, and the
decision was based on the reduction in the number of younger children
coming to the Youth Authority, and also on the high per-capita cost of
operating Fricot.9
On December 29, 1970, Senator Stephen Teale charged that Governor
Ronald Reagan was thinking only of the State's fiscal crisis in planning to
close the Fricot School for Boys.w
"A BLEAK FUTURE FACES HILLSIDE YOUTH HAVEN"- This
headline appeared in the January 3, 1974, Stockton Record.
Both the Fricot authorities and the officials at Columbia Junior College
felt the program to be a huge success. However, the state law which paid the
local counties a direct subsidy for taking care of their own delinquent
children or juvenile problems had made a great deal of difference. It was also
felt that Fricot was remote and that it would be unlikely that any other State
agency would want to make use of it.
In 1975 the State of California sold Fricot Ranchfor$1,150,000. In 1976
the price tag jumped to $6.7 million! The various transactions and dealings
prompted investigations by the F .B.I. and by the State probers.
It was the Uptons, Kenneth Wayne and his wife Alene 11 and John
Reyman who sold the ranch to the black church group, The California
Baptist State Convention, for $6.7 million dollars. The church group had
problems trying to raise the money to finance the transaction. In 1977 the
State of California initiated foreclosure proceedings because they had failed
to make the payment of $97,000. on time. CBSC managed to cover that
year, but in August 1978 they had problems again. At that time the school
was temporarily converted into a summer retreat for children of church
members and had plans to start operating the facility as a rest home for the
elderly.
As a result of a series of many complex transactions about 60 individuals
and organizations claimed an interest in Fricot saying they had invested
more than $6 million. Most had hoped to revitalize Fricot. Some had other
ideas.
Even though the Baptist group announced in May 1978 that they had
obtained $6 million from an unidentified source, they had not paid off the
State, which held the first mortgage, or paid any other parties that had
claimed an interest.
With foreclosure proceedings pending, the Baptist Group had other
problems. These problems involved both State and County health code
violations such as lack of necessary permits to operate, a sewage system
which did not meet standards, inadequate water supply and distribution
system, improper garbage disposal and lack of proper fire protection. 12
On May 10, 1979 the Stockton Record stated that the tangled fmancial
affairs of Camp Fricot Inc., hopefully, were to be straightened out by two
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sources soon, according to Camp Fricot's financial advisor Rev. Coggs. He
said, "One cannot be revealed at this time, but could make available major
labor union funds, and the other involves Saudi Arabian financial interest.'U
In October 1979, a private education consultant Dr. Audrey Guess
Knight of Oakland stated she was arranging for the use of Camp Fricot for a
class of 100 elementary educationally handicapped children. The program
was to be funded under the Federal Elementary-Secondary Education
Act.'4
But, meanwhile, Amos Starr of Orangevale, who says he holds mortgages
and notes against Camp Fricot totaling an amount of$1,855,000. flied a
notice of foreclosure. This was the third time that he had flied such an
action. He said he flied the foreclosure proceeding to protect his own
investment.
In the past, Starr said, after injunctions were issued halting his foreclosures by the Calaveras County Superior Court, it was he who actually
provided the money so the Baptist convention could meet its commitments
to the state, pay its insurance and its taxes. He said he did this to prevent
State foreclosure which would have meant losses to everyone. He added
that he intends to push foreclosure this time to a conclusion which will either
result i!J. payment of the debt or in forced sale of the property.1s
Now another chapter is being written about the Fricot property. This
time the California Baptist Convention has flied a petition under Chapter II
of the bankruptcy law early in November 1979. By filing, the church group
stalled the foreclosure sale which had been scheduled for December 6. No
further foreclosure action now can be taken either by the State of California,
which holds a first mortgage against the property, or by Amos Starr, holder
of a second mortgage until the bankruptcy situation is adjudicated. By filing
CBSC could be allowed to pay off its obligatioll§ on a long-term basis.
However, under this form of bankruptcy a pay-off plan must accompany
the request at the court hearing. No such plan was presented to the court,
and that is one of the reasons for the continuance. The hearing has been
postponed to January 10.
To date, according to Amos Starr, Camp Fricot's total debt to the State
of California, to him and to many other mortgage holders now approaches
the $9 million mark.l6
The old Fricot Ranch which was used to rehabilitate wayward boys less
than a decade ago now stands virtually deserted. The million-dollar administration building is closed. The one-time magnificent F ricot mansion stands
empty. The Senior Citizens 'utopia' which was planned by the California
Baptist State Convention never became a reality. The big question now is,
"Does Fricot have a Future?"
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NOTES
1. Andre Chavanne, Trans., by Desire Fricot, "The Burning of the Golden Gate."
California Historical Society Quartetly, Vol. VI., No.4, (December 1927), p. 28.
2. Editorial, Mother Lode Edition, Nov. 24, 1923; p.3.
3. Ibid.,
4. William Demarest, unpublished work, "The Ridge Road To Sheep Ranch", from a
collection at Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western Studies, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, Ca.
5. Judge J.A. Smith, "Location of Early Buildings in Calaveras," The Far Westerner,
Vol. VIII, No.2, (April, 1967).
6. Legal information, Stockton Record, January 7, 1941. Desire Fricot's estate at his
death, December 6, 1940 was valued at approximately one-million, seven hundred and
fifty thousand dollars and Federal and State inheritance taxes totaled four-hundred
thousand dollars.
7. Delores Waldorf Bryant, "Lillian Eichelroth Fricot 1864-1942" California Historical
Society Quarterly, V. 22, No.1, March 1943. pp. 91,92.
8. Dana du Ponte, unpublished work, 1957.
9. Editorial, Stockton Record, 'Fricot Closure to Hurt Calaveras' December 29,
1970, p.1 .
10. Ibid.,
11 . Stockton Record November 5, 1978. After deliberating all night a Superior
Court Jury found Upton guilty of all five felony counts as charged - two counts of
conspiring to commit grand theft, two counts of grand theft and one count of filing an
altered document. Mrs. Upton was convicted of one count of grand theft and of filing
an altered document but acquitted on conspiracy charges and a second charge of
grand theft.
12. Stockton Record, August 9, 1978.
15. Ibid.
13. Stockton Record, May 10, 1979.
16. Stockton Record, December 7, 1979.
14. Stockton Record, October 5, 1979.
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MARY
by M. Claire Pister
"Much has been well and justly written and said of the enterprise, courage and energy of the
pioneer men of California . . . Still, there were in these days of the early gold seekers, a few true,
loyal American women, wives and mothers, aids, comforters, and companions of those who
builded our structure of State. Their mission, as well as their services in the advancement of
civilization, is too often lost sight of. True, there were not, in comparison, many of them. Yet,
they nobly performed their duty. Such women were really the mothers of California's Anglo
Saxon civilization. "I
(Exerpt from the Obituary of Mary Woodman Rhodes, 1893)

Mary Woodman Kimball was born in Orford, New Hampshire on
October 13th, 1808, the sixth of ten children born to Elizabeth Cushing
Porter and Elipha1et Kimball, physician. She was named after her paternal
grandmother, Mary Woodman of Bradford, Massachusetts. Mary
Woodman Kimball was a sixth generation direct descendant of Richard
Kimball, who came to America in 1634 to escape religious persecution.2
We do not know much about Mary's early life except that "She was a New
England woman by birth and education . . . [and] in her early life she was a
teacher. "3 Trained as a teacher, she took up this profession until she married
Sherman Driggs at the age of twenty-one. Tradition tells us that Driggs took
his young wife to Trinidad, in the West Indies, as he had been appointed
United States Consul by President Adams. Apparently Driggs and John
Quincy Adams had been close friends; there is some historical basis for this
assumption, as, in her old age Mary always wore a hand-painted miniature
of Sherman Driggs which had been given to her by John Quincy Adams.4
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We know that Mary Driggs set up a home on the Trinidad Islands with
her husband Sherman Driggs. There they had two daughters, Mary Driggs,
c. 18305 and Joanna Driggs in 1832.6 However, the next news we have of
Mary places her widowed in North Carolina. We learn from the biography
in her obituary that "having lost her first husband when quite young, and left
with the two little children to maintain, she went to North Carolina and
engaged in teaching."7 Concurring with this biography, we know from
recollections of her great granddaughter Mary Kimball Pister, that Mary
Driggs installed her two little daughters in a convent school and supported
herself and them through teaching school.
While teaching in Charleston, North Carolina (we assume she lived in
Charleston, as that was the first name she gave to her California home, east
of S tockton)B, she met Colonel Elisha Averett Rhodes, a widower with many
children. Like her first husband, Colonel Rhodes was in the consular service.
He was United States Consul to the new Republic of Texas from 1838 until
1842 and appointed vice consul in 1844.9
In 1838 Colonel Rhodes wrote a letter to Mary's oldest daughter, little
Mary Driggs, age eight, much like a father might write to his daughter. In his
letter to Mary he speaks of past letters written, of his brother, "(her] Uncle
'Doctor John,'" and in the enduring terms:
"My dear Mary . . . my own child . . . let your tiny hand try at least to tell me you are well, and
believe me, far away from my little girl every night I brush in fancy by her pillow."'o

In that same letter Rhodes describes the sights of Galveston Island as he
first saw it
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"We are at length at anchor with Galveston Bay before us, and a most dreary and desolate place
it is. A strip . . . extending in length to the west as far as the eye can reach. Four or five miles they
tell me in width - a few shanties - for I cannot call them houses - and not a tree or a shrub in
sight, thus it reminds me of a large meadow of dried grass . .. I am much disappointed in our
first view: we mistook the sand hills upon the easterly point of the Islands for buildings and it
really had the appearance of a city ... we cannot land . . . upon the Island. No wharves, no
nothing but sand and grass and water. "11

It is evident from Colonel Rhodes' descriptions and the content of the
letter, that although it is addressed to the younger Mary Driggs, the
information was more than likely intended for Mary Driggs the mother,
who would probably re reading the note to her daughter.
Colonel Rhodes also describes his visit with General Houston to the sight
of the Battle of San Jacinto. It was from that area that the Government of
Texas had been hastily removed prior to the battle in order to prevent
capture by Santa Anna.
" ... We were delighted to find him [General Houston, accompanied by the officers of the
Texas Army] going on with us to Houston and still more when in arriving at the famous battle
plains of San Jacinto . . . we were all wandering over the field still strewn with bleaching bones
and other relics .. . General Houston, who was one of the leading actors [showed) me many
interesting events connected with the Battle and showed me the disposition of the troops, etc.,
and pointed out to me the spot where the Texan soldiers who fell were buried."'l

We are not sure how and when the arrangements were made, whether or
not Colonel Rhodes traveled back toN orth Carolina to escort his 'wife to be'
out to Texas, or whether she undertook the journey alone; at any rate, the
marriage of Colonel Elisha Averett Rhodes to Mary Woodman Kimball
Driggs took place in Houston, Texas on the ninth of April, 1838.14(Just two
months after the above letter was written to Mary's little daughter.) There is
no mention of the two daughters, Mary and Joanna, accompanying their
mother to Texas, and it must be assumed that they remained in North
Carolina under the supervision of the convent nuns until Mary established
a home.
After their marriage in 1838, Colonel Rhodes at age forty-seven and the
new Mrs. Rhodes, age thirty, moved to Galveston Island, Texas, where
Colonel Rhodes was United States Consul to the newly established Republic
ofTexas.lt was in this year, 1838, that Colonel Michel Branamour Menard
organized the Galveston City Company, laid out a townsite, and set aside
locations for schools, hospitals, parks and public buildings. Is The Rhodes
family was therefore one of the earliest citizens of the town. 15 Five years after
moving to Galveston Island, Mary Rhodes recalls her personal experiences:
" ... this brought back very forcefully to our minds, the time when we used to take our lonely
rides upon the beach and over the site of the present city, meeting not a solitary human being,
speaking of the future and the changes it would bring, and which we now see ... Often
interrupted in our prophesying by a herd of deer bounding past us, or a flock of gulls rising,
wheeling and screaming around as if in derision of our words. The noisy fellows, the Gulls, have
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nearly disappeared, and the deer only now and then far down the Islands, we sometimes would
see one looking mournfully and . . . reproachfully at us, as the pioneers to the userpers of this
long undisturbed dominion . .. Having been present at the building of the city, watching over
its infancy, we feel a sort of parental affection for it, it induced a very deep interest in the
prosperity of Texas itself."' 1

Colonel and Mrs. Rhodes had three children of their own, all born in
Galveston: Cullen Capehart Rhodes, born May 15, 1839; Edward Averett
Rhodes, June 13, 1841;18 and Robert Rhodes, born in 1845. 19 We presume
that Mary had at least one other child born between the latter two boys,
which did not survive infancy. Also, Mary's younger sister came from New
Hampshire to live with the Rhodes' in Galveston, but sadly died there at age
twenty-nine on June 2, 1840. 2o The three boys of Colonel and Mrs. Rhodes,
added to Mary's two daughters by her first marriage, and several children of
the Colonel's previous marriage (William, Jim, Mark, Thadeus, and Laura),
comprised an extremely large family to manage. But Mary Rhodes was not
only a busy homemaker and mother, she was also a distinguished hostess.
She mentions this in a letter in 1843:
"[We) have often had at our table both Senator [General] Houston and Lamar - with the
different members of their cabinets - and the main personal and political friends of each, as
well as their most bitter enemies - in fact, all of the distinguished men of the country . . ."22

Furthermore, at times when her husband was not well or submerged in
other activities, Mary Rhodes did not hesitate to take over some of his
correspondence. We can see in the following exerpts from this letter, in
which she writes a strong commendation of Senator Houston in 1843, her
incredible insight into the political and social situation in Texas, 1843:
"Feeling pretty well assured that you will not object to my taking my husband's place at his desk
this morning, to reply to your kind letter, I do so ... It grieves us so that such ... impressions
should get abroad . . . in relation to the character and policy of Senator Houston. We have
been, of necessity, impartial observers .. . [We hope] you will regard out opinions as entitled to
some degree of confidence .. ."

Referring to both his political and private life she says:
"Personally acquainted with Sen. Houston from the time we walked with him over the battle
plain of San Jacinto, while it still bore marks of the fearful struggle in which he took such an
active part, and having clearly observed his political as well as private life up to the present time,
we look upon him as an able statesman, a true patriot and the possessor of many estimable
virtues; induced to use the language of our little boy ... 'Sen. Houston is the greatest man in
Texas.'"

To continue:
"United to a most amiable and intelligent woman, his conduct as a husband has been
irreproachable, and now that he is a father, his cup of domestic happiness seems filled. that he
has been intemperate in former times we know, how much more credit, then should be awarded
him for the present total abstinences! . . . With nominal heads of the different bureaus, he alone
is the dictator . . At the head of a Government without money or credit, and with personal
poverty too to contend with, most anxious for peace with Mexico, and for the establishment of
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the credit of Texas abroad ... He finds ... himself vilely abused, by those who claim no credit
for patriotism, who if they fight, do so, not like their fathers for the lands of their births, but for
the lands they have bought."

Mary Rhodes compares the efforts of Senator Houston to the courage and
patriotism of our Country's Father.
"Houston has had courage ... and more ifpossible[for] what Washington had as Commander
in Chief,· Washington possessed a primarily private fortune, and ... the cooperation of
Congress and of his countrymen, with whom patriotism was more than a mere name.
Understand me however, not as drawing a parallel between the two, the world can never see two
Washingtons, but these are many of the actions and views of Sen. Houston, which in after times,
will not suffer by being compared with those of our Country's Father."

She also has some very vehement opinions on both British and United States
foreign policy concerning the Republic of Texas:
We know and time will prove that Houston presents the only course left him to maintain
the good faith of himself as President, and of the Governments. We know nothing of the hidden
policy of our own Government, but sadly and sorrowfully do we feel, when we see that[it is] to
England [that] Texas is indebted for the present armistice. To England the imprisoned Citizens
of the United States are indebted to liberty, and it is the voice of England which stays the
butchering warfare of Santa Anna . . . What has the United States done? Why, puts into her
Treasury the frrst installments of the Indemnity Money!"

Mary closes this very informative letter abrubtly with these words:
"But I am approaching to what is my abhorrance- a politician in petticoats- and must stop
- lest you think me not content with usurping my husbands chair along . .. "

She signs the letter rather informally: "Mary W.R."l3
With the exception of the Rhodes' political activities, daily life in
Galveston Island, Texas in the 1840's was somewhat mundane, according to
Mary Rhodes. A simple present of newspapers sent to the Rhodes family
was heartily welcomed." A thousand thanks for the newspapers, which were
very welcome. We are so far from the bustles of the city, and have so little to
disturb the monotony of our lives, and newspapers are always most
gratefully received. "14
Mary describes the 4th of July, the 'glorious fourth,' as being a day of:
"some little excitement. It was 'celebrated' after the usual manner, with the exception that a
temperance worthy of Father Matthew himself was observed throughout."

The list of 'excitements' for the day included a speech given by Mary's
stepson, for which she shows some obvious motherly pride:
"A son of Colonel Rhodes was the orator of the day, and the [leader] of the ceremonies, I am
told that for a very young man, he [conducted] himself pretty well."

Despite the apparent monotony of Galveston Island, however, Mary
Rhodes does seem to be pleased with some aspects of her home on the
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Island, particularly concerning its benefits for her children. She compares
Galveston with the city of New Orleans, which was just an overnight trip by
steamer from the Rhodes' home:
"We enjoy .. . the sea breezes ... with more relish from our sojourns in that City of
Mosquitoes, and all other imaginable plagues: New Orleans. I would rather reside here
[Galveston] than in any city by far. I like to see my boys playing upon the beach and am sure that
brought up with .. . the creatures of God and the good, restless ocean constantly in view their ideas must be more elevated and noble than if their early years are spent among the hard
and rigorous associations of a city. "25

As much as we can tell that the Rhodes were comfortable and happy with
their home and with the people of Galveston, Texas, so is it true that the
citizens of Galveston held the Rhodes family in high esteem. As witnesses to
the character of Col. Elisha Averett Rhodes, four citizens of Galveston write
in this reference to John C. Calhoun, Secretary of State of the United States,
in 1844:
"Colonel Rhodes, with his most estimable family, has lived in this community since Galveston
was settled, the greater part of the time as Consul of the United States, and has always shown
himself as the hospitable upright Gentleman, as faithful officer, for during the whole period of
his official term, about four years. We fully believe he was not one day absent from the Island,
and for his correctness and faithfulness in the discharge of the duties of his Office, the entire
Community of Galveston, will most cheerfully avouch . . . we would from our personal
knowledge relate many instances of truest kindness and benevolence shown by Co. Rhodes and
his family - to their sick and destitute countrymen .. . "26

In 1848 tragedy struck the Rhodes family as Colonel Rhodes became very
ill; "he had received a severe stroke of paralysis, disqualifying him from
active business affairs."2 7 In September of 1848, he wrote out a 'Last Will
and Testament,' appointing his wife, Mary Rhodes, his "Only Executrix,'
and [bequeathing] to her for her own use, and the use and expenses of[his]
children by her, all [of his] property . .. etc. "28 The Rhodes family remained
in Galveston for the next two years, as Mary Rhodes took on even greater
responsibilities and her husband's condition worsened.
The following year, William H . (Caxton) Rhodes, son of Colonel Rhodes
by his first wife, married Mary Driggs, the oldest daughter of Mary W.K.
Rhodes, by her first husband. The young Mary, aged seventeen, and her
husband William lived first in Brooklyn, where William attended Medical
School at Columbia University. A little girl was born to the couple while
they were in New York. Of this sojourn, Mary W.K. Rhodes writes about
her daughter and husband (Mary's step-son and new son-in-law):
"William was dependent on his father till he was at least 27 years of age, was indebted to me
personally for money advanced to him. I supported his family, William's wife and child
included, in Brooklyn, sent them to North Carolina ... and my daughter, William's wife,
taught school till within three days of her death ... "29

Evidently, William Rhodes never completed Medical School and the
couple and their baby moved to North Carolina to make a home. Mary
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Driggs Rhodes was apparently forced to teach school in order to support
herself and her husband and child. Jo The explanation for such circumstances
has not been revealed, although we can assume from the above letter and
other correspondence, that William was not 'inclined' to work. The young
Mary D. Rhodes conceived another child shortly after the birth of the flrst.
She had the second child and subsequently both of the children died, and she
herself became very ill.
In order to assist her sister, Joanna Driggs left the family home in
Galveston, Texas, for Windsor, North Carolina, the home of William and
Mary Rhodes. In Windsor, Joanna met her future husband, a friend of
William's, Dr. Stark Blount Smith.31
In the meantime, Col. Elisha A. Rhodes' condition worsened, and
eventually he had another stroke which left him a complete invalid. In 1850,
Mary W.K. Rhodes packed up her husband and their three remaining
young children, and followed her daughter Joanna out to Windsor, North
Carolina.32 Family tradition states that Windsor, North Carolina was also
the family home of Colonel Rhodes. Mary W.K. Rhodes left her husband
and three children, at that time aged: 11, 9, and 5, in Windsor, presumably
under the care of her daughters, Mary and Joanna.
"Their [Colonel and Mrs. Rhodes) private fortune was apparently swept away [and] the wife
realized the heavy duties devolved upon her ... [Colonel Rhodes] brave Yankee wife, however,
was equal to the emergency . .. She conceived the bold idea of seeking new fortune and home in
California, arriving in San Francisco early in 1850. "33

With this purpose in mind, Mary left alone for California by way of
Panama34 and landed in San Francisco in the early part of the year 1850.
Upon arrival in the 'city', she immediately bought a house which she set up as
her own home and as a boarding house, charging $20.00 per month rent.35
While continuing to run the boarding house, Mary Rhodes began to buy up
lots in San Francisco, and bought a store and many lots in Stockton.36
According to an article in The Stockton Independent of 1893, "[Mary W.
Rhodes] established one of the first stores [in Stockton] and continued in
business for several years ... she was prosperous from the first. ".37
Mary W.K. Rhodes remained alone in California for a year and a half
before undertaking to bring her husband and children out west to her new
home. While she was still in San Francisco, her eldest son, Cullen, died, and
shortly after his death, her oldest daughter Mary also died. Between the time
of these two deaths, Mary had sent money to Colonel Rhodes, through his
son William, (Colonel Rhodes being an invalid), with which to pay for the
passage of Col. Rhodes and the two remaining boys, Edward and Bobby, to
California. We learn in a 'diary' of Mary Rhodes, dated 1884, that William
never put the money to this purpose, but rather took a trip to Washington
City.38
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money, this time "in order that he might come to California . . . for a time,
and attend to my business here, while I went toN orth Carolina for his father
and little brothers ... "39 In the meantime, Mary's second daughter, Joanna,
had married Dr. Stark Blount Smith of North Carolina on the 5th of
February, 1851 in Windsor. 40To make matters all the worse for poor Mary
Rhodes, soon after she had written to William asking him to attend to her
business in California, on the 5th of May, 18511she] lost nearly all [her]
property except a lot in Stockton by fire. "4' Apparently, with the help of her
friends, she left Stockton on the 15th of May for North Carolina, passing
William, who was on his way in response to her letter. It seems that the
friends that Mary Rhodes had acquired in San Francisco welcomed William
upon his arrival in California, and "wholly through their influence he
obtained an Office and a home. "42
When Mary Rhodes returned to California with her family, she
purchased a small house, on a lot on Hardin Place in San Francisco, with the
little money that she had left and a portion of which she borrowed from
William. The family resettled in the home on Hardin Place. 43 William
remained as a 'boarder' in the house, "contributing not one dollar for the
support of the family .. . He had invested [some money] in property on
KearnyoStreet, a store which he rented."44 In the Winter of 1851 -2 William
left the family in California and went to Texas, with Colonel Rhodes' Power
of Attorney, in order to sell the remaining property that Colonel and Mrs.
Rhodes still owned in 'Galveston Island, Texas. (Colonel Rhodes being
incapable of doing this due to his condition, and Mary Rhodes being far too
busy as a mother, wife, nurse, landlady, and investor in the still primitive city
of San Francisco, 1851).
During William's absence, Mary's daughter Joanna and her husband, Dr.
Stark Blount Smith, arrived in San Francisco. They brought with them their
first son, Robert, three slaves, 'a woman and two little boys', and a friend,
Thomas Birk. They, too, moved into the little home in Hardin Place,
comprising a total household of six adults, three children and three slaves.
Joanna and Stark added another child to that number, as a little girl was
born soon after their arrival.45
The financial situation in Mary's home was apparently not good. At that
time they had only one paying boarder, most likely because they had no
other rooms available, and that was Ex. Governor Stanley, who paid
approximately $20.00 per month. William contributed no money during his
'stays' at the family home, and Dr. Smith not being "in a situation to pay ...
board for himself or establish himself;"46 the situation for the Rhodes, was
steadily worsening. Especially when we learn that William sold the property
in Texas (Mary specifies: 'a portion of which was mine,') for $5000, and
instead of turning over the money to Colonel and Mary Rhodes upon
arriving back in California, he used $1,100 of it to "buy a colored boy who
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used to belong to him and brought this boy to California - to be free on his
arrival of course . .. "4 7 Ofthe rest of the $3,900 we are not sure, he, having
contributed $1,500 to the purchase of the home on Hardin Place, payed
himself off for the loan, and kept the remaining balance of $2,400.
Mary Rhodes was desperate, and once again she took it upon herself to
make a move:
"There was but one thing for me to do and I did it. I borrowed $200 from the Bank of[ Palmer]
Cook& Co., gave up my furnished home to mydaughter[Joanna] and William . . . I went forth
to seek another home, with my two little boys in June 1853, leaving Colonel Rhodes with my
daughter till I could make a more comfortable home than the Hut, 12' x 14', in which I lived with
the boys."<B

In order to finance this trip which she made to Stockton, Mary sold a lot
which she "had bought in a crisis in San Francisco, paying $100 cash and
selling it for $2000. "49 In her little hut on some Stockton land, with two little
boys aged twelve and eight, Mary Rhodes "cooked for the carpenters
[though she was in feeble health] who built [her] a small home."50 When the
home was completed she "brought the Colonel to· the home [she] had
made. "5 1 Mary Rhodes' move to her new home in Stockton, "Windsor
Cottage," was to be the last time she had to move in her life, although she
continued to travel. The land upon which she built her home in Stockton
was to remain in the family until the present date, over one hundred and
twenty-five years from the original purchase date.
In 1854 Colonel Rhodes was transported to his new home in Stockton.
From a letter from him to his son, William, from Windsor Farm on January
4th, 1854, we get an inkling of the Rhodes 'financial situation: Rhodes writes
to his son explaining their financial circumstances, and asking his son for
help:
"I gave Mary the only money I had except fifty cents, she has none. I wish you would, if
convenient, send us a check of $50 or so - you must afford us such . . . as we will require
occasionally uniil we get under way .. ."S2

Whether or not William obliged his father we do not know.
Joanna and Stark Blount Smith were free to return with their family to
Windsor, North Carolina as soon as Colonel Rhodes was moved to
Windsor Cottage, Stockton. Joanna, upon leaving the boarding home on
Hardin Place, left with her step-brother, William, $1000, which she had
made from boarding Mr. Stanley and William. (It seems that William did
not hesitate to pay for his board when his step sister, and wife of his good
friend, was managing the business. However, when the running of the
household went back to the direction of Mary Rhodes, once again he paid
no rent.) Joanna left with William the $1000, along with some medicines
which Dr. Smith had brought in from the east for speculation, in order that
he might invest their money while they returned to North Carolina. 53 This
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'deal' was a source of bitter controversy in the years to follow.
William remained living in the home on Hardin Place in San Francisco,
belonging to Mary Rhodes, and for "the second time [he] lived in our house
. .. paying me no rent. "54 Eventually Mary Rhodes sold the home for a
good profit, selling the house and lot for $2,800, an $1800 return on her
original investment.
The $2800 which she made from the sale of Hardin Place was invested
upon the farm in Stockton. Added to the original $200 she had borrowed
from[Palmer] Cook and Co., and the $2000 she had acquired from the sale
of another San Francisco lot, Mary had already invested $5000 on her farm
in Stockton.ss In addition,- William had also given Mary Rhodes three
subdivided lots which he had bought for $100 in exchange for the ticket she
had purchased for him for a trip to Texas. These lots Mary Rhodes also sold,
"at an Auction for $1700, "56 which she also invested, "making $6700 invested
in money of my own on this farm, on which I lived, doing my housework
most of the time, and nursing Colonel Rhodes, a helpless invalid, and caring
in the best way in my power for my boys. "57
In December of 1856 Mary bought an additionall60 acres of farm land
for $1000 to add to an unknown quantity ofland bought in 1853. By 1857
her home was already a thriving concern; Mary Rhodes was forty-nine years
old in that year. In a handwritten copy of a report of the State Agricultural
Fair held in Stockton, in September and October 1857, we learn:
"Mrs. Rhodes, five miles from Stockton, has a well cultivated farm of 200 acres, with post rail
fence, ISO acres in wheat, produced a layer crop. A pleasant residence, large bam, a carriage
house, fruit, vegetable and flower garden and all the necessary implements for carrying on a well
regulated and cultivated farm. This beautiful location was selected by Mrs. Rhodes some four
years since, and under her supervision and perseverance, has arisen from the wild plains, a
highly cultivated farm and beautiful home. The hundreds of indolent male farmers, who are
constantly crying 'hard times, no money,' would profit by taking this lady's farm for an example
. . . "Windsor Farm"is owned by Mrs. Mary W. Rhodes, an accomplished lady who is a fine
illustration of the business capacity of her sex ... "58

In December 1857, the Rhodes' note to General Sherman, for purchase of
the 160acres, becameduefor$1,100. The Rhodes met the bill with only$750
in lieu of the $1 , I00, which General Sherman "accepted . . . as an equivalent
for the $1,100 due from kindly feeling for [Mary Rhodes].59
In May of 1858, Colonel Elisha Averett Rhodes died at age sixty-seven,
leaving his wife, Mary Rhodes, at fifty, to support her two boys (ages
seventeen and thirteen) and continue managing her successful farm. One
month later Mary Rhodes was able to cancel the original mortgage on the
160 acres. And during that same year she was able to send her oldest living
son, Eddy, away to school to the Virginia Military Academy.
In her letters to Eddy we can gain a true insight into Mary's feeling about
the farm and life in Stockton, and particularly, her determination and desire
to inspire Edward in his educational drive, in order that he might improve
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his life. From Windsor Cottage to the Virginia Military Academy, in
November of 1860:
"It is not by staying at home and farming, my dear Eddy, that you can hope to live comfortably
yourself and help me, you must set your face steadily toward the one thing, a complete
education in the branches you have selected .. . study hard . . . conquer all you can . . . study
and think . .. think of life, its high duties, of the stand you wish to take and mean to take among
men."60

Mary tries to discourage Eddy, who is obviously a very homesick young
man, from attempting to fit two years of study into one and thus return to
the farm a year early:
"I cannot think that, deficient as your early education has been, it will be possible for you to
condense two years of study into one ... do not let any mistaken notion of helping me on the
farm induce you to leave the work, on which you have set out, incomplete ... I know and feel
all your love for me and your anxiety to help me and do a brotherly part by Bobby, but, my dear
boy, you must do nothing rashly."~'

Recognizing Edward's homesickness, she explains:
'
"When you are away, you think of home, the farm and Fanny and everything seems pleasant
and cheerful. You think you could be happy and contented and do so much for me! In any other
country you could, but this is a terrible state for one who has to make a living on a farm. The
same drawbacks to domestic happiness, the want of servants, the low price of grain, in fact, of
everything, so much combined to keep farmers down, that, as a class they are not by any means
comfortable. "12

Although Mary Rhodes was again commended in 1860-61 by the San
Joaquin Valley Agricultural Society for her'prosperous 'farm, Mary's letters
to her son do not speak too highly of the life of a California farmer, and
allude to many of the problems she shared with the rest of the San Joaquin
Valley farmers.
"I have kept a portion of my grain and shall try to keep it until it is worth something more. This
year has clearly demonstrated to me that nothing can be made fanning . . . That the farm will
ultimately be valuable, I have no doubt, and I am anxious to keep it up, but it does not pay to
improve. A garden and shrubbery costs more than it is worth. Everything that is made is pulled
out again for the hire of help . . . scarcely a farmer in the country has paid expenses this last
season, though the crop has been heavier than ever before . .. "~3

She closes her letter with an exhortation to her son, Eddy, to "complete
[his] education, then either come here and study law, or become an Engineer,
and make money to keep up the farm and to raise fine stock . . ."64
Receiving news of the impending Civil War from Edward, Mary recalls:
"In his letters to me, he ... wrote much about the disturbed state of our country, evincing a
remarkable correct view of the political situation. While aware that though of Northern birth (I
was born and reared in New Hampshire), my sympathies and convictions of right were wholly
on the side of the South. He knew also that in the event of civil war my relatives would be
opposed to those of his father in the struggle, and this knowledge caused him great
unhappiness. "'S,66
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In a letter to Eddy from Windsor Cottage in February of 1861, Mary
Rhodes presents her opinions on the political situations in the East:
"While I deplore the present state of our Country, I feel perfectly assured that the South has
right and justice on her Side - if it is in the Will of God, that this terminates in war, and you be
called to beara part, you fight for the land of yourfather. I know that my father, though a native
of New Hampshire, would have been on the side of the South . . . I deplore the blind folly and
wickedness of my countrymen of the North, I should, if I were a man, be found in the lands of
the South ... "67

And with regards to California:
"But even here there is trouble! Mr. Beaumont hoisted a 'Bear' flag on a little vessel belonging
solely to himself a few days ago - it caused a great excitement, the Stars and Stripers were seen
up every where! In consequence of California being a free State, few Southern men with families
are here, while the whole country is full ofN orthern men. The Southern men. few as they are, will
never, never be annexed to a Northern confederacy - the only hope of peace here is in the
formation of a Pacific Republic. Northern men will oppose this, and it may be that we may have
Civil War here. It is indeed most possible if such a war takes place in the East, which God in his
mercy forbid. It seems to me that United Action on the part of the South is the only thing that
can prevent it. "68

And the letter is also filled with the second thoughts and worries of a mother:
"To say that I feel no anxiety about you my dear son would be untrue - for you are in a position
to be called to take your part in the struggle. "69

She congratulates him for his high standing in his class at the Virginia
Military Academy:
"All this is very pleasant to me. It far more than recompenses me for what I have tried to do for
you and which, after all, was no more than my duty. Your home, my beloved son, was not as
cheerful and happy as I wish, but, when you consider the long illness of your father, and the
many trials a housekeeper has to endure in this country, you will, I know, remember only the
pleasant days of your boyhood. And if, sometimes, I was impatient with you, and wounded
your boyish pride and self love, you have seen how necessary my admonitions were, and. now
that your aims are high and you have found that you have 'work' to do in the world, for which
you are to prepare yourself, I realise that this preparation calls for a settled determination to
cultivate the faculties of mind and muscular energies also. You have set yourself steadily to this
purpose; my heart is at rest about you .. . "70

So happy was Mary W.K. Rhodes with the progress of her oldest son
Edward, that it was her "most earnest wish to have Bobby [her youngest son]
enter the Institute in July."7 1
Although we are not sure whether or not Robert Rhodes entered the
Virginia Military Academy in July of 1861, we do know that when the war
broke out between the States, both of Mary's sons, Edward age twenty-one,
and Robert, seventeen years old, enlisted in the Confederate service. 72
In the early part of the conflict, Mrs. Rhodes organized a relief
association, to aid sick and suffering Confederate prisoners in Northern
prisons. "In this work of love, she evinced much tact and endured many
perplexing trials. Doubted and suspected by many, she toiled and finally
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won the confidence and even support of General Wright, Commander of the
United States forces on the Pacific. "-73 Mary Rhodes mortgaged the farm in
Stockton for $500, and with that and other monies derived from relief
societies, she went East.
From the Stockton Independent, written in 1893, we learn:
"She first sought, at Washington, an endorsement permit from the War Department to visit
prisons. This was refused her. She succeeded, however, in gaining audience with President
Lincoln. He was, through kindly nature, soon interested in her work and gave her words of
encouragement. After a round of hasty visits to the prisons, she returned to Washington and
sought a permit to cross into the Southern lines. this was refused by the military, but she again
gained her point through the confidence of President Lincoln. Once in the South she went direct
to Richmond and was awarded a visit with President Davis. He treated her very, very kindly
and gave her a letter to General Lee. There she was again received with marked respect and
permitted to see her son, Edward. "~•

Family tradition tells us that with the money Mary Rhodes had obtained
by the mortgage of her house, and the sale of some farm acreage, she sewed
the greenbacks into the petticoats beneath her skirt and crossed over the
Southern border in order to make a "patriotic and charitable gift to her
beloved south."75 For her generosity and courage Mary Rhodes received a
letter of commendation, in 1866, from General Robert E. Lee. (The original
of that letter is on file in the Pioneer Museum, in Stockton.) A copy of it is as
follows:
Lexington, Virginia 15 March, '66
My dear Mrs. Rhodes,
I learn with great regret from your letter to Mr. Lee that you have been unexpectedly called to
California. I hope the journey may improve your health: and that new scenes and new cares, for
wherever you go you will always feel the cares which benevolence and religion inspire in the
human heart, may restore your strength.
I shall never forget your kindness to the distressed and the prayers of the sick, the wounded, and
the prisoners, will perpetually ascend to Heaven in your behalf.
May the Great God, who never turns a deaf ear to the cries of his people, guard and direct you
and yours.
With Great Esteem,
Your Obedient Servant
R.E. Lee
Mrs. Mary W. Rhodes

During the time that Mary W. Rhodes was in the South on her 'charitable'
mission, her oldest son, Lieutenant Edward Averett Rhodes was killed in the
Battle of Gettysburg, July I, 1863; he was twenty-two. In a biographical
sketch of his life we learn of his involvement in the war, and can picture his
death:
"On the 22nd of January, 1862, [Edward Rhodes] was commissioned second lieutenant in the
lith North Carolina Infantry. He was in the battle of White Hall, December 16, 1862, and in
fact, in all active service participated in by his regiment from the time he became a member of it
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until the Battle of Gettysburg. During a greater portion of this time he acted as adjutant of the
regiment, and was greatly beloved by his colonel, Leventhorpe. In the great battle of July I,
1863, he fell. In a charge of his regiment, on the afternoon of that day, the color-bearer was
wounded . .. as he fell, Lieutenant Rhodes seized the colors, and was in the act of advancing,
cheering the men, when he was struck in the head by a Minie-ball, and fell ... "76

The grief which Mary Rhodes experienced at the death of her "young,
handsome, and promising[son]""~7 can only be imagined. Of her younger son
Robert's death we have no information, and there is no mention of him
again.
In 1866, sometime after she received the letter from Robert E. Lee, Mary
Rhodes returned to her home in Stockton, California. Where she lived
during the years between 1863 and 1866 we are not yet sure. It is possible that
she stayed at the home of her daughter Joanna in North Carolina. Under
whose care and management she left the Stockton Ranch, we also do not
know.
In early January of 1867, Dr. Stark Blount Smith.. Joanna's husband,
died. At age thirty-five, Mrs. Dr. Smith was widowed with six children to
care for. According to Mary Rhodes:
"I was in San Francisco - received a letter from North Carolina from which I judged it my duty
to go at once to North Carolina and bring my daughter, then a widow with six children to
. "78
Califorrua.

It was necessary for Mary Rhodes to mortgage the farm, which at that
time was "wholly unencumbered, "79 for $1,000 on the 3rd of February, 1868:
She recalls:
" . .. I sailed for the east on my way to North Carolina. Returning with Mrs. Dr. Smith and six
children, reaching San Francisco in July 1868. To do this cost me very heavily, to say nothing of
the personal fatigue undergone ... and the heavy responsibility thus assumed, as it seemed to
me from a positive necessity ... "So

Joanna Driggs Smith remained with her sixty year old mother, Mary
Rhodes, from July of 1868 to 1870, at which time she married her second
husband, Arthur McDermott. Upon her marriage to Arthur, Joanna left
one of her sons, Stark Blount Smith, Jr. (age 12 or 13), with her mother at
"Windsor Ranch." Joanna and her other five children went with Arthur
McDermott to their new home in Oroville.
In her young grandson, Stark, Mary Rhodes found consolation, as both
of her sons were dead. The mortgage, out of which Mary had paid for the
transportation of her daughter and grandchildren back to California, kept
Mary Rhodes and her 'adopted' son Stark very poor. Mary writes in 1884:
"It is this Mortgage, on which I paid I think two percent monthly, and which has been gradually
increased, that has kept me poor, and which Stark is now so hard to pay ofC

Young Stark Blount Smith (my Great Grandfather) attended Glenwood
School, a country school at the far end of the Rhodes' property, but
apparently he received most of his education by reading at home. 82 Evi338

dently, he was too busy working on the farm to get much of an education; it
appears that, during Mary Rhodes' later life, the ranch was so highly
mortgaged that Mary and Stark had very little money to live on:
"Now, in relation to Stark ... he has been with me I think since he was twelve or thirteen years
old, has not been to school, has no profession, no trade, and his education is of course limited.
He has worked all these years like a day laborer, showing in every way his affection . . . Once
when we were in a terrible short for money he worked out and brought me $125 when it was
sorely needed . . . he is now twenty-eight and the farm is heavily mortgaged ... "83

In 1884, Mary Rhodes wrote a le~gthy letter in which she defended her gift
of" Windsor Farm" to Stark Blount Smith Jr., her Grandson, rather than to
her daughter, Joanna Driggs (Smith) McDermott. Joanna had expected her
mother to will the farm to her, for the reason that she thought the $1,000 she
had given to William Rhodes to invest back in 1854, had been used to buy
Windsor Ranch. However, when asked by Mary Rhodes as to where he had
put Joanna's $1,000, William replied, "Where I sunk my own, in the Cape
Claim!" And when Joanna writes a letter to William inquiring about the one
thousand dollars, his answer to her is completely different:

,

He writes back:
"I [do] not have the papers in my hand necessary for you as a full history of the transaction to
which you allude. Nor have I yet got them. When I left Virginia City I left a box of accounting
books of which letters relating to my old business, and which I did not want to pay freight on,
nailed up, and stored in the office of a friend. I will send you a full statement of the manner in
which the money was disposed of. I may state here formally known, that I sent the Doctor[Dr.
Stark B. Smith, Joanna's first husband] a Bill of Exchange for $1,000 and the Balance of$700
or $800 with his concurrence, or rather without his objection, I paid in the purchase of one half
of the Ranch by taking up a mortgage given by Ma [Mary W. Rhodes]. "84

This statement, of course, was entirely untrue according to Mary Rhodes:
What had actually happened back in 1857, was that the Colonel had
persuaded William to make a mortgage payment on the ranch, in order to do
justice to Mary Rhodes and himself, for the money that he, William, owed to
his parents for the sale of their home in Galveston.ss In so doing, William
met the mortgage payment, and transferred the mortgage of the ranch to be
under Dr. Stark Blount Smith's name, without his parents' knowledge. We
assume he did this as he had lost the $1000 that Joanna and Stark had left
with him to invest when they returned toN orth Carolina, in the Cape Claim.
He, thus, played his two debts one against the other. Upon learning of this
deceit, his father, Colonel Rhodes, in the words of Mary Rhodes:
"Was very hurt and blamed William very much for this unnatural deed ... he wrote to William
what he felt, and when Col. Rhodes died on the 24th of May 1858, [he left] a will in which
William's name was not mentioned."86
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Needless to say, William's misrepresentation of the facts caused untold
controversies in 1884, when Mary Rhodes announced her decision to will
the entire ranch to her Grandson, Stark Blount Smith, Jr.
William concluded the letter to his step-sister Joanna with these remarks:
"I never expected at this late day to see the affair reopened, and worst of all, by a struggle
between your mother and yourself, and if you take my advice you will not press her for a
settlement. She is old and I fear cannot long survive her present troubles, and I should greatly
dislike to do anything that in any way even most remotedly would tend to embitter her last days,
or shorten them .. ."87

Evidently, the letter in which Mary Rhodes wrote "in self-defense" of her
bequeathing the ranch to Stark Jr., satisfied Joanna.
In 1887, Stark Blount Smith Jr. married Mattie Grupe, the youngest
daughter of a wealthy German farmer of Stockton. The young couple made
their home on the ranch with 'Grandma' Rhodes. Three children were born
to them: Paul, 1888; Margaret, 1890, and Mary Kimball, (Mary Rhodes'
namesake) in 1892. Mary Kimball Smith was my Grandmother, my father's
mother.
After the birth of their third child, and with the help of a $4000 gift from
Mattie's mother, the young couple was able to build a spacious, seventeen
room home, on the sight of the original home which Mary Rhodes had had
built in 1853-54. The home included an upstairs apartment specifically for
Grandma Rhodes; it was completed in 1893.
On September 16, 1893, Mrs. Mary W. Rhodes, "who was widely known
as Grandma Rhodes and was loved by everybody, died at her residence on
her ranch five miles east of Stockton .. . at the advanced age of 85. "89
But she was not forgotten ...
"Mrs. Rhodes was a lady of rare mental qualities. She was always sprightly, ladylike, gentle and
considerate of the feelings of others. She was remarkably gifted as a conversationalist. Her
personal acquaintances, reading and information covered a wide range, which, with her
charming manners and splended powers of illustration, never failed in winning for her a ready
recognition in what ever society she was placed. Her culture, life, struggles, and environment,
however, never made her Jess a womanly woman and mother ... "90
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STEINBECK'S STREET: CANNERY ROW, by Maxine Knox and Mary
Rodriguez. (San Rafael, CA, Presidio Press, 1980. 97p., illus., ports. paper,
$6.95)
John Steinbeck called Monterey's Cannery Row "a poem, a stink, a
grating noise, a quality of light, a tone, a habit, a nostalgia, a dream."
Possibly Steinbeck left a few things out, but most of the elements of his
famous definition have been captured between the distinctive red and white
covers ofthis charming illustrated history. The book offers everything you
always wanted to know about the street that Steinbeck made.famous and the
street that made Steinbeck famous. It is a guide, a source, a souvenir, a
comedy, a curiosity, a reference, and a fine bit of Californiana. For collectors
of Steinbeckiana, it is a must.
Cannery Row today is merely a tourist thoroughfare where new shops and
restaurants compete for the dollars of passers-by. It was not always so. Once
upon a time, it was a working street, filled with busy "sardine canneries of
corrugated iron, hooky tonks, restaurants and whore houses, and little
crowded groceries, and laboratories and flophouses." Not much of a place
for a tourist, but paradise for a writer in search of a subject.
Steinbeck's Cannery Row is gone, lost to creeping commercialization and
modern "developments" designed to make it attractive to tourists. But with
this -little book in hand, you can go home again. In its pages, you can visit the
Row in its days of raunchy and prosperous glory when the sardines still
thickly populated the offshore waters and the prototypes of Steinbeck's
bizarre and colorful characters still walked the wooden sidewalks of Monterey. Steinbeck's 1944 novel CANNERY ROW wasaeulogytoa way of life
and thought that, Steinbeck knew, was about to vanish; the book made the
street as venerable a literary landmark as Walden or Stratford. The Row
remains a memorial, an arcade, a species of myth.
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STEINBECK'S STREET is a background to Steinbeck's book, a history
which is an ideal preparation for the novel. Authors Knox and Rodriguez
are to be commended for the thorough research and relaxed style of an
informal history which faithfully mirrors the past and present tempos of an
extraordinary avenue. Complete with vintage photos and nuggets of Steinbeckian lore, STEINBECK'S STREET also provides a special bonus, a
collection of 1939 suggestions on how to cook and serve sardines. The moral
of the story is that whatever else it may be, Cannery Row is also a recipe. Ah,
nostalgia!
Howard l..achtman, Continuing Education, UOP
THE AMERICAN AND CANADIAN WEST: A Bibliography, Dwight
L. Smith, editor. Introduction by Ray A. Billington. (Santa Barbara, CA,
ABC-CLIO Press, 1979. 558 p., sketch map, indexes. Clio Bibliography
Series No.6, $98.50)
This work is the sixth in the Clio Bibliography Series, a series based upon
the historical data base of America: History and Life. Edited by Dwight L.
Smith, the volume presents approximately 4,000 abstracts that have been
culled from the more than 33,000 published in the first ten years of America:
History and Life (1964-1974). According to the editor, an updated volume,
intended to cover another five years of that abstracting service, is now in the
works. That is very well, for if this fine bibliography has a weakness, it lies in
the fact that at its date of publication it is already five years out-of-date.
In his interesting introduction, Ray Billington of the Huntington Library
recalls a time in the historical profession when it was possible for an
individual historian to peruse a list of essentially the entire annual output of
books and articles on American history by simply consulting the pages of
Writings On American History. Today, of course, it takes, in the words of
Smith, a "team" of "system analysts," "data processing specialists," bibliographers, and editors with access to a computer data base to organize the
bibliographic chaos that has resulted from the proliferation of scholarly
journals since World War II. (This bibliography, by the way, is based upon
the scholarly output of 310 such periodicals). And while it is probably true,
as Billington notes, that the bibliographic chaos with which we are confronted today can be directly related to the so-called "Knowledge explosion," one does wonder at times whether the advances that have been made
are of the qualitative or merely the quantitative order.
In any event, this particular bibliography is both a very useful and usable
tool. The subject coverage is broad in scope and very deep. The historical
coverage extends to 1945. The only exception to complete comprehensiveness is the subject of Indians, a topic that has been treated in a previous
volume ofthe same series (see Dwight L. Smith, ed., Indians of the United
States and Canada). There is an excellent table of contents that makes it
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possible to zero in on the sections ofthe book containing abstracts on, for
example, the general topic of"culture" in the American West, as well as the
more specific topics, such as "Art and Architecture," "Photography," etc. In
addition, there is an in-depth subject index and an author index. Thus, it is
possible to make both very general and very specific searches in this bibliography. The book also contains lists of the periodicals covered and the
abstracters who participated in the project. Used in conjunction with
appropriate entries from those selected from Historical Abstracts (19551969) and published as America: History and Life vol. "0," this work
provides a good starting point for research on the American and Canadian
West.
Bart Harloe, University of the Pacific
SPLENDID SURVIVORS: San Francisco's Downtown Architectural
Heritage. Prepared by Charles Hall Page & Associates, Inc. for the F oundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage. Text by Michael R . Corbett. (San Francisco, California Living Books, 1979. 271p., photos, maps,
index. paper, $19.95)
This is basically a book by experts for experts revealing a high quality of
research, analysis, and judgment, but it also provides a wealth of information for the concerned and discerning layman. It is in fact an inventory
identifying and documenting significant buildings, building groups, streetscapes, and selected urban design elements in downtown San Francisco with
500 photographs and 40 maps. Buildings are graded and priorities for
conservation are indicated. It will be an important reference tool for the
city's landmark program, environment review, the resolution of zoning and
development questions, and future short and long-range planning. Beyond
this obvious value and use, it is for every city a critical planning tool and
guide on city building, a compilation of criteria for the preservationist as to
what should be saved and what discarded, and, last but not least a guide to
an appreciative, informed tour of downtown San Francisco. It moves
beyond individual buildings and neighborhoods to a consideration of the
meaning and value of urban environment as a whole. It might provide a
bridge of understanding to close the gap between redeveloper and preservationist. The introduction covers the purpose, scope, and history of the
project: an inventory of 790 parcels in downtown San Francisco conducted
by Charles Page Hall & Associates, Inc. for the Foundation for San
Francisco Architectural Heritage and funded by several grants and individual contributions. The chapters containing the methodology, summary, and
conclusions provide a useful model for all major cities, while the chapters on
historical background are a concise history of San Francisco architecture
1849-1979, with lists of pre-flre survivors and San Franciscan "Ecole des
Beaux-Arts" architects. The survey provides name of building, address,
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picture, date, architect, and map reference. Buildings are grouped in districts, e.g., Market Street, Retail and Financial. There are sections on urban
design elements (squares, plazas, fountains, statues, streetscapes, and clocks)
and on historic and thematic districts, as well as an appendix with an
architectural classification outline, a group of maps on construction periods
and an index to architects and building names. A monumental work of wide
and lasting value, this is for all but the smallest libraries.
Virginia Struhsaker, Retired Branch Librarian
EAST BAY HERITAGE: A Potpourri of Living History, by Mark Wilson.
Photography by Robert Breuer with line drawings by Ann Johnson and
maps by Nancy Warner. (San Francisco, California Living Books, 1979.
238p., illus., sketch maps, line drawings, bibliog., index. paper, $8.95)
Intended as a tool for either expert or layman desiring to explore the
historical architecture along the eastern portion of San Francisco bay, this
attractive, profusely illustrated yet reasonably priced handbook-guide provides both the background material needed for in-depth appreciation of
beautiful old buildings and numerous self-guided tours to locate structures
worthy of admiration. After a brief comment on the need for historical
preservation with a reasonable balance between the past and present for the
sake of the future, a short history of East Bay architecture 1800-1950 covers
various Victorian building styles, colonial, Tudor and mission revivals,
California and craftsman bungalows, prairie school variations, brown shingles, Beaux Art, Norman, Romanesque, Mother Goose, Art Deco, WPA
and streamlined modeme and post World War II "~aby boom" tracts and
flat-tops. Excellent diagrammatic drawings, well labeled, present the salient
characteristics of all major styles. Three-fourths of the book consists of the
self-guided tours of Alameda, Albany, Benicia, Berkeley, Emeryville, Fremont, Hayward, Kensington, Oakland, Piedmont, Richmond, and Vallejo.
Most structures are being covered in print for the first time. For the serious
aficionado there is a chronologically arranged list of 1200 structures giving
style, address, date, architect, and tour and entry number, a bibliography, a
guide to East Bay historical groups and research resources, and a glossary of
architectural terms. This is a useful, rewarding acquisition for anyone
interested in old houses.
Virginia Struhsaker, Retired Branch Librarian
CALIFORNIA'S SPANISH PLACE NAMES: What They Are [Mean]
and How They Got There, by Barbara and Rudy Marinacci. (San Rafael,
Presidio Press, 1980. 267p., illus., bibliog., index. paper, $6.95)
There are several competent, scholarly reference books covering Spanish
place names and their derivations already available, but none has the charm
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and readability of this conversational, informal yet factual browsing/
reference guide. The "Dictionary-Index" is handy for ready reference for the
meaning of at least 1500 Spanish words and place names as well as subjects
relating to both. The text is actually a popular history of Spanish California
1534-1870. Chronologically arranged, it reveals the historical facts via a
discussion of the Spanish names left behind in chapters titled "Naming by
Sea" ,(the first explorers); "Names Sacred and Profane" (the overland
trekkers); "Saints Along the Highway"(thefriars, missions, and neophytes);
"Los Ranchos Grandes"(Life in the Californios style) and "the Yanquis Are
Coming"(acculturation for better or worse). There is a slight chapter on the
most obvious characteristics of the Spanish language and a list of standard
titles for further reading. An introductory chapter roughly categorizes all
Spanish place names as descriptive, including warnings and bearings, dramatic, commemorative, transported or contrived terms. The final chapter
quickly skims the "anti-greaser" period, the Ramona craze and the present
resurgence of all things Hispanic. You will find pleasant reading that
increases cultural awareness and appreciation.
Virginia Struhsaker, Retired Branch Librarian
PIONEERS AND PREACHERS: Stories of the Old Frontier, by Robert
William Mondy, Illustrations by Albino Hinojosa. (Chicago, Nelson-Hall,
Inc., 1980. 268p., illus., bibliog. notes, index. $21.95, paper $10.95)
The sub-title fits the content of the volume better than the more enticing
title, although it is true that the stories are in the pioneer setting, and as often
as not the teller, if identified at all, may be a preacher. A most interesting
book for browsing or leisure time reading, it is truly history told in the view
of the story-teller. The author gleaned and documented these stories in the
course of a quarter-century and more while writing "serious" history and
preparing his class lectures at Louisiana Tech University.
In this land of moving frontiers, the pioneer setting may beNew England,
the Mid-West Plains, or California mining country; the author believes that
the geography is unimportant: the cultural factors are much the same
regardless of century or decade. However, in general the far west is under-represented, with many good stories indigenous to PACIFIC HISTORIAN
country unmentioned.
The contents are grouped in chapters on, for example, "The Hard Life,"
"Marriage and Sex, ""Outlaws, ""Frontier Fights," and "Health and Medical
Practices."Those on "The Frontier Preacher" and "Emotional Religion and
Frontier Sermons" clarify the role of the clergy on the "cutting edge of
civilization," where often the preacher had little more learning than those to
whom he preached.
PIONEERS AND PREACHERS is not, then, a book of religious
history, but it does contain many tid-bits of how the pioneer lived, worked,
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and relaxed. If it shows anything it is that the Pioneers were not humorless
people, nor were their Preachers. I enjoyed this book.
Arthur Swann, University of the Pacific
ROOTS OF MODERN MORMONISM, by Mark P . Leone. (Cambridge,
Harvard University Press, 1979. xvi, 250p., sketch maps, tables, appendix,
"Works Cited," index. $15.00)
The author became acquainted with Mormons and their ways in the Little
Colorado region of Eastern Arizona where he was connected with the
Field Museum's Southwest Archaeological Expedition. From that less than
inspirational beginning, Leone applied the tools of scientific anthropology
to the whole field of Mormonism. The result is a quite dispassionate survey
of the movement as a minority group within the American cultural setting.
The subject is presented as a religion for subordinates which serves to
maintain that minority condition intact.
Chapter Two on the history and structure of the church is very tightly
written, no doubt often revised, and comprises the best one-chapter summary of its topic that I have ever seen. This chapter in itself would recommend the book to any library or any beginning student of Mormonism. It
serves as the background for the discussion of problems and solutions in the
other chapters illustrating the fantastic growth of the Church from a nineteenth century cult, a "socialist commonwealth predicated on a radical
critique of the American economy and class structure to a twentieth century
church endorsing an ideology of acceptance of American society." Tithing,
water control, ecclesiastical courts, theology, folk lore, even the pattern of
church meetings, and more, all serve to illustrate the study of this island in
American culture.
Arthur W. Swann, University of the Pacific Library
YANKEE SAMURAI: The Secret Role of Nisei in America's Pacific
Victory, by Joseph D. Harrington. (Detroit, Pettigrew Enterprises [50
Victor, 48203], 1979. 383p., illus., ports., index. $11.95)
The author of this volume has two main objectives: To make known the
assertedly unknown story ofthe significant role of the Americans of Japanese ancestry (AJ As) in the winning of the war in the western Pacific against
the empire of Japan; and to cite by name and rank every Kibei, Nisei, and
- yes - Sansei who took part in this struggle, identifying as well the units to
which they were attached and the local theatres of war in which they
operated.
Putting aside the questions as to whether or not the story of the AJ As in
the Pacific has been as much of a secret as Harrington would have us believe,
there can be no question that this book provides far more detail on their
activities and of the difficulties under which they worked than any other
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book now in print. From the first, no branch of the service was enthusiastically interested in making use of them in the Pacific, and even when the first
graduates of the language training program became available, use was made
of them at first only by the Army. Later - but only reluctantly - did the
Navy and the Marine Corps begin to make use of their services.
In the field, these men translated the letters, diaries, and documents that
came into the hands of the military, in an effort to learn something about the
locations, plans, and resources ofthe enemy; interrogated POWs; identified
downed aircraft and other bits of war material; listened in on enemy
communications; set up, propaganda broadcasting stations; and in the latter
phases of the war coaxed the surrender of thousands of soldiers and civilians
trapped by the island-hopping tactics of MacArthur and Nimitz. MacArthur's chief intelligence officer is quoted to the effect that their efforts were
responsible for the saving of over a million lives. While this figure may be
looked upon as a bit of poetic prose, it probably is as accurate as any other
figure that might be mentioned, and stands as strong testimony to the
contribution to the war effort by these sons of Japanese immigrants.
By dint of prodigious effort, the author has been equally successful in
attaining his second objective, but for the casual reader this tends to make
much of the book as interesting reading as an unabridged telephone book.
Page after page is filled with strings of the names of the men who participated in each theatre of war and in each military or naval operation, together
with the names of the units to which these strings of names were - for the
time being - attached. For those who participated in the war and for their
friends, the all encompassing nature of the book has considerable value. The
reviewer enjoyed learning about the activities and achievements of a halfdozen of his acquaintances, including those of the Hon. Bill Dozier, who
recently retired from the Superior Court of San Joaquin County, after a
distinguished career on the bench, and who was one of the score or so
hakujin (or caucasians) who became language specialists along with the
AJ As. But to too great an extent, the detailed listing of the individual trees
tends to detract from an appreciation of the forest. At one point, Harrington
observes that certain military historians tend to lose reader interest
"because of their penchant for listing every number unit, right down to
the last platoon [the reader] ends up with little idea of what they are
trying to tell him." (p. 99)
Perhaps Harrington should read Harrington.
Mechanically the book would have benefitted from the inclusion of maps
delineating the theatres of operation in which the linguists worked. It is
difficult for one not already familiar with the geography of the western
Pacific and the history of the war in that area to follow successfully the
progress of the military operations being reported on in the book unless
appropriate maps are readily at hand. Equally useful would have been a less
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narrowly conceived index. As constituted, it consists solely of the names of
the "good guys" - the linguists and the military personnel who worked
immediately with them. One looks in vain for the names not only of the
Japanese political and military leaders refem;d to in the text, and of those
"on our side" toward whom Harrington is personally hostile - William
Randoph Hearst, Earl Warren, General "Vinegar Joe" Stillwell - but also
of MacArthur, Halsey and Nimitz. Place names are not included, and if the
reader has not noted at the time of their first mention the complete names of
such alphabetically-designated organizations as MISLS (Military Intelligence Specialists Language School); JICPOA (Joint Intelligence Center,
Pacific Ocean Areas); ATIS (Allied Translation and Interpreter Service),
and PACMIRS (Pacillc Military Intelligence Research Center) he is condemned to much page thumbing to repair his neglect. Perhaps if public
interest justilles a new edition, these mechanical improvements can be
introduced.
Harold S. Jacoby, Professor of Sociology Emeritus,
UDiversity of the Pacillc
(Editor's note: A Japanese version of YANKEE SAMURAI should now be
available).
MERCHANT PRINCES: An Intimate History of Jewish Families Who
Built Great Department Stores, by Leon Harris (New York, Harper and
Row, 1979. 4llp., notes, bibliog., index. $12.95)
Ranging from the Strauses of New York(Macy's) to the Strausses of San
Francisco (Levi's), with visits among the Filenes of Boston, the Kaufmanns
of Pittsburgh, the Goldwaters of Arizona, and many others, Harris has
written an intimate history of Jewish families who built great department
stores. In the process, he has put together a most interesting book which will
appeal to a wide variety of readers with quite different interests.
To the marketer or consumer interested in the genesis of many latter day
retailing practices, the book offers a wealth of information. The discounter
of today may be seen taking shape in the pricing policies and bargain
basement of Filene's. Liberal credit, easy returns, and customer service can
hardly be considered recent merchandising innovations when seen in the
context of operations such as Sears, Federated Stores, and Neiman-Marcus
near the tum of the century.
For the reader interested in the issue of the interface between business and
the broader societal system in which it operates, the book provides great .
quantities of "ammunition" to be used in the controversy and debate over
the social responsibilities of business firms. In an area in which "heroes" and
"villains" are in the philosophical eye of the beholder, Harris gives us
examples of each. What is perhaps even more significant here is the picture
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which Harris paints concerning the enormous impact of some of these
founders on the institutions of their day and ours - Kaufman and the
revitalization of Pittsburgh, Rosenwald and educational opportunities for
minorities, even the almost hallowed celebration of Mother's Day.
Probably the broadest and most interesting appeal of the book is to the
reader who is curious as to why so many of the large retail institutions in this
country were founded or managed by Jews. The"Jewishness" theme of the
book is subtly developed. In the beginning, the reader tends to believe that
Harris has employed it as a screening device simply to limit the number of
families included in his history. By the end of the book, however, one sees an
almost compelling logic as to why this area of business activity was dominated by these Jewish immigrants, a logic which includes historical patterns
of discrimination, family structure, and the needs of the developing U.S.
economic system.
The only difficulty encountered in reading the book arises from its very
large cast of characters and its fundamentally anecdotal approach. Basically, as Harris says in his Introduction, it "is a book not about stores but
about storekeepers and their families," and Harris, a scion of the Dallas
Harrises, is a skillful narrator of anecdotes. New personalities emerge on
almost every page and, in some cases, it becomes difficult to keep track of
who is who. In this respect, Harris'almost"geographical"basis of organization proves useful.
Ray Sylvester, University of the Pacific
WILL JAMES: The Last Cowboy Legend, by Anthony Amaral. (Reno,
University of Nevada press, 1967, 1980. 175p., illus., ports., facsims., notes,
sources and acknowledgements. Rev. ed. of "Will James, the Gilt Edged
Cowboy."The Lancehead Series, Nevada and the West. $12.00)
THE WEST OF WILL JAMES: A Portfolio of his Drawings. Designed by
Dave Comstock with a commentary by Anthony Amaral. (Reno, University of Nevada press, n.d. 10 drawings [12"xl6j in portfolio. $25 .00)
The difficulty in reviewing a biography lies in the fact that the reader
becomes interested in the biographee and the exposure of his life's activities
to the exclusion of concern for the author's method(s) - both as to writing
technique and to format.
Biographer Anthony Amaral, himself an experienced horseman and
"buckaroo," deals with James' life-long love of the West and horses with
sympathy and easily sensed insight. Will James, famous for his "SMOKY"
and many other horse stories, was himself a complex figure on the Western
scene. His real origins and experiences blend into a fabric of the great open
spaces so compellingly that to read Amaral's biography is to become
involved in a true life mystery. As the writer unfolds Will James' panoramic
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life scene, one phase leads into another so absorbingly that the seventeen
chapters seem to melt away as effortlessly for the reader as a cowboy's
day-long ride over the range suddenly comes to an end with the setting of the
sun. The end has come for that day and, before the reader realizes it "the last
cowboy legend" has also been told and the little book has come to its end.
We have been treated to a series of James' drawings along the way. They
are tantalizing, for there are not enough to satisfy and yet they do say that
James was superbly gifted in creating the various characteristics of cow-ponies. The portfolio of ten prints, THE WEST OF WILL JAMES: A
Portfolio of His Drawings, featuring ten black and white prints, puts
frosting on the cake, for these were taken directly from his many books,
providing additional evidence of his mastery of drawing horses- especially
in action.
Will James' life was tragic in a way, for he had serious inner turmoil
regarding his "true-to-life stories:" they were, in fact, as much fiction as truth.
This dichotomy of reality vs. fantasy was to prey on his mind throughout his
colorful career - from the open lands of cow country to Hollywood, from
Montana to New York. No amount of success (with its lionizing) was
enough for him. Alcohol became his solace and his nemesis. However, to his
readers" ... he gave the life of the man on horseback which rang with the
purest note of being free - with a sense of magic about it all, a curiosity, a
glamour, and an atmosphere representing a special heritage." While, as one
critic put it, "James cannot stand on the same plateau as Russell or
Remington," he can well be said to be "the last cowboy legend" as Anthony
Amaral has claimed in his title to this fascinating biography.
Richard Reynolds, C.O.P.
Professor Emeritus, UOP
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Notes from the Book Editor
Ernestine Smutny

PAPERS CONCERNING ROBERTSON'S COLONY IN TEXAS,
Compiled and Edited by Malcolm D. McLean. Volume VI, March 6
through December 5, 1831. The Campaigns Against the Tawakoni, Waco,
Towash, and Comanche Indians. (Arlington, The UTA Press [Box 929,
76019], 1979. 631p., illus., sketch maps, notes, bibliog., index. $25.00)
A typo in the Summer 1979 HISTORIAN review of Volume V of the
PAPERS made its publishing date read October 12 instead of October 17.
This continuation of the Robertson saga was also published on October 17,
this time to commemorate the first anniversary of the 1978letter in which the
President of the University of Texas at Arlington appointed the committee ,
for planning special quarters to house the Robertson Colony Collection.
The committee obviously moved with efficient speed, since the room was
ready by May 21, 1979, "a definite improvement," says McLean, "over the
one-room log cabin at the falls of the Brazos" which housed the records in
1834 and 1835.
Volume VI, while it adds additional facts about the Robertson venture
and the part played by Austin, is primarily concerned with a previously
unknown campaign the Mexicans waged against various Indian tribes who
were stealing horses and murdering white or non-whites who interfered.
"Official Spanish records, in documents that had been misdated, misflled,
misinterpreted and then forgotten" are here translated to give the details of
the conflict and the attack in which Barbaquista, greatest of all Comanche
chiefs, was killed along with his son.
The bureaucratic structure of the Mexican government required exhaustive documentation of almost every move - pity the poor commanding
officer at Tenoxtitlan who was also Captain of the Alamo de Parras Presidio
Company and who had to handle all correspondence, often answering the
same letter twice, once in each capacity, enforce every regulation, account
for every person, each animal, all equipment and all moneys, regardless of
inclement weather or the state of his own health. Of course, if all this
documentation is preserved it offers a wealth of information to the
researcher patient enough to find and master it. This manipulation of detail
is McLean's forte, and the details are slowly but surely forming the complete
picture of the fertile valley of the Brazos at a seminal period of Texas history.
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SIERRA CLUB ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR 1981. 1981. 128 p.,
6-5/16 X 9-1/4. $6.95
SIERRA CLUB WILDERNESS CALENDAR 1981. 14p., 10-1/4 x 83/4. $5.95
SIERRA CLUB TRAIL CALENDAR 1981. 14p., 10-1/4 x 11-1/ 2.$5.95
SIERRA CLUB WILDLIFE CALENDAR 1981. 14p., 10-1/4 x 8-3/4.
$5.95
THE 1981 SIERRA CLUB CALENDAR FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 28 p.,
8-3 /4 X 10-1/2. $5.95
Each year the Sierra Club and Charles Scribner's Sons issue a series of
calendars in different sizes and with different - though always magnificent
- full-color photographs.
The wilderness and engagement <;:alendars show the beauty of the American wilderness, while the trail calendar will have special appeal to the
outdoor enthusiast. The wildlife and young people's calendars picture
animals and animal habitats from near and far.
Each spiral-bound calendar comes in a self-shipping carton which will
solve the problem of sending them to your distant friends. These beautiful
calendars are truly gifts which will be cherished even after their calendar
pages have marked the passing of the year.
"TICKETS, PLEASE •.. " AU About California Railroads, by Dolan
Eargle, Jr. (San Francisco, California Living Books, 1979. 157p., illus.,
bibliog., indexes. paper, $8.95)
Eargle shares with all of us his success in "tracking down tracks," learning
where all the railroad treasures of California are hidden. He gives historical
background, a description of defunct lines and still extant ones, with a few
pages devoted to such related activities as depots, railroad bridges and
freight yards.
If you are a railfan you might want to test your knowledge against Eargle's
- he may not have lived in California as long, but he has been around a lot.
FRONTIER WOMEN: The Trans-Mississippi West 1840-1880, by Julie
Roy Jeffrey. (New York, Hill and Wang [19 Union Square, 10003], 1979.
American Century Series, ed. by Eric Foner. 240p., bibliog., index. paper,
$5.95)
The extensive chapter-by-chapter bibliography Jeffrey gives for her major
sources indicates the breadth and depth of research into the role of women in
the westward migration. Women, regarded in Victorian society as protected
standard-bearers of morality and culture, strove to maintain that image in
spite of the rough frontier life. Though differing experiences in the agricultural, mining, urban and Mormon frontiers often forced them to assume
masculine roles and exert both strength and ingenuity, it is clear from their
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letters and diaries that most women strove to re-establish their traditional
role, while most men preferred not to notice they had ever left it.
THE ULTIMATE BAY BOOK The Discovery and Delights of San Francisco Bay, by Terry Milne. Photography by Luther Linkhard, Supplemental
Photography by Terry Milne. (San Francisco, California Living Books
[Suite 223 Hearst Bldg., Market & 3rd, 94103], 1979. 233p., illus., sketch
maps, gazetteer, freeway index. paper,$9.95)
Not only does the ULTIMATE BAY BOOK cover all most people could
ever want to know about cruises, walking and bike tours, festivals, view
points, fishing and sight-seeing, it includes sizeable dollops of history, legend
and natural history as well as tips on waterfront dining. Ranging from San
Mateo to Marin, this oversize (8 x 11) pocket book is easy to use and fun to
read.
SUDDENLY SAN FRANCISCO: The Early Years of an Instant City, by
Charles Lockwood. (San Francisco, California Living Books, 1978. 176p.,
facsim. illus., sketch maps, chronology, bibliog., index. $17.50, paper $9 .95)
Lockwood tells the transformation of a "small trading post and mission
station" with a population less than 400 in 1847 to a city of 20,000 to 25,000
in 1849,56,802 in 1860 - a city levelled or almost levelled by two fires and
three earthquakes, only to rise again each time. SUDDENLY SAN
FRANCISCO, entertainingly written and well illustrated with contemporary pictures, spins the hectic and infinitely repeatable saga of "The City"
from the Gold Rush to the Earthquake.
RENO-SPARKS NEVADA: A Mini-History, by Phyllis Zauner and Lou
Zauner. Architectural sketches by Charles Meserole. (Tahoe Paradise,
Zanel Publications, [Box 255867, Sacramento 95825], 1978. 58p., illus.,
ports., facsims., sketch map. paper, $3.00)
VIRGINIA CITY: A Mini-History, by Phyllis Zauner and Lou Zauner.
Artist: Nora Roberts. (Tahoe Paradise, Zanel Publications, 1979. 60p.,
illus., ports., facsims., sketch map. paper, $3.00)
SACRAMENTO: A Mini-History, by Phyllis Zauner and Lou Zauner.
Artist: Nora Roberts (Tahoe Paradise, Zanel Publications, 1979. 58p., illus.,
ports., facsims., sketch map. paper $3.00)
The covers of these delightful mini-histories carry a motto-style motif
reading "the way it was - then, now," and the contents do not belie the titles
and motto. The Zauners have a gift for clear, interesting, even exciting
writing and their booklets certainly offer an overview (with some intimate
details) of the past as one visits in the present the historical or cultural sites
suggested by each final chapter. True, there are no footnotes and no
bibliography, but the authors indicate conflicting views, and it would be
hard to find anyone to carp at such enjoyable results
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DOWN TO EARTH: A Mendocino-County Life, by Maurice W. Tindall.
(Mendocino, CA, Pacific Rim Research [Box 526, 95460], 1978. 19lp.,
illus., ports. paper, $5.95)
Except for two excerpts from other sources, DOWN TO EARTH contains photo-reprints of selections from the weekly newspaper column Tindall wrote for the Anderson Valley Advertiser, Boonville, from 1966-77.
Tindall's family went to Mendocino in the 1880's and Tindall himself was
15om there is 1893, so his memory and heritage now span more than
three-quarters of a century. It is difficult to make a sequence or sustained
narration from discrete columns, but the list of titles provides an entree, and
the browsing is good. The edition reminds us that much more can be found
in the original papers, so that this volume is only an introduction.
A FRAGMENT: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MARY JANE
MOUNT TANNER, Edited with an Introduction by Margery W. Ward in
cooperation with George S. Tanner. (Salt Lake City, University Library,
Tanner Trust Fund, 1980. 231p., ports., facsims., bibliog. notes, map on
lining papers, index. $15.00)
The Tanner Trust Fund presents another in the series of personal accounts
drawn from the archives of the Church and from the extensive writings of
the early Mormon pioneers in Utah. Mary Jane, mother-in-law of Annie
Clark Tanner whose MORMON MOTHER was also written primarily for
the benefit of her children, (HISTORIAN Spring 1976) kept a journal of
much of her early life so that her posterity would have "an idea of the change
and vicissitudes we had to pass through in the early settlement of Utah and
also in the early rise of the Mormon Church."
Although Mary Jane often lamented her lack of adequate schooling and
the few hours available for composition, she possessed a flair for writing
and for poetry, and she managed to preserve much of the flavor of the trials
and triumphs of a very full and busy life.
Ward has used journals, letters and much research to give a remarkably
full picture of"times that tried men's souls" and of the faith and courage that
enabled them to win through to better times.
SIERRA SUMMER, by Mel Marshall. (Reno, University of Nevada Press,
1979. 225p., illus. $10.50)
"In the high country ofthe Sierra Nevada Mountains there are only two
seasons: winter and summer. . .. Above 7,000 feet, . . . vegetation and
animal life burst into maturity, decline, and then disappear within a span of a
hundred days."
In quietly poetic but accurately detailed prose Marshall describes the
passing of summer in an unnamed, unspoiled pocket of the high country,
detailing the changes in the land and the life it supports. Those who love and
value the wilderness will read and re-read its pages.
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THE WHITE REDWOODS: Ghosts of the Forest, by Douglas F. Davis &
Dale F. Holderman. (Happy Camp, CA Naturegraph Publishers[Box 1075,
96039] 1980. 45p., illus. [part col.] sketch map. $7.50, paper $3.50)
Albino plants, since they are unable to manufacture their food, are rare.
The coast redwoods, however, with their remarkably developed ability to
reproduce vegetatively, sometimes nourish albino offspring. This slender
volume tells all that is known of this unusual and beautiful tree.
WILDERNESS ESSAYS, by John Muir; Edited with an Introduction and
Notes by Frank Buske. (Salt Lake City, Peregrine Smith, 1980. 264p.,
Peregrine Smith Literature of the American Wilderness Series. paper, $3.75)
Muir, fittingly, leads the list of authors selected for this new series which is
planned to present "the cultural heritage of three centuries of first-hand
encounters with the land, animals, and native peoples of the North American continent." WILDERNESS ESSAYS contains ten fine selections in a
pocket-sized, well-printed and inexpensive format.
GRAY SHADOW, by Arthur H. Shipley, Illustrated by David B. Shipley.
(Fresno, Pioneer Publishing Co., distributed by Wild Life Books [216 E.
Princeton, 93704], 1979. 18lp., illus. $5.45)
This story of the great gray wolf will appeal to the young, but the no longer
young will also respond to the courage, strength, and intelligence of this great
beast. The author argues convincingly that the wolf is not an enemy of man
but an essential balance-spring in the great scheme of nature and that its
destruction would leave us forever poorer.
THE MEDICINE WHEEL: Earth Astrology, by Sun Bear and Wabun,
Illustrated by Nimimosha and Thunderbird Woman. (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J., Prentice Hall, 1980. 202p., illus., charts. paper, $5.95)
Sun Bear is a very unusual Chippewa medicine man and founder of a new
tribe, the Bear Tribe, which welcomes both Indian and non-Indian as
members.
This latest book, part personal vision and part traditional Indian lore,
describes the circle of the year and the moons into which it is divided,
assigning to each its astrological characteristics and identifying the animal,
plant, mineral and other qualities which characterize it. The author stresses,
however, that each person must ideally progress around the Medicine
Wheel, not remain static in his birth month.
AMERICAN INDIAN ARCHERY, by Reginald and Gladys Laubin.
Photography by Gladys Laubin, Drawings by Reginald Laubin. (Norman,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1980, 179p., illus. [part col.], ports., diagrs.,
facsims., glossary, notes, bibliog., index. Civilization of the American Indian
Series Volume 154. $12.50)
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The Laubins have devoted much of their lives to Indian dances and ,
culture. (See the IDSTORIAN, Spring 1978) In this volume Reginald Laubin
relates the knowledge he has gleaned from actually making and using bows
and what he has learned from Indians as well as from books and museums.
While the technical details are complete enough for the most enthusiastic
bow maker or user, the more general information will broaden your appreciation for the highly developed skill of the generations that relied on the
bow for food and for defense.
ARTIFACTS OF THE NORTHWEST COAST INDIANS, written and
illustrated by Hilary Stewart, (North Vancouver, B.C., Hancock House
Publishers, Ltd. [10 Orwell St., V-7J3Kl], 1973. 172p., illus., bibliog.,
glossary, index, $14.95.
Stewart, an enthusiastic and dedicated amateur (in the best sense of that
often badly used term) is an artist with words as well as with the pen. Her
carefully detailed drawings oflndian artifacts are beautiful to look at and her
equally carefully prepared text is a delight to read. ARTIFACTS has been
checked and verified; the descriptions of how these artifacts of stone, bone,
antler and shell were shaped and how they were or may have been used are
scientifically sound, although the layman for whom this is intended will
probably be aware only of the easily understood text and the skillfully
shaded illustrations.
THE PEACE CIDEFS OF THE CHEYENNES, by Stan Hoig; Foreword
by Boyce D. Timmons, (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1980.
206p., ports., notes, bibliog., index. $14.95)
The Cheyennes have often been depicted as a warloving people who
attacked other Indian tribes and whites alike. Hoig helps to put this narrow
view into proper perspective with this detailed study of a little understood
aspect of the Cheyenne tribal organization, the role of the peace chiefs.
Relying on moral authority and their own reputations for wisdom and
judgement, the peace chiefs strove against overwhelming odds to restrain the
war societies of their own tribes and to ensure just treatment by the whites.
Unfortunately, although they realized that the Cheyenne had to yield to the
overwhelming forces of the whites, they were often no more able to control
their young warriors than the Federal government was able to control the
white settlers who invaded Indian lands and killed without provocation.
PEACE CHIEFS is a well-documented tribute to the brave and noble
men who sought to reach an accommodation with their conquerers and yet
retain their own philosophy of life, their own religion and customs.
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FORT GIBSON: TerminalontheTrailofTears, by Brad Agnew. (Norman,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. 274p., ports., sketch maps, facsims.,
notes, bibliog., index. $24.95)
Agnew argues persuasively that far from being agents of oppression and
revenge, the American professional soldiers who were selected to expedite
the Indian relocation in the West often served as buffers to protect the
Indians from encroaching whites and to blunt the shock of culture clash.
The story of Fort Gibson (the first of the military outposts in Indian
territory) reinforces this thesis. Its officers and men strove to reconcile
warring factions and ensure justice on all sides, whether the quarrels were
inter-tribal or inter-cultural. Their success can be judged by the fact that
during this difficult period of relocation and readjustment there were no
clashes between the Indians and the soldiers from the Fort, no Indians were
killed by the army and only one soldier from the post was killed by Indians.
Agnew points out that the professional soldiers who were not in economic
or other conflict relationships with the Indians, were better able to view them
objectively and deal with them more fairly than most of the other whites on
the frontier.
SACAGAWEA OF THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION, by Ella
E. Clark and Margot Edmonds. (Berkeley, University of California Press,
1979. 171p., frontis., sketch map, appendices, notes, bibliog., index. $10.95)
Clark and Edmonds have used archival and published studies to gather all
available material on the legendary Indian maiden who accompanied the
Lewis and Clark Expedition. By careful examination of these materials the
authors describe the very real contributions Sacagawea made to the success
of the Expedition and trace the development of the legend which gradually
transformed and magnified her role. They also painstakingly trace her life
after the end of the Expedition until her death in 1884, when she was
probably about 100 years old. Neither unduly adulatory or revisionist, this is
a story which old and young, historian or buff, will enjoy and profit from.
THE LEMHI: Sacajawea's People, by Brigham D. Madsen. (Caldwell, ID.,
The Caxton Printers, 1979. 214p., illus., ports., maps, notes, appendices,
bibliog., index. paper, $4.95)
The peaceful Shoshoni, whose timely assistance helped ensure the success
of the expedition Lewis and Clark led across the continent in 1806, were all
too soon innocent victims of the wave of settlers which began to push into
that previously little-known land.
Forced to give up their way of life as hunters, fisherman and gatherers but
for years denied an adequate reserve of their own, proper tools for agriculture and adequate schooling, the tribe has only recently been granted
monetary compensation for their aboriginal lands.
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COMPARATIVE FRONTIERS: A Proposal for Studying the American
West, by Jerome 0 . Steffen. (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1980.
139p., notes, bibliog., index. $10.95)
Steffen proposes a careful consideration of the theory that frontier historical experiences in the American West are similar to those of other areas and
periods. He suggests that the degree of change or of continuity in a frontier
society is determined not only by the physical demands of the new location
but by the amount of interaction between the parent culture and the frontier
society.
This brief, though hopefully accurate, statement of the theme does not do
justice to an extremely well reasoned and well written discussion of America as a frontier society with successive sub-frontiers on the Cis-Appalachian agricultural, fur-trading, ranching and mining frontiers of the North
American continent. For its size it contains an amazing wealth of material
for conjecture and discussion.
MUSEUMS AND SITES OF HISTORICAL INTEREST IN
OREGON, edited by Bruce T . Hamilton. (Portland, Oregon Historical
Society, 1980. 210p., sketch maps, index. paper, $5.95)
This guide has been designed to give quick and useful historical information on the counties of Oregon with chapters on northern California and
southern Washington. The counties are listed alphabetically, and for each
the Museums, Landmarks and Markers, Ghost Towns and Historic Districts, Covered Bridges, Historical Tours and Art Galleries with historical
items are alphabetically arranged. A map is included for each area, and an
index allows an approach by name. Too large (8Y2xll) for the pocket,
MUSEUMS AND SITES is nevertheless a good travel companion.
RUXTON OF THE ROCKIES: Autobiographical Writings by the author
of Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains and Life in the Far
West. Collected by Clyde and Mae Reed Porter, Edited by LeRoy R. Hafen.
(Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1979, c1950. 325p., illus., port.,
facsims, bibliog. notes, index. paper, $15.95)
This selection of Ruxton's autobiographical writings, carefully selected
from his notebooks and printed works and skillfully woven into a coherent
narrative, received high praise when it was first issued. Ruxton was a born
explorer; his adventures are both fascinating and informative.
DOUGLAS OF THE FORESTS: The North American Journals of David
Douglas, by John Davies. (Seattle, University of Washington Press, 1980.
193p., illus., ports., fascims., sketch maps, appendices, bibliog., index.
$14.95)
David Douglas, acclaimed naturalist and intrepid collector/ explorer
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whose feats have seldom been equalled, has remained little known except to
scholars. Davies has edited the detailed journals Douglas kept of his trips to
the New World, most importantly to the American Northwest and California in 1824-27 and 1830, so that they may reach the larger public they deserve.
MISSION FOR LIFE: The Story of the Family of Adoniram Judson, the
dramatic events of the fmt American foreign mission, and the course of
evangelical religion in the nineteenth century, by Joan Jacobs Bromberg.
(New York, The Free Press, a Division of Macmillan Publishing Co., 1980.
302p., illus., ports., facsims., notes, bibliog., index. $12.95)
The development of foreign missions sparked a sustained enthusiasm in
American evangelical churches. This chronicle of the family of the first
missionary to Burma also indicates the important part women played in this
field and the cultural implications of their involvement.
THE BEGINNING: European Discovery and Early Settlement of Swan
River, Western Australia, by R .T. Appleyard and Toby Manford. (University of Western Australia Press for the Education Committee of the 150th
Anniversary Celebrations, 1979, distributed by ISBS [Box 555, Forest
Grove, OR 97116], 1979. 239p., illus., facsims. [part col.], maps, diagrs.,
notes, bibliog., index. Sesquicentenary Celebration Series. $17.95)
WESTERN PORTRAITS, Lyall Hunt, Editor. (University of Western
Australia Press for the Education Committee of the 150th Anniversary
Celebrations, 1979, distributed by ISBS, 1979. 318p., ports. Sesquicentenary
Celebration Series. $22.50)
EUROPEAN IMPACT ON THE WEST AUSTRALIAN ENVIRONMENT 1829-1979. Octagon Lectures 1979, by Brian de Garis [et al.]
(University of Western Australia Press, distributed by ISBS, 1979. 186p.,
illus., tables, diagr., maps, notes, bibliog. paper, $6.50)
GREGORY OF RAINSWORTH: A Man in His Time, by Wendy Birman.
(University of Western Australia Press, distributed by ISBS, 1979. 296p.,
illus., ports., facsims., maps, notes, appendices, bibliog., index. $30.00)
The "Westralians" have produced a number of excellent books about the
history and culture of their once isolated and sparsely populated land. The
first three drew their inspiration from Western Australia's sesquicentinnial,
while the fourth is the biography of Augustus Gregory, the older of the
Gregory brothers who were the State's earliest explorers and surveyors.
Separately or together, these volumes offer panoramas interesting in themselves and as new perspectives on a westering experience.
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STURT: The Chipped Idol; A Study of Charles Sturt, Explorer, by Edgar
Beale. With a Medical Commentary by Sir Kenneth N oad (Sydney U Diversity Press, distributed by ISBS [Box 555, Forest Grove, OR 97116] 1979.
270p., bibliog., index. $20.000)
Australians, like Americans, are finding that some of their cherished
heroes had feet of something less noble than bronze. Sturt, like some of our
own stalwarts, accomplished much; it is a tragedy that he came to believe he
had done even more.
EXILE IN THE WILDERNESS: The Biography of Chief Factor Archibald McDonald, 1790-1853, by Jean Murray Cole. (Seattle, University of
Washington Press, 1979. 268p., illus., ports., appendix, bibliog., notes,
index. $15.95)
Cole is an experienced reporter and editor; she is also the great-greatgranddaughter of the man whose life she reconstructs here. Her gifted forebear, who left his native Scotland as a young man of 22, had not dreamed
that he would spend the major part of his life in the wilds of Canada, first as
the agent in charge of Lord Selkirk's doomed Red River Colony in presentday Manitoba and then as an employee of the Hudson's Bay Company in
the Pacific Northwest. A sociable and tolerant man with a warm personality
and a naturally buoyant disposition, McDonald was widely liked and
respected by whites and natives. Throughout his long wilderness life he kept
journals and wrote long letters to help overcome the lack of social and
intellectual contacts, and through these records Cole lets him tell his own
story of struggles and achievements.
INY0-8IERRA PASSAGE, by Jack Rowe. (New York, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1980. 282p. $9.95)
ASK ME NOW, by AI Young. (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1980.
294p. $11.95)
EASY FAVORS, by Neil Claremon. (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1980. 208p. $9.95)
MRS. COOPER'S BOARDINGHOUSE, by Joan Lindau. (New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1980. 210p. $10.95)
It is too early to predict which of today's writers will produce the classics
for tomorrow. These four authors, western born or western based, seem
primarily interested in personal relationships and interactions, so that the
physical setting of their novels has little significance.
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MAY A MONUMENTS: Sculptures ofU nknown Provenance in the United States, by Karl Herbert Mayer, translated from the German by Sandra

L. Brizee. (Ramona, CA, Acoma Books [Box 4, 92065], 1980. 86p., 84
plates, sketches, bibliog. paper, $19.95)
Mayer's attempt to photograph and describe the large body of Maya
stone sculpture which did not derive from scientific excavations has resulted
in two volumes - an earlier one (1977) of sculpture in Europe and the
present volume of stones in the United States. While unfortunately some
collectors will not allow publication (or, in some cases admit ownership) he
has gathered an impressive number of well-photographed sculptures, giving
for each a full physical description and whatever can be known or inferred of
its general provenance and date.
ELECTRICITY FOR RURAL AMERICA: The Fight for the REA, by D.
Clayton Brown. (Westport, Conn., Greenwood Press, 1980. 178p., tables,
notes, bibliog., index. Contributions in Economics and Economic History,
Number 29. $22.50)
Since the nature of agriculture in California allowed private power sufficient profit to make service attractive, rural electrification here was far
advanced - about 60% of the farms had power as compared to 10% in the
South. The success of the REA, therefore, had its greatest impact on the
quality of life in the areas that were so poor and so fragmented that only
public assistance could extend the power-carrying lines to them.
ELUSIVE DESTINY: The Internationalist Movemer.t in Modem Hawaii,
by Paul F. Hooper. (Honolulu, The University Press of Hawaii, published
with the support of the Maurice J . Sullivan & Family Fund in the University
of Hawaii Foundation, 1980. 228p., illus., ports., bibliog., notes, index.
$15.00)
ELUSIVE DESTINY concentrates on the "little known but always
present impulse" toward "international activism" which has been present
from the earliest records of Hawaiian history. The native rulers and later the
foreigners who were prominent in local politics hoped to extend the Island's
sphere of influence and lead a Pacific empire or confederation, and it would
seem that the perception of itself as the heart of the Pacific, an inspiration to
and a leader of the multi-racial nations of the Pacific, is still a vital part of the
Hawaiian dream.
WESTERN HERITAGE: A Study ofthe Colonial Architecture of Perth,
Western Australia, by Ray and John Oldham. (Osborne Park, W .A., Lamb
Paterson, distributed exclusively by ISBS [Box 555, Forest Grove, OR
97116] 1978, cl967. 104p., illus., [part col.] facsims., diagrs., appendices,
bibliog., index. $12.50)
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WESTERN LANDMARKS (Historical Buildings of Western Australia).
Descriptions by Ronald P. Wright; drawings by H . Smeed. (Nedlands,
University of Western Australia Press, distributed by ISBS, 1978. 67p., illus.
paper, $3.50)
At a time when we in America, especially those of us in towns and cities
suffering from "urban blight", are trying to preserve the most significant
buildings of our heritage from the wrecker's ball or highway bulldozers, it
should not be surprising to learn that our cousins "down under" are facing
the same problems and attempting to cope in very much the same ways.
These volumes also, are similar in scope to those we now see so often.
WESTERN LANDMARKS is a much less detailed (almost "walking tour"
guidebook type) description with a sketch of buildings in Perth and nearby
districts, but WESTERN HERITAGE contains a full treatment of Perth,
including historical background and extensive architectural detail.
Ray Oldham's text is delightful to read, and serves as a model for bringing
life and meaning to bricks and mortar and a by-gone way of life.
AUSTRALIAN COASTAL SHIPPING, by Barry Pemberton. (Carlton,
Vic., Melbourne University Press, distributed by ISBS [supra] 1979. 327p.,
illus., diagrs., sketch maps, appendices, notes, bibliog., index. $40.00)
Australia, because of the nature of its terrain, was dependent on the ship
for its development longer than most other areas of the new world. The
rugged terrain and vast distances made road-building difficult and expensive, and years passed before rail transport was feasible. Pemberton states
that his aim is not to give an industrial, commercial or labor history but to
describe "the growth and location of Australian coastal and overseas
trades."
The various chapters give a thorough coverage of lines, ships and activities. It is obvious that any additional study of Australian shipping will rely
heavily on this comprehensive work.
THE KELLY OUTBREAK, 1878-1880: The Geographical Dimension of
Social Banditry, by John McQuilton. (Carlton, Melbourne University
Press, distributed by ISBS [supra] 1979. 250p., illus., ports., maps, tables,
appendices, notes, bibliog., index. $25.00)
McQuilton examines the saga of the Kellys and their like as examples of
social banditry, which he defines as perhaps the most primitive form of
organized social protest known. He notes that the conflict between squatters
and selectors in the second half of the nineteenth century over land and
water rights had little chance of an impartial hearing, since the police were
openly against the selectors. This detailed study, orginally a doctoral thesis,
documents and underlines the very real injustices and the utter frustrations
of those who suffered them. Californians will find Kelly's saga is reminiscent
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of Joaquin Miller, though the death of the Australian resulted in an
investigation of police methods and a definite improvement of the selector's
lot. (See also An Illustrated History of the Kelly Gang, PACIFIC HISTORIAN Summer '79).
HISTORICAL DISCIPLINES AND CULTURE IN AUSTRALIA: An
Assessment, edited by John A Moses. (Queensland Press, distributed by
Technical Irnpex, [5 So. Warren St., Lawrence, MA 01843] 1979. 291 p.,
notes, bibliogs., index. $23.50)
Sixteen scholars contributed the chapters which comprise this discussion
of the "state of art" of history in Australia. The papers were divided into
three parts: "The Historian, Society and Education" emphasizes the pedagogic and cultural impact, "On the Historian's Craft" examines the methodology and problems of historical writing and study, while "All Sorts and
Conditions of Men" ranges widely, discussing the relevance of various
historical specialities to the Australian scene. The papers are well-written;
the last, "The Aborigines in Australian Historiography", is especially
interesting.
THE CIVIC FRONTIER: The Origin of Local Communities & Local
Government in Victoria, by Bernard Barrett. (Carlton, Vic., Melbourne
University Press, distributed by ISBS [Box 555, Forest Grove, OR 97116]
1979. 329p., illus., sketch maps, facsims., notes, bibliog., index. $25.00)
Barrett, in examining the history of Melbourne and its suburbs, shows
that in Victoria the land owners and businessmen were responsible for
setting the pattern of community development before any formal governmental structures were established. He discusses the formation of interest
groups in response to various needs for protection of property from theft
and fire, for a safe water supply, sewerage, roads, public buildings, etc. It
seems quite logical to accept his suggestion that in Australia a fourth
tier- private institution- be subsumed "to the conventional three-tiers view
of public authority (national, state and local government)."
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: A History from its Discovery to the Inauguration of the Commonwealth, by J .S. Battye, with an Introduction by B.K. de
Garis. Facsimile Edition. (Nedlands, University of Western Australia Press,
distributed by ISBS, 1978, c1924. 480p., frontis., appendices, notes, index.
$35.00)
CATTLE CHOSEN: The Story ofthe First Group Settlement in Western
Australia 1829-1841, by E.O.G. Shann, with an Introduction by Marian
Aveling. Facsimile Edition. (Nedlands, University of Western Australia
Press, distributed by ISBS, 1978, c1926. 186p., illus., port., fold. map.
$22.50)
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DIARY OF TEN YEARS EVENTFUL LIFE OF AN EARLY SETTLER IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA, and also A Descriptive Vocabulary
of the Language of the Aborigines, by George Fletcher Moore, with an
Introduction by C.T. Stannage. Facsimile Edition. (Nedlands, University of
Western Australia Press, distributed by ISBS, 1978, cl884. 423,119p.
$35.00)
THE TRANS-AUSTRALIAN WONDERLAND, by A.G. Bolam, with
an Introduction by I.M. Crawford. Facsimile Edition. (Nedlands, University of Western Australia Press, distributed by ISBS, 1978, cl923. 134p.,
illus., ports., fold. map. $18 .95)
The University of Western Australia Press has initiated an Historical
Reprint Series with these volumes which describe the early settlements and
the slow conquest of the land.
Battye's history emphasized the early period and the maritime period; his
work is said to represent "the transition from amateur to professional
historical writing about Australia."
Moore's diary is very full for the earlier part of his Swan River sojourn
(1830-1833) and offers a valuable picture of life in that colony as seen by an
Irishman who was a "lawyer, poet, explorer, and farmer" and whose
personality and ability won him respect and affection.
"Cattle Chosen" was drawn from the letters and journals how a "widow
and seven of her children colonized the extreme south-western comer of
Australia," persevering in the face of adversity to create a small replica of an
English Tory village in that strange and inhospitable land.
Bolam was neither a trained naturalist nor an anthropologist. A railwayman, he went to his wonderland, the marginal desert area between
eastern and western Australia, in 1915, and remained there for about ten
years. He was, however, intelligent and enthusiastic, and his keen observations and the information he gleaned from the natives make this work
permanently valuable.
BELLS IN AUSTRALIA, by John D. Keating. (Carlton, Vic., Melbourne
University Press, distributed by ISBS, 1979. 150p., illus., facsims ., appendices, bibliog. notes, index. $25.00)
Keating not only lists all the "swinging peals of Australia, the carillons
and chimes, and single bells ... the important public bells ... "as well as a
few ships' bells, he includes much interesting material on the history of bells
in Australia. Of general interest, especially to amateurs whose knowledge of
bell-ringing may be limited to what Sayers' "Nine Tailors" includes, is the
material on the various methods of hanging and sounding bells. Appendices
by Hervey Bagot on change-ringing and on the factors which determine the
inherent tones of bells indicate the complexity of this ancient and still vital
art.
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THE DEMPSTERS, by Rica Erickson. (Nedlands, University of Western
Australia Press, distributed by ISBS, 1978. 297p., illus., ports., facsims.,
sketch maps, bibliog., notes, index. $20.00)
If THE DEMPSTERS were a novel it would be called "epic", for the
multitudinous cast of characters and their bewilderingly complex interrelationships would challenge the talents of a master storyteller. But this is the
real story of real people, the family and "extended family" of an Australian
pioneer, James Maclean Dempster.
Active in shipping, coastal trading, merchandising, farming, fishing,
horse-breeding, pearling, sandalwooding and whaling, the Dempsters developed homesteads and pastoral stations, promoted improvement in farming and served in local political offices. Perhaps even more remarkably, they
maintained close family ties and business partnerships in spite of stress
caused by widely differing temperaments. The family circle grew even larger
as it welcomed new wives, husbands, other in-laws, relatives or friends.
THE DEMPSTERS offers to the economist a picture of the development of a difficult terrain and to the social historian a remarkably complete
picture of frontier life in Australia from colonial days to early Federation.

TEMPLE HOUSTON, Lawyer with a Gun by Glenn Shirley. (Norman
University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. 339p., illus., ports., facsims., bibliog.,
index. $14.95)
Temple Houston, the flamboyant model for Edna Ferber's flamboyant
Yancy Cravat in Cimarron, stars here in his own thoroughly researched and
well written biography. The youngest child of a famous father who died
when the boy was three, he strove to make his mark as his own man, and his
life emphatically underscores the old adage that "truth is stranger than
fiction." Mter a childhood touched by the passions of the Civil War, an
adolescent fling at supporting himself on the frontier and a three year stint as
a U.S. Senate page, he completed his education at break-neck speed,
graduating at nineteen and opening a law practice immediately. He was
gifted with an almost photographic memory and his excellent college
training was enhanced by wide reading throughout his life. His remarkable
powers of oratory and flair for the dramatic were coupled with an incredible
grasp of detail and an uncanny ability to gauge his audience and play upon
its emotions. Tall, slender, handsome, with flowing locks and impeccable
though often unusual tailoring, he was also famed for the speed and
accuracy with which he could draw and shoot his white handled revolver.
Had he lived into the days of Oklahoma's statehood he would undoubtedly have played an increasingly important role in the forefront of its
political life; his tragic death from erysipelas at forty-five allowed only some
twenty years for achievements few could equal in twice that span.
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JOHN MARSH
by Reginald R. and Winifred H. Stuart
1ohn Marsh was the first American to settle on the Contra Costa. The
date of his arrival was 1837. The word "gregarious" creeps into most human
chronicles. John Marsh was not gregarious.
On Feb. 25, 1828, he was granted permission to practice medicine in the
Pueblo of Los Angeles. His medical credentials included a Harvard diploma
written in Latin with no mention of medical training. His experience
included several years of service as a Government Indian Agent in the
Middle West. Probably he was the first licensed physician in California.
It is also recorded that he treated many cases of smallpox and hydrophobia. He also proved to be reasonably successful as an accoucheur. His
services were paid for in cowhides, valued approximately at $2 per hide.
Sometimes his fees were paid in tallow at 50 cents per arroba.
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Six months in a small office with the rank smell of his "money" was
sufficient. He sold his redolent business for $500 in gold and headed north
to locate a rancho.
At this time Spain's sovereignty in California was at an end and Mexico
was in control of the affairs.
Marsh soon found there were ranchos for sale, but that no foreigner
could obtain a clear title without embracing the Catholic faith. However this
obstacle did not bother the "doctor." Marsh had lived the life of an Indian
Agent, and, to him, the change of church membership was not vital. In a
way, perhaps, gold had become his God.
Marsh came north to San Jose. In the meantime, Jose Noriega had
received from Jose Castro, the acting Governor, a great tract of land, five
leagues long and three leagues wide. This tract, 7680 acres, was in the San
Joaquin Valley some 40 miles northeast of San Jose.
The tract seemed to be almost inaccessible, with many Indians in the area.
It was miles away from the nearest neighbors, and even they were living in
semi-savage conditions, guarding their property from attack. Noriega was
afraid to live on the rancho himself, so he took a squad of 10 vaqueros with
him whenever he visited his property.
But Indians never bothered Marsh. He appeared to be most interested,
but he did not buy. He was too much of a Yankee to buy without a thorough
examination. So he persuaded Noriega to go with him for a trip around the
entire California settlement, and even into Oregon. Marsh absorbed information like a blotter. Everywhere he went he saw settlers who were dissatisfied with the Mexican rule. Would France, England, the United States, or
Russia be the sovereign state to swallow up Mexico's ill-governed colonies?
Always he kept in close contact with Noriega.
This waiting game had several advantageous attractions. His traveling
cost Marsh nothing - Noriega was his host. His friends tried to discourage
him: "They'll kill you and steal your cattle." "Too many Indians and horse
thieves." "Nothing can be raised in the adobe soil." "There'll be no settlers
there for another generation."
Early in 1837, Marsh bought Noriega's rancho - Los Meganos. The
price was $500 - the same amount, and almost the identical gold he had
saved as a Los Angeles doctor. Los Meganos is in the Contra Costa, a few
miles east of Clayton, on the Marsh Creek Road.
Seemingly Marsh had everything - a great rancho, fine meadows, almost
unlimited space - but no cattle. So once again, he started practicing
medicine. Here, as always in the past, he found many who needed his help
and appreciated his services. He was the first doctor in the Contra Costa.
Generally this area was a very healthy place; but there were some fever
and ague cases, and, of course, many childbirth cases which could not be
handled by the neighborhood midwife. There were also a number of repair
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jobs, the result of quarrels among the natives who were prone to "use the
knife" in settling them. The records also show that the leading Spanish
settlers often consulted Marsh.
The doctor's services were always in demand, and paid for in cattle~It was
not uncommon for him to bring back a herd of 25 cattle or more for a
weekend's trip. General Sutter and Vallejo, and, in this area, Vicente
Martinez, were treated by Marsh. Soon stock carrying the Marsh brand, an
anchor, was in evidence.
Usually his fee was paid without question. But once, where the distance
was long and the case most difficult, Marsh had made a charge of 50 head.
However the ranchero's entire herd was only 150 cows, and he and his wife
objected strenuously to the charge. Even so, Marsh held to his charge of 50
cows. But leave it to a woman! She remembered having washed two shirts
for Marsh, and she put in a charge of 25 cows for her services. She won.
There are many today who may scoff or smile at this first doctor in the
Contra Costa; but records show that he did a very good job.
When he returned home one day, he found that his adobe had been
broken into and his deeds and papers scattered about the area. Marsh
organized a posse which followed the trail toward the Sierras. The Indians
were completely surprised, and many were killed.
Thus, with blood and powder, was the West won by the white men.
Marsh's part in getting California annexed to the United States is not
generally known nor appreciated. Together with other Americans who lived
in California, he used every legitimate means to get this area annexed to the
United States. Sometimes they were imprisoned and greatly abused and
starved by the Mexican authorities.
Finally, when they were permitted to leave, Marsh returned home with
the determination to do something about these intolerable conditions. He
wrote letters to American officials demanding that American citizens should
be protected. He had friends and acquaintances in every section of the
country, and he wrote hundreds of letters. He wrote about California, and
its wonderful climate, its crops, its fruits, its opportunities. He wrote, too,
about its undeveloped land, with its many opportunities.
Then he urged people to immigrate to California - to organize and come
in groups. He even outlined the route by which he had arrived. He always
brought them past Los Meganos. It was not long before his letters were
appearing in newspapers in every part of the United States.
As a direct result of his letter writing the first overland party, the Barrtelson-Nye Company, was organized in Independence, Missouri, on Feb. 1,
1841. Some the leaders of this pioneering group were John Barrtelson,
Michael N ye, Charles Hooper, Robert Hickman, and perhaps John Bidwell.
They agreed among themselves to make the trip to California via the
Marsh route. There were over 100 who signed up to start for California that
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spring. As always, there were drop-outs, but the main group, 58 in all, got
off on May 19, 1841. (It should be remembered that this was seven years
before the Gold Rush.) They called themselves "The Pilgrims of the Pacific."
It is not surprising that news of this company reached Mexico City. Soon
General Vallejo received instructions from Mexico City to fmd out why
Marsh had invited them to come. Vallejo had problems of his own.
The emigrants reached the Rockies, came up the Platte and its north fork
to the Laramie, thence by the Sweetwater and the South Pass to the Great
Salt Lake. From this point to the Sierras they were choked with alkali dust.
Already it was October, and they went through a snow storm at the
summit. The wind howled through the passes, and to the tired emigrants
"Nothing looked right, sounded right, was right." It is understandable that
John Marsh stock went down to zero.
Far out on the "High Desert" the exhausted emigrants saw an Indian who
knew Marsh. He piloted them to Los Meganos.
It was Nov. 4, 1841 that this first American party, the "Pilgrims of the
Pacific," crossed a ford in the San Joaquin River and reached the John
Marsh home. Of course it did not look like what they had expected. It had
been a long dry season - no rain for many months. Marsh was delighted to
see them, and he just about cleaned out his larder to feed the big hungry
group. He served roast pork, and he promised them a barbecued beef in the
morning;
Imagine Marsh's surprise and anger the next morning to learn that the
group had gotten up at daybreak and butchered one of his prized trained
oxen. (It was killed, we suppose, because, being a trained animal, it refused
to escape with the rest of the herd.) Marsh always blamed Bidwell for this
senseless act.
As it was, he got the party off for San Jose as soon as possible. At the
Capital, he vouched for the entire group except Bidwell. This he did with the
Mexican official in his private office.
Back with the party, he handed out passports to each of the men,
implying that it would be five dollars apiece, cash, or its equivalent. Many of
the men had no money left and they gave him anything of value they had.
When he came to Bidwell, there was no passport.
"Don't I get a passport?" asked the latter, the founder of Chico. "Don't I
look like a man?"
Marsh shook his head.
So later Bidwell went to the authorities himself and got his own passport.
"How much do I owe?" asked the American.
"Nothing but your good conduct."
Through the years many of the things Marsh had dreamed about were
gradually becoming realities. He had hoped for more arrivals from the
States. He had thought in terms of hundreds, and maybe thousands. Almost
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every day brought new people to California.
Then came the gold discovery at Coloma. The immigration barriers
were thrown wide open. Every yard-stick of the past was outdated. The
price of food, clothing, and all the wants of life went sky-high. The value of
vacant land felt the throb of life. Los Meganos had started with the $500 of
hard-earned gold. Now the hundreds of acres were worth thousands of
dollars. Marsh's vaqueros were planting crops, and, even now, a single crop
would sell for more than he had valued the entire property. His herds had
grown, and an increasing flow of gold came to the Doctor's coffers. Marsh
had always wanted to be rich. Now he was opulent.
Sometimes his mind went back to his years on the frontier, to Marguerite,
his Indian wife, and his son, Charlie, and he wondered how different his life
would be if they had lived and were with him now.
Of course there were problems. Not everything in the new country ran in
herds with the dollar sign affixed to the collar.
Squatters swept down on his thousands of acres and hung on like bad
dreams. When they began to preempt choice locations of Los Meganos,
Marsh served notices on the pre-empters, but the local authorities were
lukewarm in enforcing the law.
Marsh retaliated by dumping the squatters' goods down a ravine, and his
men strung up a few cattle thieves. Perhaps that would teach them a lesson!
One day he was notified that other characteristics of modem civilization
had arrived. Local government sent him notice to appear in court.
Later, when violators were brought to trial, Marsh soon learned the
limitations of a person's government: self-interest. Everybody was related
to, or dependent upon, somebody else. Nobody wanted to have the wrong
sort of reputation. After all, wasn't everyone a voter?
When all is said and done, a community gets just about the sort of
government as the desire of its citizenry.
Abbey Tuck was a New England school teacher who had come to
California to head a select girls' school at Santa Clara. On a trip about the
state with the Rev. and Mrs. 0 .C. Wheeler, the.Baptist minister of the local
community, her party had found themselves at John Marsh's home one day
in the late summer of 1850.
She had been interested in this Harvard man who had lived in California
for almost 20 years. It fascinated her that here, in these obviously wild
surroundings, was a man who preferred to read Greek rather than fritter
away his time on the amenities of the hour. The courtship was short. A few
weeks later the Rev. Wheeler married Abbey and John at his home.
Suddenly Marsh's dreams were changed. He vowed he would build
Abbey the grandest house in California. Architects were secured, and the
best mechanics in all of California were employed. It was to be a great Stone
House. Plans were whipped into shape. A stone mountain nearby provided
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the foundation and walls for this great castle.
While the house was being built, flower gardens and orchards of exotic
fruits were planned and started. No second rate home would be good
enough for Abbey and John.
How could anyone be happier? The answer: He could. It came when little
pink and white Alice was born.
Sometimes one's perception is better in the middle of the darkest night.
John Marsh woke up and listened.
"Why does she so often cough at night?" he thought.
"It couldn't be ... "
But it was; Abbey slipped away that same winter, and John, heartbroken
and aged, carried his tiny daughter to the good clergyman to raise as a part
of his family.
Marsh's whole interest in life came to an end. The great Stone House was
never completed.
One stormy night, as Marsh sat reading by his hearth, there came a knock
at the door. A stranger stumbled across the threshold. He was soaking wet,
and Marsh seated him beside the blazing fire. He was looking for a party, he
said, but had lost his way. Finally he explained that the person he was
looking for was Marsh, himself.
Now it was Marsh's time to ask questions.
"Where was your home?"
"Springfield, Illinois."
"Did you have another name?"
"Yes, James Pantier, who raised me."
"What was your Father's name?"
"John Marsh."
Marsh could hardly hold himself; but he spoke as lightly as he could.
"I've a queer question I want to ask you," said Marsh. "May I see your
foot?"
"That sure is a funny one," said the stranger. "Which foot?" he asked as he
started to pull off his muddy boot.
"Let's see," hesitated Marsh. "The right one, I think."
So the stranger pulled off his boot and the wet sock. Marsh knelt in front
of the stranger, and ran his hand over his foot and down to the toes. THERE
IT WAS - a wet bruised foot, with the birth-mark; the toes held together
with a firm membrane. Marsh jumped to his feet.
"There it is! You are my son - Charley!"
Father and son embraced, then pulled their chairs in front of the fire,
endeavoring to catch up on the years which had passed.
There was so much to show Charles and so many people to meet. Father
and son were inseparable. John begrudged the hours they were apart - or
was it premonition?
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Some men had done an abominable piece of pruning for Marsh. When he
refused to pay for it, they had ridden off with curses and vile language.
One more day and that business in Martinez would be finished. Then he
and Charley would take a vacation.
Marsh was so pre-occupied with his thoughts as he drove toward the
County Seat that he failed to hear the clatter of following horsemen. Then,
as he turned in his seat, the whirl and thump of the flying lasso tightened
around his shoulders with a jerk which threw him backwards to the ground.
When he struggled to his feet, with his arms pinioned to his body, he was
face to face with his erstwhile pruner. Moreno's knife struck his neck and
shoulders. Again and again the vaquero plunged the blade into his body.
Marsh's driverless team was stopped as they ran into Martinez.
Charles Marsh gave his complete time for months in his endeavor to run
down the murderer. Finally he captured him in Mexico, and turned him
over to the local authorities. In the trial which followed, Felipe Moreno was
convicted of second degree murder, and was sent to prison for life. He was
pardoned by Governor Markham in 1891.
The old Stone House stands today on Marsh Road, a monument to
unfulfilled dreams. Is it possible for us to re-appraise the dreams of long ago
in terms of today's needs in such a way that both the past and the present will
be honored?
Some of us believe it can be done.
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Delightful Isabelle Chapdelain Towne
of Lodi, California tells us:
"The first Tokays came from Kabeylia,
a province in the mountains of Algeria.
In 1857 they were brought to California
and the first were planted in Lodi in 1864.
"We are the Tokay Capital of the world,"
she adds proudly.

